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Preface

ive concern of this essay is in many ways an attempt to say 

wha. *ch one of us must in fact come to see for himself, and this is 

a procedure which has obvious dangers. Either one storms the summit, 

leaving everyone else both behind and indifferent (with good reason); 

or one seeks so hard to be understood, and to be sure that one will 

be understood, that what is actually said becomes, if not trivial, then 

so public that it becomes incapable of leading anyone to vision, to 

seeing for himself. The method by which one therefore attempts to move 

between these tensions is consequently important; it has seemed to me 

that it requires both stopping and starting, a dialectic between what 

appears incomprehensible and what appears familiar. This rather jerky 

motion I have sought to perform with respect to particular writers who, 

in their respective fields, have appeared to many to be at least almost 

incomprehensible; most notably here these are Ludwig Wittgenstein,

Simone Weil, and then Plato, Martin Buber and in contemporary Scotland 

Ronald Gregor Smith and John Zizioulas.

The form which the stopping and starting takes is in effect that 

of formulating a question or framework of approaches from which we may 

move into exegesis or investigation of a writer or problem, where the 

question is itself derived from the writer or problem we come to see in 

its light. The question is both our starting point, and also what allows 

us to go beyond a particular writer or problem - stopping, as it were, 

not with the problem or writer studied, but at the question, discovered 

anew in this object of study. It is very much the technique Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer employs in his Christology lectures ( a work to which I owe 

a great deal) : the question developed out of the essence of Christology 

(Who are you? Addressed to Christ, as opposed to what or how are you?) 

is then used to criticise and rediscover the history of Christology.
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Bonhoeffer is often criticised for bad patristics by those who are 

suspicious of such a methodology - and certainly the danger of this 

approach is a distortion of detail and passing-over of the particular 

aims of the writers involved. I cannot claim that this essay is free 

from such error, but can only express the hope that the errors appear 

worthwhile within the context of the whole.

My debts are heavy. Peter Winch, Professor of Philosophy at 

King's College, London, first showed me how to understand Wittgenstein. 

John Zizioulas, Senior Lecturer in Theology at Glasgow, first showed me 

how total and all-embracing theology is. And above all Stewart
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London, not only allowed me to understand Simone Weil but has born the 

brunt of the resultant obscurities and hesitations in progressing with 

the thesis at all. My personal debt to him is great, and I am happy to 

acknowledge it here.

I hope it is not out of place to record a final and complete debt 

of thanks to Helen, my wife. It is from her that most of my learning 

has come, daily.

Edinburgh 
June 1977



Introduction

a) Methodology

In the essay which follows, three concepts occupy the central 

stage:- learning, the world, and the person - and in large measure the 

essay is an exploration of the ways in which these three are hound to

gether. It is thus in one sense a conceptual exploration; but not one 

which proceeds by considering cases, and any appeal to illustration and 

example is more often than not absent.

A full explanation of this belongs, obviously, to the body of the

text: a general justification for such an approach is that it is the 

concern of the essay to put forward certain basic features of learning, 

the world and the person - features which are ontologically prime - and 

this concern with what is basic is inimical to any analysis which proceeds 

by examination of cares. Up to this point I would agree with P F Strawson 

(introduction to Individuals). that philosophy is competent to handle 

other questions than those arising out of the consideration of examples,

and that this leads it back into metaphysics. What Strawson has seen, 

and rightly, is that the very presuppositions made by a methodology that 

describes how we speak, typified by J L Austin and the bulk of Wittgenstein* 

Philosophical Investigations. are still logical ones and need viewing in 

a more general framework. But Strawson's own approach - to generalise 

on these logical presuppositions and set out the kind of particularity 

and generality we in fact operate with, although legitimate as far as 

it goes, begs as many questions as it deals with. Descriptive metaphysics,

which is how Strawson labels his own work, goes hand in hand with the 

description of cases; thus Strawson properly describes the methodological 

presuppositions of anyone seeking understanding through the description 

of particular cases.

Where it has seemed to mè that we must leave this approach behind
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the development of a concept of particularity - the concept of an 'object', 

Strawson is aware that the concept of a person does not quite fit into 

the framework of 'objects' he first develops, and thus that particularity 

is strangely difficult to set out with respect to other people and to 

oneself. My own concern in this essay is to approach the question of 

particularity, both in 'objects' and people, from a completely different 

angle - that of learning, in which the question of the emergence of our 

concept of particularity is not handled in isolation from the fact that 

we are people. That is, I have sought to view the concept of an 'object' 

in continuous relation to the concept of the person who has such a grasp 

of objectivity, rather than treating language, even on this very general 

level of logic, as a reality which can be understood without reference 

to the very personal being of those who speak it.

This I take to be the problem in metaphysics - not to say how all 

reality is, from the point of view of omniscience, nor simply to relati- 

vise that omniscience and offer a world-view, but to say how it is in 

fact possible for this concept of reality to be thought through by a 

person at all. It is not then a consideration of the concept of reality 

we do in fact employ - this is descriptive metaphysics in Strawson's 

sense - but rather a consideration of how people are related to reality

in such a way that they can have a concept of reality at all.

One very important way of tackling this question is Heidegger's;- 

the approach to reality must be through the reality of the man who 

conceives of it in order to approach it. But my own background and train

ing have led me to Wittgenstein, whose principal questions are not about 

•man' as such, but about the relation between language and the world. As 

I have noted, Wittgenstein often appears as one of the archetypal represent

atives of a purely illustrative philosophy of cases - a describer of
.

logical geography par excellence. But although I have continually born in 

mind a remark of Peter Winch



(in "Wittgenstein's Treatment of the Will") to the effect that a concern 

with some features of language as more basic than the rest is a concern 

which is rather alien to Wittgenstein's later thought, it has also seemed 

correct, as I take it it seems to Winch, not to take the techniques of the 

bulk of Philosophical Investigations as the fullness or point of this later 

thought; hence one of the secondary themes of this essay is the extent of 

the projection of earlier ideas into Wittgenstein's later thought.

b) Aims

My purpose in writing the essay, and focussing on the concepts of 

learning, person and world, has been primarily to work out a model for 

personhood, for being a person. This has involved a 'sifting out' of the 

concept of a person from that of the world, a gradual differentiation handled 

with almost exclusive reference to the concept of learning. The attention 

given to learning owes a great deal to Wittgenstein, largely because 

Wittgenstein has always seemed to me to be metaphysician in the above sense, 

and to have found that this concern to speak about how we speak about the 

world required him to approach this through the way we learn.

The central three chapters of this essay are concerned to work out 

what this approach to the world, and our conception of it, can be seen to 

tell us about the concept of a person. The fifth and final chapter then 

explores this concept more critically, with particular reference to the 

Jewish theologian Martin Buber. Buber's very decisive importance in 

developing and popularising the ideas of personal encounter and relation

ship is not one I have any wish to minimise - but it does seem to me that 

the cost of this popularising has been that he writes on a moral level 

rather than the ontological level he claims to be working on, and hence 

that, while he constantly draws our attention to the riches and centrality 

of other people in our lives, he never does justice to the '!' that is



to come into relationship with them. Rather than writing about I-Thou 

relationships, Buber writes about Thous, and thus he never quite leaves 

discourse about possibilities of experience rather than of a relationship 

which transforms the experiencing self as well as his experience of the other.

At apparently the other extreme to Buber, the writings of the French 

thinker and mystic, Simone Weil, almost ignore the possibilities of 

encounter with other people. It is the self, and the possibility of trans

forming oneself, which is at the centre of Weil's thought - yet for this 

reason she offers a valuable foil to Buber's focus on 'the other'. She 

is a writer who seeks to set out the possibilities of transformation of the 

self with reference to nothing other than the world of matter, while 

holding form to the conviction that it is God's will that one should never 

for one minute look beyond this world, even _to God.

It is my concern to show that neither Buber nor Weil does justice to 

what a person is. Both writers as it were overreact - Buber by forgetting 

self, Weil by forgetting the other. They are still working with a concept 

of objectivity which assumes that a person exists in the same dimension of 

particularity as an object; and hence that it must in the end be possible to 

say that 'I' and 'the other' are two of a kind. This question of the 

'sameness' with which we may speak of self and others is a problem Wittgenstein 

concentrated very heavily on, and it has led to much discussion of the ideas 

of 'inner' - as opposed to 'outer' or worldly - experience, and of private 

knowledge of, and language about, oneself. While aware of the breadth of 

this discussion, I have tried to pick my own way through this rather highly- 

strung area, and have made reference to only a few articles. Wittgenstein's 

basic approach seems to me to have a great deal to say to the enthusiasm of 

Buber and Weil, in redressing the balance between their extremes and 

suggesting that what a person actually is is something a bit more mysterious 

than either writer has seen.



This dimension of mystery is not a puzzle or a problem.- however, and 

it is the serious defect of Strawson's approach that this is how it in fact 

appears: we can only record that mind and body are in fact related, though 

we know not how. Certainly I would agree that it is impossible to do 

justice to what a person is without taking account of our concept of 'the 

world' - here again Buber and Weil between them point to what is needed; 

the question is whether we begin from the understanding we have of 'the 

world' in order to place people within it, or rather begin from this 

understanding in order to ask how people can understand the world at all.
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the world', or to the self, Wittgenstein's problem was simply whether the 

self can be reduced to the world, or the world to the self. There are only 

two elements in the reduction, not three - nonetheless the fact that he 

wished to avoid either reduction remained the base from which he could 

much later reject the corresponding reduction of what a person is.

Such a reduction appears even in Strawson's proposal that person is 

a two-sided concept, applying both to others and to oneself, as if we 

already knew the particular distinctness of self and others - that they 

are different kinds of entity which we simply have to hold together. What 

I have therefore essayed is to consider what happens when we no longer assume 

we know what kinds of entity people - self and others - are, but simply ask 

how we arrive at our concept of particularity - an object. The mystery of 

the person which emerges is certainly a 'relational' concept, in which it is 

not possible to isolate out individuals; but a 'relation' whose primary mode 

of description is that of 'object'. It is not, that is, a relation between 

objects (individual people, or subject and object), but itself an object.

This of course means that it is an object in a somewhat specialised 

sense - an object of metaphysics rather than physics. But this in no sense 

means that it is a formal category without relation to our day-to-day view 

of the world's furniture - the point is rather that we are not asking, What 

is the general category of object we employ? (the question from Aristotle 

to Kant and Strawson), but How do we come to have any conception of an 

object? This is not, as it is sometimes taken to be, an empirical question 

rather than the former analytic one; it is not a question of genesis and 

of educational study. Certainly learning is the key concept here, but one 

we are still obliged to handle metaphysically - thus I have made sparing 

use of discussion in the philosophy of education, and only comment in 

passing on the controversy about the 'new education’ (with reference to

Illich and Preire).



How do we come to have any concept of an object? is a question on a 

par with Why is there anything at all? and How did there come to be anything 

(rather than....)? questions which Wittgenstein's pupil and colleague,

Rush Rhees, discusses with reference to Plato's Parmenides in a most helpful 

way ("Where does the world come from?" in Without Answers, pp 115-9, to 

which I am indebted). Our own question does not lead us to generalise on
l

the evidence of education, as if we know in advance ojf our observation 

what an object is and what a learner is required to do to show U3 he has 

understood its existence. If this latter is an intelligible inquiry - and 

it is certainly undertaken by many educational psychologists - it is a 

'realistic' approach which takes no account whatsoever of the basis of 

experience - the movement, for the learner, from nothing to something being 

before him.

This is not to say that it is a separate question - a matter of 

subjective rather than observational or objective psychology - and I have 

tried in what follows to bring out how this notion of experience in fact 

serves to point us back to problems that cannot be defined simply in terms 

of either subject or object. The key to this seems to me to be the concept 

of presence, and with it the move from nothing to a presence - the move to 

what is new. Thus the essay begins with an introductory chapter which 

raises the problems surrounding the concepts of presence and newness in 

their most acute form - Meno's paradox.

I make no apologies for taking this paradox seriously, even though 

this is perhaps unfair to the thrust of the dialogue. It has been a great 

comfort at times when the prevalent methodology of linguistic philosophy - 

exhibiting cases - has seemed to indicate that we do, as Socrates argues 

against Meno, know everything anyway, and newness should not be a problem.

It is not a problem within philosophy, perhaps - that is the basis for 

Strawson's notion of descriptive rather than revisionary metaphysics: to
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say where we are rather than go somewhere else - and Wittgenstein clearly 

assented to this:

it is rather, of the essence of our investigation that we do not 

seek to learn anything new by it. We want to understand something 

that is already in plain view. For this is what we seem in some 

sense not to understand. (Philosophical Investigations I 89)

But it has been a terrible straight-jacket on philosophy in the West that 

it has, by and large, taken this to mean that there is no such thing as 

learning anything new — whereas Wittgenstein himself devoted much of his 

investigation to precisely this phenomenon.

Txic firs t chapter leads on to an initial consideration of presence 

with respect to Object* and 'world', and at that point develops by contact 

with Weil, who has set out a very powerful conception of the 'world'. This 

concludes the chapter, as a flag-marker, from which the essay moves off to 

review what 'the world' means. After a lengthy discussion of 'learning', 

'object' and 'understanding', the final chapter, as already noted, sets 

out more explicitly what this means for our understanding of 'person'. This 

attempt to be more explicit has obliged me to write in a more 'religious' 

atmosphere than throughout the rest of the essay - a fact which reflects

Lhe much greater interest and understanding theology, unlike philosophy, has
ffl 7

shown the concepts both of a person and of learning. This of course raises 

significant questions about the relation between philosophy and theology, 

and I realise that the loss of even a reference to other philosophers would, 

for many philosophers , exclude this final chapter from consideration as 

philosophy, while its unwillingness to talk explicitly about God would seem 

also to exclude it from consideration as theology. Since my prime concern here 

was with what is going on in a particular kind of experience and activity, and 

the understanding of personal presence we can draw out of it, it is, I think, 

a valid question to ask whether this experience and activity is in fact



intelligible to any reader who does not know something of God's self

revelation, and has not been led to see all else from this base and 

relationship. But, although valid, this is not a question I feel competent 

to answer; it would require lengthy and thorough understanding of central 

theological issues, ranging from general/special revelation to universalism 

and the operation of the Spirit.

Nonetheless, I have tried to develop, out of the more philosophical 

understanding of person in the essay, a perspective on the nature of faith

which allows us to live a little more easily on the borderland between 

philosophy and theology. While I write from a firm conviction of God's

-, , . -¡„ v»-ia <?nn Toans Hhi-ist, and the trinitarian naturecumpxe seii-uiobivouic **■*•»■’ « ~~ ~~  ----- *
of this revelation, it does not seem at all helpful to take this as a 

starting point for viewing the interrelation of philosophy and theology. It 

is not a matter of Yes or No to "Does God exist?" etc - and it has seemed 

important to comment on this simply because faith is so invariably viewed 

as an attribute of an individual person, something to mark him out from his 

fellows. If the concept of a person which I have been developing, as not 

primarily an individual at all, is correct, then this affects our under

standing of what faith itself is, since it becomes tied up with the 

relationships people participate in rather than the means by which they are 

enabled to participate. Faith, that is, is not theprerequisite for 

communion — neither is religion; that both nonetheless occupy a cî ejtral 

and essential place in our fuller understanding of person and communion 

requires, as I readily acknowledge, further and separate discussion.
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a) The Meno: Learning, contrasted with teaching

Learning does not often show itself as a problematic notion to those 

who teach. In particular, when difficulties are raised about it, it will 

seem that the terms we use in order to speak about teaching will do equally 

well when we speak about learning. Attempts to begin from learning rather 

than from teaching are rare: the earliest and for that reason perhaps the 

most fruitful and suggestive discussion which does occur is in Plato's Meno, 

when Meno asks:

How will you look for something when you don't in the least know what 

it is? How are you going to set up something you know as the object of 

your search? To put it another way, even if you come right up against 

it, he, will you know that what you have found is the thing you didn't 

know? (80d)

We may begin our consideration of learning by trying to bring out, 

more or less in its own terms, what tnis discussion has to offer.

Socrates does not directly answer Meno's question, apparently because 

it is not completely to the point of what he himself has just said. In 

fact he says i-t is not a-good argument (81a); what he does try to do in 

reply, and obviously what he feels it necessary to do, is to show h.w it 

is possible to carry out "a joint investigation and inquiry into what it 

(in this case: virtue) is", given that we don't know what it is (80d).

The objection or paradox Meno produces is cast in two different, though 

related forms, which means that the difficulty it raises, whether or not it 

seems at all likely that Meno himself should be taken to be aware of this, 

is both that any search presupposes some knowledge of what we are looking 

for, and that recognition presupposes some prior acquaintance with whatever 

we are to recognise.

In more general terns, the objection is that Socrates is denying an 

essential presupposition of an inquiry he wishes to pursue. The objection 

itself, considered in isolation, is reasonable and forceful; the question is



of whether or not it is relevant to what Socrates has said. And indeed 

Socrates does wish to inquire into what a thing is, given that he (and 

anybody) does not know what it is; at the end of the episode with the slave, 

the point he places all his weight behind is that we must look for what we 

don't know (86b-c). In what way, then, is Meno's objection beside the point, 

or a bad argument?

Socrates' concern is to give an account of, or rather the essential 

definition of, a general notion such as virtue, and he thinks it is possible 

to look for such a definition. This is not, however, because in some sense 

one does after all know the answer; very few men know what virtue is, or 

come close to any real idea of what it is, because very few men are virtuous. 

Indeed Socrates does not actually say that one can know what virtue is in the 

Meno - only that it is possible to seek after that knowledge. The possibility 

lies in the fact that the acquisition of knowledge is possible, and thus 

that it is possible to know something one did not previously know. But 

merely to illustrate or point to teaching, and learning by being taught, will 

not do in order to show this possibility to be a real one; whether these 

pointers or illustrations can really'be, learning is what; is called 'into 

question.

In this case it will not do for another and more obvious reason;

Socrates has made it plain to Meno that he, Meno, does not know what virtue 

is, in the previous discussion; and Socrates acknowledges that he himself 

does not. So neither of the participants in the discussion would be in any

position to teach the definition of virtue. --------  The failure of the

sophists to have realised how little each knows ( the sense of wisdom in 

which Plato allows Socrates to acknowledge that he himself possesses some 

wisdom (Apology 21d))is what makes their claims to be able to teach so 

presumptuous.
And so teaching is distinguished from something else: questioning 

(see e.g. 84c-d, 85d). This, however, seems to present difficulties.
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The episode with the slave is intended, in part, to show that learning 

is recollecting something known previously and then forgotten (although the 

notion of loss is more fully stressed in the Phaedo 75d-e; thus Socrates says 

"seeking and learning are in fact nothing but recollection" (81d) (and see 

81d-e)). Yet at 82b, learning is distinguished from recollecting or being 

reminded. Now, if learning is recollecting, then it would seem that being 

taught is ipso facto recollecting; yet at 85d, at least, it seems to be 

distinguished from it. And going on to say here that being taught is not 

learning would not only be extreme, but would not square with the suggestion, 

made at 96c, that learning presupposes teachers, or the possibility of 

teaching.

If all that is called learning really does involve recollection, Socrates 

would have a stronger case for saying that the soul is immortal - or at least 

existed prior to this life. But then being taught, which can at least seem 

to be the most common form of learning, would have to be seen to involve 

recollection, which Socrates does not appear to agree to. When he mentions 

the suggestion of a prior life of the soul (86a—b), he puts the case for 

immortality hypothetically, in a weak way, and it is obviously a conclusion he 

is unsure of. (1 )

Yet whether or not the notion of recollection manifested in the 

questioning of the slave does necessarily involve some idea of immortality, 

it does at least show up certain elements that enter into learning in 

general. By this I mean that it is possible to feel more at home with the 

apparent difficulties in consistency of Socrates* understanding of learning 

if it is the case that all learning does in some sense involve recollection, 

yet that this can be seen more clearly in some cases than in otherp. This 

difference in perspicuity is the difference between learning by being taught 

and by being reminded which he wishes to stress. The alternatives

noted at 82b then appear as learning (by being taught) and (learning by)



being reminded; and the distinction between teaching and recollecting (that 

is, between being taught and recollecting) at 82e, 84c-d, and 85d then 

makes sense because it shows something about learning which a mere consider

ation of teaching tends to obscure; a point at which the notion of teaching 

has shrivelled and disappeared, leaving simply the learning.

Let us spend a little time on the episode with the slave. When this 

is alluded to in the Phaedo. Cebes' introductory remarks show that he 

naturally thinks of the notion of recollection in connexion with the 

relationship of question and answer, an emphasis not brought to the fore

ground in the Meno. It is a general point that being able correctly to 

answer questions presupposes knowing the answers; and because Socrates does 

nothing but question the slave, it must seem as if (since after his initial 

failure and the reaching of the Socratic elenchus, the slave answers the 

questions correctly) the slave does know the answers.

It is important to note that the question the slave initially answers is 

How long is the side of a square of eight feet? The question he finally 

answers is: Is it your opinion that the square on the diagonal of the 

original square is double its area? '"If these questions are the same, 

one must know, at the very least, what a diagonal is, something the slave 

did not know when he began. But; in considering the questioning, the point is 

not to ask whether, or not, Socrates does in fact teach (i.e. because he 

speaks in terms of questions).

If that were the worry, then informing this would be the idea that 

teaching amounts to the making of true assertions, successful when the pupil 

shows himself able to reproduce most of the assertions made to him.

Pupils often do not accept what their master is teaching them as (simply 

because of that fact) true, and not unreasonably or obstreperously, but 

because they do not understand uhat they are being taught, or it seems wrong
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to them because it does not make sense. Whether or not a pupil takes an 

assertion correctly depends in first measure on whether or not he has under

stood what is said: the point is that he is not also taught how to take it 

correctly.

The slave answers questions he has never been asked before, and, with 

the exception of a passage at 85a, where Socrates is most obviously explain

ing what he has in mind because the slave has said he does not understand the 

question, he answers them correctly. But if we say that the answers were 

"somewhere within him" (85c), that is simply because he did give correct 

answers to these questions without having been taught the correct answers 

before. All we are registering is the fact of his success, not any one or 

other account of the manner of development of his thought. And if he were 

taught in terms of assertions, and then shows that he has indeed learnt what 

he was taught, it behoves us equally to say that the correct way of taking 

what he was told was "somewhere within h'.m". Could the slave know how to 

take what he is being told unless in some sense he knew what is is now being 

taught, but had lost the knowledge?

If this is a caricature of teaching, then that only reinforces the 

recognition that it does not matter whether or not Socrates is actually 

teaching or doing something else. He could have proceeded, e.g. at 84d ff., 

as follows: "Now, I shall show you how to answer our question. We add these 

squares to obtain one four times the size of the original. Do you under

stand so far? - And then we add these lines (the diagonals) to obtain this 

area. As each diagonal divides its square into equal areas ....." and so on. 

The slave need not have seen that the diagonal of a square bisects it. He 

need not have understood any of the steps of the demonstration. That he is 

able to agrge (as most pupils can) to the steps of such a demonstration 

suggests that he knew the steps anyway.
j



When I said that there was something in the notion of recollection 

which we are shown here that does enter into all learning, I had this in 

mind: that whether a pupil is taught or questioned, he need not come to be 

able to see the answer, answer correctly, however many variations of the 

question we offer him, and however simple they are. At some point he must 

just know what we mean.

However, although this shows us to a part of learning, or the acquisition 

of knowledge, that stands beyond the act of teaching, it does not also show 

that learning is possible in the absence of a teacher. Socrates is clearly 

unwilling to allow force to Meno's objection because he knows very well that 

dialectical discussion is an important and intelligible notion - he himself 

practises it so fully. But he has not shown how it is possible to learn; 

and if is this that is at the heart of Meno's objection. The slave is said, 

at the end of his questioning, to have had the answer as an opinion within 

him (85c), and although it is a true belief, it still needs to be tethered 

down, as knowledge (ibidem, and also 97e-98a). But he himself has no 

criterion of the correctness of his answer, and neither does he recognise it 

as the right answer: it seems to him to be right, but then so did his answer

at 82e, which was wrong. That it is the right answer is something that we,

or Meno or Socrates, recognise - not the slave: if he is left simply to say

what it makes sense for him to say, then he will have no criterion of right

ness at all.

We may record the fact that the slave is in fact in the process of learning, 

as we may record the fact that, whether or not Socrates is said to be teaching, 

he could do so. But it does not help us to understand how the slave comes to 

learn, or what that learning is.

Socrates has not answered Meno's objection, because he needed to show 

us how wg, could find what we were looking for. And all that he has done is 

to show us how someone else can be halped to discover what we already know.



He has answered a question about learning in terms of teaching, introducing 

a particular conception of teaching as if it were a way of learning. More 

than this, it seems to be misleading even to begin to answer the objection by 

using any sort of example.

Suppose that he had used (as an example) the slave's coming to 

discover what virtue is.

-------But that would surely only be of any help if we ourselves could

recognise when the slave finally showed that he understood; and if we don't 

ourselves understand what virtue is, we certainly can't do any such recognis

ing. We would have, each of us individually, to find ou? what it is, before 

we can start to consider any cases that are to demonstrate how it can be 

learned.

Socrates does not suppose himself to know what virtue is; and whether 

or not each of us can share in this understanding (i.o. share the supposition 

of one's own lack of understanding) determines whether or not each of us can 

recognise here a fundamental difference between the case in the Meno. where 

the slave comes to understand something of geometry, and the case of ourselves 

seeking some understanding of virtue: the difference being that the slave is 

being questioned by a man who knows the answers (and that we know the answers), 

whereas for our own case we cannot even specify who knows the answer, if there 

is any such man (that being part of what we would seek to understand).

The difficulty in making sense of the nature of this difference lies in 

the suggestion that it makes some difference to the slave's coming to under

stand something that the answers should already be well understood. Does the 

slave ’earn because his teachers have already agreed upon the answer? Is th_s, 

as it were, his reason for learning as he does?

b) The role of 'language' in coming to understand anything at all

Socrates' unannounced point of departure for his answer to Meno is
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"what is known": it is this which gives any depth to the idea of giving 

examples of learning. Consequently, if it is at all intelligible to question 

the need, or even the possibility, of such a point of departure, then we will 

be attempting to exploreca notion of learning that cannot be referred to 

"what is known". In this first chapter our concern is both to question 

Socrates' starting point, and to indicate the range of learning which does

not deal with what is known.------- In particular, there is an obvious ambiguity

in such a notion: does it mean learning what is not (yet) known, or learning 

what has nothing to do with knowing, and hence cannot be known? Is it 

discovery, or arcane, silent understanding?

Such a distinction will not, in fact, be adequate to characterise the 

dimension of learning we will be exploring. Yet it is the great virtue of 

Meno's paradox that it points to the questions to which this ambiguity is a 

first approximation to an answer. Likewise, it suggests a parallel ambiguity 

which emerges in the concept of trying: if, that is, we view learning as a 

man's attempt to master,discover, or attain to something, how are we to 

understand an approach to trying which has no goal or object, but is apparently 

defined solely with reference to itself:

Where action were otherwise movement 

Of that which is only moved

And has in it no source of movement-----

......right action is freedom

Prom past and future also 

For most of us, this is the aim 

Never to be realised;

Who are only undefeated 

Because we have gone on trying...

(T S Eliot, Thg, Dr£ Salvages V)
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In seeking to understand how it is possible to try to understand, 

to seek an understanding which one does not possess, then it is of no help

to begin from the position of teaching: we must needs begin from the position
y i-o i

of the pupil. How is it possible to come to something, even pf geometry, pf 

one (which here means "we") doesn't know the right answers, the right ways
■v

of proceeding?

If we return to Meno's slave: I suggested that the fundamental difference 

between that case, where the slave does learn something, and our own, where 

we are not clear how to begin, is that in the former case the answer is known. 

That is of course an immensely trite point to make, yet I cannot see another

and our own lack of it. However, this would seem to suggest that the slave 

himself has, as his reason for learning as he does, that the answer is 

already known. And the idea of a reason for learning or coming to understand 

something is a strange one.

In the "Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics", Wittgenstein 

comments:

And does this mean, e.g. that the definition of "same" would be this: 

same is what all or most human beings with one voice take for the 

same? - Of course not.

For of course I don't make use of the agreement of human beings 

to affirm identity. What criterion do you use then? None at all.

(V 33)
Wittgenstein's thought has been developed in Rush Rhees' paper 

"Wittgenstein's Builders" (in Discussions of Wittgenstein) (2), Rhees 

draws out a distinction of great importance between saying, on the one 

hand "that is not what we generally do", and on the other "that makes no 

sense". (Discussions of Wittgenstein: p 77). And what he found unsatisfactory 

about Wittgenstein's examples of builders' language was that, in that

account, they could make no such distinction. in w t )
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Now it is not hard, (perhaps not hard enough) to feel that one 

understands the expression "what we generally do". Against this, Rhees 

contrasts "making sense"; however:

"What it makes sense to say" is not "the sense three expressions have". 

It has more to do with what it makes sense to answer or what it makes 

sense to ask, or what sense one remark may make in connexion with 

another. (Op. cit. p 80)

Earlier on in the paper, Rhees makes the distinction in a different

___ way:-/ 'One may speak about language games, and about what makes sense

within a particular language game; and that can be of great help in 

coming to understand the enormous- variety that characterises notions 

such as "teaching someone the meaning of a word", "appealing to the 

way the word is used", "justifying one's use on a particular occasion", 

and so on. But when one speaks about language one cannot speak about 

it as the sum total of all these varied and complex "games", ways of 

thinking, practices, or whatever: for that takes for granted that it 

is the same language that is spoken in the various games!

(Op. cit: p 75)

When someone learns the language, he learns how to speak. But that is not 

just the ways of speaking:
He learns to tell you something. This is connected with the ideas 

of addressing you and greeting you. And you cannot teach it him by 

putting him through the motions.

(Op. cit: p 80)
If he learns the language, how to speak, then he comes to draw a distinction 

between "making sense" and "ways of doing". He speaks out of what makes 

sense (to him), which is how he can "bring something to the conversation" 

and "have something to say" (ibid p 81).
. . .

Rhees is not saying that, if one were asked to justify one's way of 

speaking, one could not appeal to other things - in particular



it is the way in which we have come to know (expressions) in other 

connexions that decides whether it makes sense to put them together 

here, for instances whether one can be substituted for another, 

whether they are incompatible and so forth.

(op. cit. p 79)

But the simple record of this activity (justifying one's use, one's way of 

speaking here) points beyond itself to the 'life' that language hass where 

it cannot be distinguished from its speaker, its thinker. Such a notion - 

of the life of language - is not taught by any notion of rules, ways of 

speaking, and so forth. It is, as we will come to consider below, to be 

understood through the fact that one comes to have a conception of the world.

What we have seen, in the Meno. is that, in being taught, a pupil must 

be able to follow his teacher in the introduction of ideas that are new to 

him. And we can say that conversation relies on this - being able to speak 

the language requires being able to bring something new to the conversation. 

It does not matter, for this, whether we say that the episode in the Meno 

is a lesson or a conversation: both require the following of new ideas.

If we lack a teacher, then it may seem, as it seems to Socrates, that

language is itself enough; conversation can lead us to what is new.-------

However, all that Socrates has shown is that it can lead someone to ideas and 

a way of thinking that are new to him but not to us.

For it is clear that we have to do more than grasp what Socrates, or 

others, think and do. We have to find something new ourselves. And although 

conversation relies on this, that does not mean chat it can allow us to find 

what is new, for that would seem to require that at least someone in the 

conversation know already, (i say 'seem' because that is all Socrates has 

shown.)

In as much as we are considering the discovery of newness, then that 

may mean 'new to oneself but not to others'; but this is not an idea of



newness that will play a part in Meno's paradox of searching. I  cannot 

seek what is new to myself but not to others, without knowing what it is others 

possess. And as long as newness is understood as knowledge, it must remain 

recalcitrant to this. Something new may come to oneself, of course; and in 

part the slave appears to have undergone this. But he sought nothing new.

Meno's paradox requires us either to understand newness as something

other than knowledge, or to leave behind any assumption that knowledge is a

kind of acquisition, a party to public transaction. For, as we noted, the

paradox is phrased in two ways, concerning seeking and finding, active and

passive; so that were we to suppose that newness cannot be sought, but comes
+

if and when if does, any notion of acquisition here still requires us to ask 

now we know it is new. The concept of 'the given' will still require us to

leave behind an acquisitive model of knowledge.-------"We may, of course, simply

conclude that newness does not come at all.

A search for newness is not a search for anything recognisable, and 

does not involve criteria. This is the full import of Meno's question; and 

we can only begin to explore it by considering how it is that one comes to 

have a conception of the world. Certainly the force of Socrates' reply 

to Meno is an exhibition of learning that is not a transaction of knowledge, 

and hence able to leave aside the obvious difficulties about criteria. But 

because he illustrates the learning of what is known, Socrates, has not 

illustrated a search at all. In a sense, the discussion of recollection in 

the Phaedo is a more pertinent answer to Meno, because the questions about 

learning are raised in a more solitary context - from within the framework 

of experience of the learner.

°> a »  B m t o i  Learning and the possibility of ei

In this portion of the dialogue, Socrates is again concerned to show 

that all learning is recollection (76a), by considering our knowledge of



standards of judgement - viewing it as prompted by objects of sense.

Its argument is as follows:-

At 73d Socrates points out that a man, on noticing one thing, may be 

reminded of something else. This, he says, is recollection: it may be 

caused by similar or dissimilar objects. (74a). Now we do, it is agreed, 

have knowledge of absolutes, and in this case absolute equality (74b), a 

knowledge which comes from instances of equal objects: "It is these equal 

things that have suggested and conveyed to you your knowledge of absolute 

equality, although they are distinct from it?" (74c).

Recollection involves becoming aware of something (which had been out 

of mind) (74c—d), and this something must be distinct from the reminder.

And it also requires previous knowledge of what is recalled, if one is to be 

able to judge the imperfection of the reminder (74e). Now this is "our position 

with regard to equal things and absolute equality" (74e). We need to have 

known the absolute before we saw imperfect things, in order that, when we 

see them, we can immediately see that they are imperfect - the two steps are 

one and the same. Yet, if it has been agreed that our knowledge of absolutes 

comes through the senses (75a and 74c above), how can it also be agreed that 

we had any previous knowledge of absolutes?

The passage from 75a-b seems more like a series of inferences than it 

is; essentially Socrates is drawing together a set of agreed judgements which 

allow us to say that we (obviously) see objects of sense through the senses, 

that these suggest absolutes, and that shows that they are striving after 

perfection. The desired conclusion then follows:- Objects of sense show 

themselves to be striving after perfection, and this striving, being their 

similarity or dissimilarity to absolutes, reminds us of what they are striving 

towards. And this is only possible if we knew but had forgotten the absolutes.

We have to have known the absolute in order to be reminded of it now, 

yet it is the feature of the object which is its likeness to what we remember
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which allows us to remember. But this, although it is the mechanism assumed, 

does not require us. to see the striving in order to see the absolute; we just 

see the object, and are reminded; then we can look back to the object to see 

why or how it reminded us. That is, if we think of the awareness of objects 

in terms of the image of being reminded, we see the striving or degree of 

likeness only once we have remembered the absolute.

The plausibility of this is strengthened when we recall that equal sticks 

may indeed be used, in teaching, to introduce to the child the notion of 

equality - for here we can speak of the child's awareness of the sticks with

out any judgement of their equality. That is, it seems to make sense to say

1 1  _i_ ________ _ _ _ .  1  « U »  . . .  4-1, A . .  +Vi A ir  h t * «  a m i o l  i  T Tn u aW O T*
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that presupposes that we either come to see that they are equal, or at least 

learn through the word of others that they are; possibilities which alter 

the dimensions of the Phaedo's discussion.)

Yet we do not come to a knowledge of absolutes separate from our know

ledge of objects. When we learn an absolute, we simply see it in the world. 

Within the terms of the discussion (75c) we see something beautiful, or good,

or equal.------- -At this point in the Phaedo. when the- diseussion begins to move

towards a conception of the Forms ("which realities exist" (76e)), and the 

later questions ef a higher sense or perception, it is extremely important 

that Socrates is preoccupied with the comparison of absolute and object of sense. 

But it is just the intelligibility of this comparison that must be rejected.

What supports Socrates is the idea of a mode of comparison between 

object ^  absolute that can be understood in terms of being reminded, and 

hence in terms of similarity (and dissimilarity). If equal sticks are like 

equality,then that is a plausible way of suggesting that they operate like 

a picture, and remind us of it. But equal sticks are not like equality: 

they instance or exhibit it. Socrates is wrong to say that a portrait of , 

Simmias reminds us of Simmies (74a) - it shows us Simmias.

I

I
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It would appear here to be important to Socrates that we can compare 

a portrait with the subject portrayed, because the idea that a portrait 

reminds us of its subject always presupposes another means of access to 

the subject beyond that of the portrait (which it is also tempting to call 

•direct access'), and thus led Socrates to say that when we see an instance

of an absolute - the equal sticks - we at the same time see that it is only

a copy, an imperfect equality. However, we look at a portrait, not in order 

to compare it with its subject, but in order to see its subject. (Quite 

clearly, the possibility of comparison exists, and is often taken up. But

I will say, below, that this is precisely what prevents our allowing a 

picture to introduce us to anything absolute.^

If Socrates is to have explained learning as the recollection of absolutes 

under the prompting of objects of sense, he must be right in assuming that we 

can know objects in independence of the operation of these absolutes, so that 

we can see something in order to be reminded (i.e. so that we see a 

portrait at all, even before reading it). But such an assumption would not 

cover the fact that we must also be able to see the imperfect equality they 

manifest.

If an object of sense reminds us of a category of judgement in order 

to allow us to apply that category to itself, this still does not cover the 

recognition of imperfection in the object*sequality - it is one thing to 

see that the sticks are equal, and another to see that they are like 

equality. Only in the latter case have we the room to realise the operation 

of the reminder - because we can see the object (in its imperfection) and, 

knowing absolute equality, recognise the similarities; but in order to see 

the imperfect objects, we Deed to see that they are equal, albeit 

imperfectly. That is, the only way in which an object of sense can become 

a candidate for recognition as a reminder - or as striving - is by shoving 
us its equality anyway. It only makes sense to speak of comparing a

l



portrait with its subject if we can already see the subject in the portrait; 

but if we can see that the sticks are equal, we must know what equality is, 

before any question of being reminded arises.

We can only be said to recognise the striving of the object if we can 

see equality in it. But if we can do that, then there is no need to say 

that the object has reminded us of an absolute which bears comparison with 

the object; any idea of the independence of the absolute, of its existence 

outside of our judgement of objects, is unnecessary. This still does not 

explain how we come to any awareness of the absolute's presence - how we 

learn to see.

d) Problems in the Models of picturing and abstraction

The reason for labouring this discussion of the Phaedo more or less 

in its own terms, taking them more seriously than might appear warranted, 

is its introduction of the notion of picturing. Socrates is concerned with

the comparison between absolutes, and imperfection in the world of sense;

but he understands this imperfection in such a way that he annulus his 

argu ment. If there is any sense in speaking of the imperfection of the 

world, it is not that of objects failing to meet an absolute standard.

"Is it not true that equal stones and sticks sometimes, without changing 

in themselves, appear equal to one person and unequal to another?....

Do they seem to us to be equal in the sense of absolute equality, or 

do they fall short of it in ro far as they only approximate to equality?

Or don't they fall short at all?------- They do - a long way." (74b * d)

But in these terms it is not the objects which fall short, but our
- n

awareness of them. They appear equal to one person, unequal to another. The 

imperfection here is a function of judgement, not of objects. It arises as a 

dimension of possibility (truth and falsity) which judgement seems to inhabit 
That is to say, imperfection' is sensed in a lack of certainty.
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The importance of the notion of picturing is not that it involves a 

comparison between picture and subject, but that we are required to read a 

picture - to see what is portrayed. And there is an imperfection which can 

arise out of this, and which does, apply also to our awareness of objects (as 

pictures): a recognition that the objects are picturing. The world remains 

as a jumble of paint, so to speak - because we feel a wish to get at the real 

meaning, not just its picture. The world is at fault because it secretes its 

meaning, and we do not know how to read it.

This sense of imperfection - that the world is only a picture - is not
I

itself a sense of the imperfection of judgement, in that the latter seems to be 

a lack of our own ability, while the former is a failing of the world. If the 

sense of imperfection introduces a search for perfection, it seems one thing 

to pursue certainty of judgement; another to see into the meaning of objects. 

But they are different only so long as we assume judgement to be different 

from seeing: the ascription of predicates to be different from individuation.

This distinction has been fundamental to all ideas of learning as 

abstraction, where the general predicative concept emerges out of (the 

experience of) its instances. As with recollection in the Phaedo, the pure 

absolute is distinguished from its instances, even if the dimension of 

imperfection is overlooked. To view learning as abstraction relies on a 

picture in which, say, a child is seen playing with blocks whose organisation 

is obvious - to us:

When a teacher presents a child with some aparatus or materials, such 

as Cuisenaire rods,

Dienes blocks or an assortment of objects on an investigation table, 

he typically has in mind some one particular conception of what he 

presents in this way. But then the incredible assumption seems to be 

made that the teacher's conception of the situation somehow confers a 

special uniqueness on it such that the children must also quite

I
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inevitably conceive of it in this way too, even though they may 

not even possess the concepts involved (R F Dearden, "Instruction 

and Learning by discovery", in The Concept of Education, ed Peters 

p 146).

The child certainly does come to follow a teacher*s examples, but this 

is not to say that he can do without the teacher:

Of course mathematics is all around us; so too are atomic physics, 

gravitation, molecular biology and organic chemistry. They are all, 

in a sense, though not all in the same sense, * there*; but the point 

is that you need more than eyes to see them, and if children are to 

conceive of their environment xn mathematical or in scientific ways, 

they have to be more than placed in contact with it. They will have 

to be taught how to conceive it...(loc. sit. p 149)

A general idea is not abstracted from particular instances, because 

without the general idea there are no particular instances. The resolution of 

this is of course familiar enough:

One gives examples and intends them to be taken in a particular way. —

‘ I 'do' iio’t, however, mean by this that he is supposed to see in those 

examples that common thing which I - for some reason - was unable 

to express; but that he is now to employ those examples in a particular 

way. (Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations 71)

When someone defines the names of colours for me by pointing to samples 

and saying "This colour is called 'blue', this •green*...." this case 

can be compared in many respects to putting a table in my hands, with 

the words written under the colour samples. - Though this comparison 

may mislead in many ways. - One is inclined to extend the comparison: 

to have understood the definition means to have in one's mind an idea 

of the thing defined, and that is a sample or picture. So if I am 

shown various different leaves and told "This is called a 'leaf'", I

I
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get an idea of the shape of a leaf, a picture of it in my mind. - 

But what does the picture of a leaf look like when it does not show 

us any particular shape, hut 'what is common to all shapes of leaf'?

Which shade is the 'sample in my mind' of the colour green — the sample 

of what is common to all shades of green?

"But might there not be such 'general' samples? Say a schematic 

leaf, or a sample of pure green?" - Certainly there might. But for 

such a schema to be understood as a schema, and not as the shape of a 

particular leaf, and for a slip of pure green to be understood as a 

sample of all that is greenish and not as a sample of pure green - 

this in turn resides in the way the samples are used. (73)

If we leave aside for the momdnt what the idea of use and activity means for 

learning, we are left with the point that both abstraction and the Fhaedo 

try to account for learning, in terms of the features of existing objects: 

instances. That is, learning is formulated in terms of a particular 

understanding of knowledge, of what is learned, wherein individuation is 

anyway taken for granted. We just do see instances as individual, so that 

we can then learn what they share, or what is true of one or other of them.

If this is abandoned* as it must be, then the understanding of learning 

which we develop must allow for learning to individuate as we learn properties, 

relations, facts or whatever: so that the existence of individuals is learned

at the same time as what is general.

This is not of course thus far to say what such learning is like,

though we can go on to consider this below. But it does mean that it

cannot be understood in terms of recognition, or any notion of criteria which

would allow us to know what we are learning; our conception of the world is

not a knowledge that would be open to justification, precisely because it 

does not come out of any comparison with other standards, and is not 

authenticated by any criteria. Thus: it is not new objects, or new qualities

or relations, or new facts about objects. Even if these enter into a
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We will grieve not, rather find 

Strength in what remains behind; 

In the primal sympathy 

Which having been must ever be;
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discovery of newness, they are not what is sought.

While it is clear that, in our own past, we developed our conception 

of the world, this was not something we were seeking; thus, although our 

childhood was indeed filled with the discovery and teaching of new objects 

and information, and especially activity, this does not mean that they will 

ipso facto now be the means to a redeveloped conception, or the means to 

newness. Meno's paradox is a paradox of adult life, because it asks what 

newness can mean when distinguished from all that we know; and if we are to 

answer it at all, we have to go beyond the schema of knowledge and judgement 

in subject—predicate form, or indeed any mode of knowing in which it is possible 

to ask how (by what criteria) one recognises (whether individuates or 

identifies) what is known. This is what takes a search for newness beyond a 

simple return to the forms of learning that filled ptir one's childhood: that 

one did not seek out what was learned here.

The sense in which "The Child is father of the Man" in Wordsworth's 

Ode (intimations of Immortality) is not one that accomodates a return to 

childhood - for, as G H Hartman comments (Wordsworth's poetry, 1787-1814), 

although it is a poem about renewal, and the poet's grief at the greyness of 

nature, his longing to recover iov in nature (pp 274-5), nonetheless the 

source of renewal is not repetition of feelings, but acceptance of what made 

them possible:

We i n  th o u g h t w i l l  j o i n  y o u r t h r o n g . . .

P e e l th e  g la d n e ss  o f th e  M ay i..

Though n o th in g  can b r in g  back th e  hour

Of sp le n d o u r in  th e  g r a s s ,  of g lo ry  i n  th e  flow er;
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The immortality intimated lies not in this .joy in nature hut in "fallings 

from us, vanishings" - in other words, in the impermanence of the splendour.

The parallels with the Phaedo are noted by Hartman (pp 168-9) - the fact 

that we could find nature transient suggests an awareness of permanence. 

Wordsworth is rediscovering, in tne poem, the source of the ’philosophic mind’ 

that allows him gratitude for what nature does offer, rather than lament 

its transience. Hartman locates this in a concept of self transcendence, in 

which the child moves from

"another world than ’nature’, or if in nature, then one that is 

coloured by a sublime and terrible imagination. The soul’s eventual
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transcending powers....The mature man, therefore bases his faith in 

self-transcendence on the ease or unconsciousness with which the 

apocalyptic imagination turned in childhood toward life." (pp 276-7).

Thus a lth o u g h  Wordsworth does c o n s id e r  th e  c h i ld  a s  he: 

on whom th o se  t r u th s  do r e s t  

Which we a re  t o i l i n g  a l l  o u r l i v e s  to  f in d  

and lam ents th e  f a c t  t h a t  th e  c h i ld  w i l l  " p ro v o k e /th e  y e a r s  to  b r in g  th e  i n e v i t a  

ble yoke", th e  w ish t o  r e tu r n  i s  n o t a w ish he i s  p a r ty  t o .  A lthough in  

grow ing from c h ild  t o  man, man b e l i e s  h i s  d iv in e  o r i g i n  u n d er th e  w eight o f 

"custom" and h is  " n e w ly -le a rn e d  a r t"  -  th e  v a r i e t y  o f  p a r ts  he p la y s  -  i t  

i s  n a tu re  which i s  t o  b rin g  man to  h i s  t r u e  s e l f :  W ordsworth’ s  hope

i s  t h a t  th e  im a g in a tio n  can be domesticated, that nature can satisfy a 

mind which s e e k s ,  or used to seek, the supernatural.

Im a g in a tio n  i s  c o n sc io u sn e ss  of self at its highest pitch, 

but Wordsworth writes in the faith that Mature will suffice the 

energies of consciousness. (Hartman, p 18)

The ancient Matura as in the fertile Chaos of Spenser’s Garden 
of Adonis (Faerie Queens, H I  ▼*) clothes the soul

ll!
IA



•first being' sufficient to let it enter the changeable world.

But Wordsworth's Nature gives the soul its 'second being', which 

is more essential insofar as it lays the ground for all further 

second being or rebirth, (ibid, p 277n)

We can later return to this understanding of nature in the context of the 

search for newness; but as it stands it is couched in a Platonic terminology 

which we have already seen to avoid the central difficulties in the notion of

the search.
It may be said that Meno's paradox is itself couched in an overformal 

terminology, one which creates illusory difficulties, and that in the above 

discussions it has been given an 'undue weight, particularly since the 

dialogue does not itself suggest that Meno, as a character, would have had 

much or any of this in mind. He appears to speak out of desperation, or

what Wittgenstein spoke of as 'philosophical cramp*.

But ̂ is a measure of the power of the paradox that we can learn a great 

deal from Socrates' lack of success in resolving it. It has a kind of 

archetypal status - a power which allows it to be the expression or 

crystallisation of a host of problems concerning this concept of newness 

which enter different spheres of human life. Up to this point certainly, 

the only elucidation of 'newness* has been Meno's own formulation, "you 

don't in the least know what it is". For clearly enough, one sense of 

•what is new* is bound up with being taught. We can go to a teacher, say 

at university level, and confidently expect to find out something new 

(to us), be it a theorem (maths or economics), a chunk of reasoning or 

critical technique in humanities, or approaches and insights, perhaps

solutions and certainly explanations, to traditional or current problems.

If Meno were to have asked how we £aa learn ““F of this' the anawer 
is that the knowledge is being offered, and requires us simply to get used 
to and master the gifts given. ¥e know beforehand that something is there 
to be had, even without knowing the new thing, because the proclamation of
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'having something to teach' is made.

But Meno's question concerned newness we have to find for ourselves.

If there is no-one who claims to teach what we feel we lack, how are we 

to proceed?

We may notice, first of all, that we have to know at least that what 

we are seeking is not to he found in the available teaching. Meno could 

not have posed his question had not Socrates satisfied him of this. Indeed, 

although Meno's ignorance had a name - in this case virtue - it is not, for 

Socrates, this name, which marks it out as distinctive but simply the fact that 

no-one knows what it is. We do not even know what it is that we lack - all 

that we can record is the fact of the lack.

In the Phaedo this is very revealingly transformed into a question 

about things: How can we know absolutes or ideals, unless through the senses? 

The ideals are not categories or object - they come closer to logical 

categories, and suggest that the existence of objects is made possible by the 

sheer givenness of these ideals; we know the ideals, or else we could have

no experience of objects.

What is wrong with the Phaedo is, at 75a-b for example, the supposition 

that we compare objects with ideals in order to see that they are imperfect, 

or that the use of ideals is in judgement. If we are to go beyond this 

notion of comparison we must ask, instead, whether it is these ideals that 

allow there to be objects. Put in these terms, Socrates' insight would 

be that if we wish to know the ideals, and no-one teaches them, then we do

see the world as imperfect, because we see the ideals in it. The world 

provides our only access to the ideals, rather than, in the ftia^o itself 

being an excuse for a comparison with them. By leaving behind the supposition 

that ideals are predicative, and belong in the context of judgement, we are 
in some sense concerned to know the world, but not as objects for judgement: 
rather we are concerned with what allows objects to exist in the first place,
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with the world's existence.

If we tried to remain with the Platonic conception of ideals, we 

could only say again that certain absolutes or ideals are the ones we are 

seeking, but that they are distinguished solely by being those we do not 

already know. They are not something which can be called 'new to us' - 

for there is no contrast to be made here between ourselves and those who 

profess to teach it. The search is bound up with the world's imperfection: 

although the world is thereby grey and lifeless, we are searching not for 

an addition to the world, which would only partake of the same lifelessness, 

but the world's perfection. This is a change at the roots of the world: 

its existence.

This is not at all to say that criteria have no role in learning: on 

the contrary, ihey would feature largely in the range of cases learning may 

have. But we are not concerned, in exploring the concept of learning, to 

discuss its range - and hence our subject is not the philosophy of education, 

although it underpins it. The point is rather that, while learning may 

involve the use of criteria, we cannot set out learning in terms of a 

concept of criterion. Criteria enter into learning as part of what is 

learned: we learn differences and distinctions in terms of what we can notice 

about individuals. And of course they are the presuppositions of our 

making judgements, as of our making choices. Thus they mark a transition, 

in learning, between a conception of the world, and the observations and 

judgements we make within that conception.

That is, as we have notice/concerning Rhees' comments on language- 

games, criteria may well feature in our setting up a language-game in order 
to teach it - ««d hence in our philosophical reflection on what goes into 
the language-game, and into learning it. But there is a more fundamental 
question, which cannot be treated as a question about illustrating and 
exampling languages namely, how do we have a conception of the world

within which to learn individual games/casesT The point here is that,
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if we try to answer this question, then the concept of criterion is of 

no help.

e) The intelligibility of a "search for newness", and the problem of presence.

Up to this point we have taken Meno's paradox more or less formally, 

in order to ask why the search for newness cannot be easily resolved. The 

discussion of the Meno has indicated that it cannot be approached from the 

example of teaching; that of the Phaedo that the very possibility of newness, 

involving the leaving—behind of criteria, thereby requires the leaving— 

behind of a separation of individuation and predication, or the logical 

notion of the instantiation of a (general) property, “e have, instead, to

ask what is involved in the development of a conception of the world. This 

helps up to understand what 'newness' means here, for it is not a newness 

that applies to ordinary subject-predicate forms of judgement.

It is this which points to what is required in a search for newness; 

the search must at the least involve the development of a conception of 

the world. And of course we do already have a conception of the world - so 

that the search for newness may appear to involve abandoning this given 

conception.

But what this shows us is rather one of the forms of presupposition 

the searching may make; thtt of the imperfection of the given conception of 

the world - its flatness or two-dimensional quality - which may lead to find̂ / 

the world grey unreal, and thereby to seek another. Vhat is significant 

here is not that this does indicate what a search for newness involves - 
namely the rejection of the given world - but thmt it ¿g, the world which is 
at stake. In other words, this is not a psychological aberration: rhther 
than being a fact about the man alone - and hence apparently empirical - it is 
a fact concerning man and world (the whole) and must be understood as at the 
heart of the notions of man and world. (That it differs from a schisophrenic



substitution of one world, for another depends solely on the man's relationship 

to other man in the course of the search. This is a fundamental point, to 

which we can return below.) Newness may be what is distracting: a new pleasure, 

a new experience. Or it may be new information, permitting new activities or 

revealing new objects. And whereas new experience is not learned, new 

information is. Both these are new by addition, presupposing an existing 

totality. That they may properly be called new is not, of course, called into 

question; but the newness we are concerned with in Menft's question is not 

measured against anything prior, but is something absolutely new.

This is the most fundamental notion of change, precisely because it is 

not a change that can come about within any particular class or limits. If 

we ask what is to change, the answer must be the world, the whole world: and 

the search for change in this absolute sense is made possible only when the 

world has itself become static. Its very capability for change is what we 

are seeking, and what is hidden.

But this is not to say that the world must be changed or exchanged.

The world is not an enormously large object - a point we can consider when 

we ask, below, how it is that we come to have a conception of the world.

For this reason it is equally difficult to speak of a concern with a new 

experience of the world, or a new awareness of the world, unless we are quite 

clear that it is not just the experience which is to be new, as it is not 

(just) the world which is to be new. (This is why the use of drugs is so 

limited in effect: it can produce a changed expertance, which may or may 
not be an experience - in imaginative or distortive terms - of one's physical 
environment, but it always, when finished, presents the user with a choice 
between his everyday world and the one under drugs. Drug-taking is an 
activity that goes on within the world, and suffers like Archimedes because
it has no fulcrum outside the world. The same point applies to the nan who 

buys himself ever-changing entertainment. »Is is not, to say, of course



that either man continually moves from choice to choice, protected as he 

is by his own society and habit: but neither path can be considered as 

leading to anything absolutely new, precisely because their changes take

To say that the world has become static is not simply to say that our under

standing of the world, and of change, is materialistic, conducive to Marxist 

or pragmatist analysis. Within a materialistic understanding of the world 

the conception of change that can operate is adequate. It is possible to 

speak of the world as static only when there is indeed a possibility of

change concerning the whole world - and it is precisely this possibility which we

istic in which the world makes neither sense/or nonsense - in which it has no

but only to the extent that no question can be raised about its meaning. To 

find the world meaningless is already to have posed the question of its 

meaning: and this is to find the world static.

(Gravity and Grace» P 62)
This world....offare us absolutely nothing except means. Our will 
is forever sent from one means to another like a billiard ball, (p 133) 

But this is not the iin̂  d ng which materialism could bring to the world —
for it is the unsatisfactoriness of the world as seen here which already

.

presupposes some possibility of satisfaction!

place solely within the world.)

are considering as the search for what is absolutely new.1

meaning - is to this extent one which applies to a materialistic understanding;

Simone Weil speaks of this stasis in terms of monotony: 

Monotony of evil: never anything new, everything about it is 

equivalent. Never anything real, everything about it is imagi

It is because of this monotony that quantity plays so great 

a part....

Evil is licence and that is why it is monotonous: everything has 

to be drawn from ourselves.

if# ¿1?



This world, is the closed door. It is a harrier. And at the same 

time it is the way through..

All created things refuse to be for me as ends. Such is God's 

extreme mercy towards me. -And that very thing is what constitutes 

evil. Evil is the form which God's mercy takes in this world, (p 132)

We can consider below what relation Weil's notions of imagination and 

necessity have to that of newness; here we are left with the point that, as 

in what we have drawn from the Phaedo, the imperfection of the world, far 

from prohibiting any search for perfection, is really the presupposition 

of the search.

It is because we are faced with imperfection not at a quantitive level, but 

vis-a-vis the whole world - and because it is this notion of the 'whole world' 

that we are chiefly concerned to explore - that any concern with coming to 

see new objects will not do.

For it may seem that since the world now looks to us to be a collection 

of objects, we can only assume that we came to know it piece by piece. And 

that is what teaching seems to offer: introducing us to objects, either 

individually or in type. let we have already noted how inadequate this is 

as an account of learning in the Phaedo. The point here is that while the 

discovery of new objects is not simply a concern with the world as means, in 

Weil's sense, there is no way an extra item is to transform the whole world. 

Although it may indeed appear that in childhood we found the world thrilling, 

what we cannot do is to approach this untroubled conception of the world 
as if it were the growth in awareness of new objects. What is the point in 
learning plant structure, anatomy, baroque ornamentation, the elements of 
Greek tragedy, or the lotus centres of the body, if the whole world is not 
transformed in the learning?

Study differs from being taught within the general context ef learning. 
They share a notion of subject-matter,
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the learner is brought, or brings himself, into some relationship to the 

subject-matter. For being taught, this requires placing himself in the 

hands of his teachers: but study may seem to offer more of an avenue to 

newness, because its intention is to emerge with something new.

But it begins in questioning and puzzlement - and these are the crucial 

steps into study, which one cannot take for oneself. In the same way that 

teaching cannot be a means to newness, because to seek teaching requires 

a knowledge of what one is to be taught, the same pre-existence of a 

relation between a subject-matter and oneself is involved in study, even 

though puzzlement replaces admiration, interest or professional need.

This is not to say that study does not lead to discovery. Skills, 

certainly, may be original; an acrobat or an athlete can evolve a new 

movement or feat, and there may be a long period of experiment and slow 

discovery in this. The notions of experiment, research and discovery bring 

out quite clearly that an artist's creation of new postures (Michelangelo) 

or style (Leonardo's sfumato, Cezanne's solid geometry) - or equally the 

invention of the cloud chamber, or the creation of synthetic genes or 

non-natural elements - make genuinely new steps. The end product is some

thing new - but if it is not a newness that we can share in, it will still 

be a newness that is different rather than absolute, or standing without 

reference to any comparison. It is not, that is, a newness we can 

experience or undergo - and this is the importance of "sharing" here: that 

we are involved in its very newness.

Whether we attempt to speak of this as making the object new (i.e. aa 
a property or attribute of the object), or realise that newness has at least 
as much relation to our mode of encountering it as to whatever we subsequently 
observe of its objects, it is not an answer to our seeking newness to say 
that others have produced new objects, types, ideas or methods. We would 
like to find newness itself, rather than a newness which is referred back to
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to our own limited knowledge of the objects that there are: we would like 

to find newness which exists ’objectively', without reference to our own 

subjectivity; and yet we do not know where to look apart from this 

subjectivity.

Study, in as much as it yields a new solution or technique, produces 

a result that is new in relation to its subject-matter. This is true even 

of something as radical as Schoenberg's serialism: indeed it is at the heart 

of the tragedy in Thomas Mann's novel Doctor Faustus. in which the central 

character is a composer who endeavours to save 20thC. music by 'inventing' 

serialism, that the composer sells his soul by doing so. For although the 

discovery may resolve issues, or even surprise us, and is thus new with 

respect to an earlier time, the time which posed the problem, this is not 

a newness that involves the whole world, even for the student himself. We 

are still left with a new possibility within time, when we seek a newness 

that is actual and unambiguous, which commands time because it commands action 

anH does not merely present alternatives.

Yet this is not to say that science and art thereby do not enter into 

a search for newness, any more than teaching does not. Both may do, but 

only when what is sought is not measured against what is known. For science, 

this means that it will involve the creation of the problem itself:

Science as it was carried on by Newton, Maxwell, and others, does 

show us something about the world. And its latest discoveries do

not show us more* __^ __________________________________
l  man may learn about the stars or the structure of the earth, 

and be no wiser. If he learned this without an understanding of 

the sort of problems that disturb astronomers of geologists, 

he may only be more stupid.

(Rheas. Without Answers, P 11)
Newton's work was deep, partly through his conception of the 

general problem of explaining phenomena in terms of motion an*



mass. Today we might question that...This would he to raise 

again the deepest question that Newton raised and answered.

If the answer is different now, this does not mean that Newton's 

work is less profound, (ihid. 9)

But this is not study, even in science; it is creativity. This is why

Simone Weil writes of literature that

It only escapes from this alternative (of being boring or immoral, 

or both) if in some way it passes over to the side of reality through 

the power of art - and only genius can do that. (Gravity and Grace p 63)

and of the dimension of genius in science:

Pythagoras. Only the mystical conception of geometry could supply 

the degree of attention necessary for the beginning of such a science.

(p 120)

We will be able to develop the theme of creativity in its relation to newness

at a much later point.------- But concerning both teaching and study, we must

note that, in as much as they are undertaken in response to a particular 

lack, they cannot feature in the search for newness because they offer only 

additions to the world's objects and activities. They do not amount to 

change in the whole world.

The 'intentionality' that enters into this consideration of teaching 

and study is what requires us to distinguish absolute newness from the more 

ordinary cases in which men discover something new, and to insist that the 

range of meaning newness can acquire throughout these cases is something 

different from the newness sought in terms of Meno's paradox. The difference 

is aB radical as that between objects and the world: a distinction that it 

seems possible to draw only with reference to the self. Not, that is, to 

distinguish the world as one thing, the self as another - for even Descartes' 

"cogito" only casts the self as one object, even if the most basic or certain, 

within the world. But rather that the way in which there come to be objects



is not a question about physical causes: the origin of the universe as 

'big bang' or steady-state creation: but a question about their presence to 

the questioner. ’The world' is the fact of the being of objects, which is 

a fact only to the self.

In these terms the imperfection of the world is an imperfection that 

cannot be placed solely in the dimension of objects. It concerns the self, 

too; and the search for what is absolutely new is for a newness in the world, 

rather than objects. But this is not to say that it is a newness of the self, 

rather than objects, for it is this distinction which prevents our dealing 

with the world itself, which prevents our being faced with the whole world, 

and hence its imperfection, and leaves us merely .within  the world.

To view the 3elf in terms of the world is not to avoid self-concern.

■When Thomas Merton writes:

All sin starts from the assumption that my false self, the self 

that exists only in my own egocentric desires, is the fundamental 

reality of life to which everything else in the universe is 

ordered. Thus I use up my life in the desire for pleasures 

and the thirst'for experiences, for power, honour, knowledge and love, 

to clothe this false self and construct its nothingness into 

something objectively real...in order to make myself perceptible 

to myself and to the world«

(Seeds of Contemplation, p 27)

the foundation of sin is not the assumption that selfhood is the fundamental 

reality, but that there is a thing as selfhood: the attempt to view self

hood in terms of the world.
What, then, finally characterises the search for newness is not the 

object for which it seeks change, even if that object is the self; it is 

that the change has no object. It is a change in the manner in which there 

are objects, affecting both self and objects at once. What is absolutely
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new i s  what changes th e  whole w o rld .

The problem s which M eno's paradox fo c u se s  a re  th u s  th o se  which seek  

such  change. The c e n t r ^  o f th e s e  problem s i s  t h a t  o f p re se n ce; a concept 

w hich i s  e s p e c ia l ly  p ro b le m a tic  w ith in  th e o lo g y , because i t  hovers u n t i d i l y  

betw een (p u r e ly )  s u b je c t iv e  e x p e rie n c e  and o b je c t iv e  'm a n if e s ta t io n ',  seem ing 

to  demand t h a t  we tra n s c e n d  any such  d i s t i n c t i o n ,  ( i t  i s  th e  p re s u p p o s itio n  

o f  t h i s  d i s t i n c t i o n  t h a t  t h i s  e x p e rie n c e  o f  th e  's u b j e c t '  i s  t r e a te d  on th e  

same l e v e l  as th e  o b je c t  -  w ith in  th e  w o r ld .)  Jo h n  Z iz io u la s  d iag n o ses th e  

is s u e  o f  p re se n c e  a s  th e  fu n d am en tal d i f f i c u l t y  i n  th e o lo g y .

...either God's particularity is also one determined by space 

and time (by a 'body'), or it is impossible to attribute 

particularity to God at all, in which case it is also impossible 

to attribute ontology to him; we are simply forced to say that

he is not. The only way out of such a dilemma - which if I am not

mistaken is the difficulty in which theology constantly finds itself 

- is to admit the possibility of a particularity which is not 

determined by space and time, i.e. by circumscribability..•

(for in this particularity) the person is particular only 

when its presence is constituted in freedom from its boundaries.

("Human capacity and Human incapacity", p 415n)

The problem Zizioulas is facing here is that of the lack of presence, although 

the form of the problem is of personal presence. The relation this has to the

presence of objects is something we can consider only after working through

the notions of world and 'other minds'. We may simply note here that, while 

the framework of Zizioulas' problem is one in which (other) persons are 

present only to the extent that physical objects are present, what he has 

to say about the inadequacy of this account of personal presence bears fully 
upon the presence of objects. (Having, in the discussion of the 
decided to approach newness from the position of the learner, we have
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subsequently ignored any distinctiveness which (other) persons might present, 

and assumed their presence as ordinary furniture within the world. It belongs 

to subsequent sections to bring out any distinctiveness in this notion of

other people.)
But presence is a problem at the heart of philosophy as well as theology,

a problem put very acutely by Stanley Cavell:

In the unbroken tradition of epistemology since Descartes and Locke 

(radically questioned from within itself only in our period), the 

concept of knowledge (of the world) disengages from its connections with 

matters of information and skill and learning, and becomes fixed to the 

concept of certainty alone, and in particular to a certainty provided 

by the (by my) senses. At some early point in epistemological 

investigation, the world normally present to us (the world in whose 

existence, as it is typically put, we 'believe') is fought into question 

and vanishes, whereupon all connection with the world is found to hang 

upon what can be said to be 'present to the senses'; and that turns out, 

shockingly, not to be the world. It is at this point that the doubter 

finds himself cast into scepticism, turning the existence of the 

external world into a problem....(The sceptic) forgoes the world for 

just the reason that the world is important, that it is the scene and 

stage of connection with the present: he finds that it vanishes exactly 

with the effort to mak& it present....But the wish for gen/uine connection, 

is there, and there was a time when the effort, however hysterical, to 

assume epistemological presentness was the best expression of serious

ness about our relation to the world, the expression of an awareness 

that presentness was threatened, gone.
(Must we mean what we say?, PP 323-4)

It is central to Cavell'e remarks here that thesoeptic himself try to 
make the world present, to refer it took to his own effort. This is the
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tragedy of scepticism - a tragedy Cavell notes in the course of his long 

essay on Lear:

Lear abdicates sanity for the usual reason: it is his way not to 

know what he knows, or to know only what he knows. .At the end, 

recovered to the world, he still cannot give up knowledge.. &-bid p 325) 

This is not to say that the condition is insurmountable:

....we think scepticism must mean that we cannot know the world 

exists, and hence that perhaps there isn't one (a conclusion some 

profess to admire and others to fear). Whereas at scepticism 

suggests is that since we cannot know the world exists, its presentness 

to us cannot be a function of knowing. The world is to be accepted: 

as the presentness of other minds is not to be known but acknowledged.

(p 324)

But although scepticism may suggest this, it in no way makes it possible.

At best it may be considered as the expression of the precondition of a 

search for newness; the acceptance that Cavell requires is not possible as 

long as, in Simone's Weil's phrase, "everything is drawn from ourselves".

If we are to arrive there,

To arrive where you are..»(then)

In order to arrive at what you do not know 

You must go by a way which is the way of ignorance.

(Eliot, East Coker III)

And this is not something which the self - the self which scepticism 

presupposes - has the power to do. It can, to the extent of its power, 

affect what is within the world: but to affect the world itself will involve 

the self as much as it involves objects. In contrast to the (false) self 

which is viewed in terms of the world, Thomas Merton goes on to speak of the 

true self as "hidden in the love and mercy of God":

But whatever is in God is really identical with Him, for His
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infinite simplicity admits no division and no distinction...If I 

find Him I will find myself and if I find my true self I will 

find him.

(Seeds of Contemplation, p 28)

In the same way, Simone Weil writes:

What(man) can know of himself is only what is lent him by 

circumstances. My 'I' is hidden for me (and for others): it is 

on the side of God, it is in God, it is God. (Op* cit. p 33)

To undertake a search for one’s true self is not to be concerned with the
A3 J V—

self as opposed to anything else iwthin the world. It is simply

^ ___ to seek that newness which transforms the whole world.

And Weil concentrates much of the force of her thought in a 

concept of necessity which she uses to set forward the way of overcoming 

one's false self:

This irreducible 'I' which is the irreducible basis of my 

suffering - I have to make this 'I' universal, (p 129)

Not, that is by reducing the 'I' - which is the concern of the sceptic.

Weil has in mind neither logic nor certainty when she talks of necessity: 

in her use it is the counter to imagination, to the evil which is 

imaginative licence and which makes possible the use and abuse of objects, 

the construction of purpose and desire. In this sense necessity is spoken 

of as 'external' - the almost totally physical pressure of reality upon us: 

Relentless necessity, wretchedness, distress, the crushing burden 

of poverty and of labour which wears us out, cruelty, torture, 

violent death, constraint, disease - all these constitute divine

love. It is Sod who in love withdraws from us so that we can love
l

him (p 28)
• • ■

Necessity - an image by which the mind can conceive of the
indifference, the impartiality of God. (p 94)

- -,n its« ■
V* have to associate the rhythm of the life of the body with

,1 1



infinite simplicity admits no division and no distinction...If I 

find Him I will find myself and if I find my true self I will
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find him.

(Seeds of Contemplation, p 28)

In the same way, Simone Weil writes:

What(man) can know of himself is only what is lent him by 

circumstances. My 'I' is hidden for me (and for others): it is 

on the side of God, it is in God, it is God. (Op. cit. p 33)

To undertake a search for one's true self is not to be concerned with the 

self as opposed to anything else i*4h±n the world. It is simply

^ __. to seek that newness which transforms the whole world.

And Weil concentrates much of the force of her thought in a 

concept of necessity which she uses to set forward the way of overcoming

one's false self:

This irreducible 'I' which is the irreducible basis of my 

suffering - I have to make this *1' universal, (p 129)

Not, that is by reducing the 'I' - which is the concern of the sceptic. 

Weil has in mind neither logic nor certainty when she talks of necessity: 

in her use it is the counter to imagination, to the evil which is 

imaginative licence and which makes possible the use and abuse of objects, 

the construction of purpose and desire. In this sense necessity is spoken 

of as 'external* - the almost totally physical pressure of reality upon us 

Relentless necessity, wretchedness, distress, the crushing burden 

of poverty and of labour which wears us out, cruelty, torture, 

violent death, constraint, disease - all these constitute divine 
love. It is God who in love withdraws from us so that we can love

him (p 28)
Necessity - an image by which the mind can conceive of the 
indifference, the impartiality of God. (p 94)
V. have to associate the rhythm of the life of the body with
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1

that of the world, to feel this association constantly and to 

feel also the perpetual exchange of matter by which the human 

being bathes in the world, (pp 128-9)

Necessity is thus not any type of object: it is the whole world which,

when faced, is found to be static and neutral, unable to mean anything. 

It is the world which we are forced to accept, because there is no other 

and we must accept it even as we find it in its lack of any perfection. 

The paradox is that

This world, in so far as it is completely empty of God, is

God himself.

w__ „„.¡4-.. -in on for ng.it is Absolutely other than good,

is the good itself, (p 99)

This good is the good we seek; for this is not, I think, 

other than the problem of presence, which is indeed a concern to 'bathe 

in the world'. That is, the concept of necessity is in Weil's hands the 

Unit to which the self can attain in contenting the world - Necessity is 

the experience the world offers which can bring us most nearly into contact 

with the point at which self and world are related inextricably. This 

experience is not the relation itself: necessity remains, in Weil's schema, 

something within the world. Tet with necessity we reach the highest point 

of ascent to this relation. Thus necessity is not presence; it remains 

possible to ignore or to embrace necessity, whereas presence involves the 

overcoming of the gap between self and world. Nonetheless necessity itself, 

when rightly understood (a qualification we turn to below), is the means by 

which presence ie realised:
When a friend, long absent and eagerly awaited, grips our hand it 
makes no difference whether the pressure exerted be in itself agree
able or painful. Nhen he speaks, we don't ask ourselves whether 
the sound of his voice is in itself agreeable. The pressure of the
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hand, the voice, all is for us just the outward sign of a presence, 

and in virtue of that fact infinitely precious. In the same way all 

that happens to us....places us in contact with the absolute good 

formed by the divine will. (The Need for Roots, pp 275-6)

The dominant note in Weil's approach is her understanding of affliction 

- that is, of Christianity's "supernatural use" (Gravity and Grace, p 73) 

of affliction, the possibility of using the unchosen pressure of the 

imperfect and meaningless world. Affliction, understood as necessity, 

constitutes our approach to divine love (Gravity and Grace, p 28 (quoted above) 

As an understanding of the condition in which we are placed at the 

beginning of a search for newness, for a transformed world, her remarks are 

profound in the extreme; yet there is a tension in her writing which allows 

her not only to illustrate necessity through suffering, but also to suggest 

that suffering - or rather her more specific notion of affliction - is the 

only way to embrace necessity, to make the 'I* universal. On the one hand,

In emptying ourselves we expose ourselves to all the pressure of 

the surrounding universe. (Gravity and Grace, p 83)

In order that the.imitation of God should not be a mere matter 

of words, it is necessary that there should be a just man to 

imitate, but in order that we should be carried beyond the will 

it is necessary that we should not be able to choose to imitate

him. One cannot choose the cross, (ibid., p 79) 
which means that it is,not up to us to seek a way of affliction - the choice 
(on our behalf) belongs to the "presence of God, not as Creator but as
Spirit" (p 33). And yet she also writes«

To change the relationship between ourselves and the world in 
the sane way as, tljough apprenticeship, the workman changes the 
relationship between himself and the tool. Getting hurt* this is 
the trade entering into the body. May all suffering make the



universe enter into the body, (p 128)

Suffering, teaching and transformation. What is necessary is not 

that the initiated should learn something, but that a transformation 

should come about in them which makes them capable of receiving the 

teaching.

Pathos means at the same time suffering (notable suffering 

unto death) and modification (notable transformation into an 

immortal being), (p 75)

We might note here the distinction she draws between learning, and the 

transformation of the self. It is this latter which is her concern - 

an emphasis appearing most clearly at the end of The Need for Roots:

labour and death, if man undergoes them in a spirit of willingness, 

constitute a transference back into the current of supreme Good, 

which is obedience to God.

P h y s ic a l  la b o u r i s  a d a i l y  d e a t h . . . .T h e  la b o u re r  tu r n s  h is  

body and s o u l in to  an appendix  o f th e  to o l  which he h a n d le s .

It is not difficult to define the place that physical labour 

should occupy in a wellrordered social life. It should be its 

spiritual core, (pp 286,288)
It is doubtless possible to exaggerate the emphasis she appears to 

place on choosing the way of suffering. And at the least we must note 

a balance to her stress on affliction - that this is not just suffering, 

but suffering, even unto death, in Godis hands:
In contemplation, the right relationship with God is love, in 
action it is slavery. This distinction must be kept. Ve must 
act as becomes a slave while contemplating with love...
(Gravity and Grace, P 44)

T.t such a distinction, between passivity and activity, in which only the
former relates us to God directly, has as a consequence that any idea of a
.s '
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search for newness is ruled out as improper, given the role she assigns 

to action. It is this which has significant implications for her under

standing of other people; and, connected with this, she does not raise 

the question of what makes possible our being faced with the world of 

matter she begins from - it appears simply as the datum of experience.

But if we are to make sense of a search for newness, this is the 

question we must begin from. How do we come to have a conception of the 

world at all? How does there come to be a world? And this means beginning 

outside an explicitly theological context, or tackling Weil directly on 

her understanding of creation, although we will return to the question of

creation later on.
«hat mat.» Suren. ».11 a particularly notable writer at thin point 

is precisely her concern to set out a chan»., oven a transformation, of 

the self, with respect to the world only, and pot at all with respect to 

ether people. It 1. the lack of conception of others in her «citing that 

makes it both so immediate «id so important a point of reference for .bat

». are erploring.------- «  is not, I thirdr, valid to say that «oil doe. at

least »rite sot emly of the world but also of God, «id therefor, that she 

believes in God's .«intense «id is working out the relation between self, 

world and God. Certainly the relation between God and the world is central 

to her writing, but it 1. a relation that is .«plored through the eye of the 

self, not in a grendly metaphysical member (i.e. »  a relation between t*>

kind, of being, )i this is why all ah. 1= *» •«* ^  «•* 13 “ **
he i. absent. Or«., «ai 1.»., «»., end are operative - but ah. works

,h... out within the aph.r. of -the world- - the path the ..If ha. to 
tr.ad 1. d.Bcrlbed eol.lj with ref.r«ic. to th. world (and th. ..If itself).

Thu., what »011 start. i. th. «If. «oount.r with th. world, «id 
the possibilities of trstafortatio. 1» ‘hi. «.«nfr. Bsr ..lit«!«... 

is suoh that 'other p.0,1.' b.long «  . typ. within th. .«.rail .noounfr.
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What matters is what the self comes to terms with in its relation to the 

world - which is why necessity plays such a large part in her characterisation 

of it. This necessity, we have already noted, is not simply the basic 

empirical structure of the world of matter; neither is it logic or certainty.

It is in essence a concept she is employing in such a way as to bridge the gap 

between, on the one hand, the self and subjectivity, and on the other, the 

world and objects. Thus, although she sometimes writes as though it is 

science which can lay hold of and set out necessity, and indeed means to 

say this, it involves a rather rarified understanding of science:

The operation of the intellect in scientific study makes 

____ j _____....Uv m a r  matter an near to the mind as ayuvei cxgu ~ •—  —

network of relations which are immaterial and without force.

Necessity can only be perfectly conceived so long as such 

relations appear as absolutely immaterial. They are then only 

present to the understanding as a result of a pure and lofty 

concentration emanating from a part of the mind not subjected 

to force....(i.e. not) under the sway of needs.

(The Heed for Roots, p 277)

That is, science is here viewed in terms of her specific concept of 

genius - it is not experimental science, but creative rethinking, of the

order of ...ton, Knx.,11 or Kieet.fr. «  «  °f

attention! th. extra». « . M U *  of thi. lie. in h.r „ r c p t i o n  thnt th.r. 

i. . f v md^ntnl oorrwp.nd.no. ft.... th. .»Jut . t f n d M  to w d  th.

.»„..t attending, »Mon o.rr..pond.no. 1. Ml» * « « »  out if th. relation 
U W  th. i. pnrifUd or —  prop«. It U  th.r.f.r. inpo..iU. to 
.» th. reality of th. o.»o. .xo.pt h» .  . t  of .tUnti» 1» .hioh th. „If
eoo.pt. it. orn „rr.ap.nd.no« with thU r . H *  - th. ......it, .t th.
h.wt of th. world i. graapM ( i *  M o « .  illSMl) »»1» »Mn th. ..If 1. 
ita.lf .uhlwt to n.o«lt». that U. Ml dl.tin.tlo». h.tw„n „If —  world.
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all methodologies whether in science or politics or morality, that assume 

such a distinction, prevent the self from coming into full appre hension 

of the world. Only when the 3elf forsakes its distinction from the world, 

losing selfhood and leaving self behind, can necessity enter the soul and

the world he seen as it really is:-

So long as we think in the first person, we see necessity 

from below, from inside, it encloses us on all sides as the 

surface of the earth and the arc of the sky. Prom the time we 

renounce thinking in the first person, by consent to necessity, 

we see it from outside, beneath us, for we have passed to

«.-¡He which it turned to us before, and stillUUU O OXUC* ----

presents to almost the whole of our being, the natural part of 

ourselves, is brute domination. The side which it presents 

after this operation, to the fragment of our mind which has 

passed over to the other side, is pure obedience. 

fTnt-i.nations of Christianity, p 186)

The beauty of the world is not an attribute of matter in itself.

• I t  i s  a  r e l a t i o n s h i p  o f  th e  w orld to  our s e n s i b i l i t y ,  th e  s e n s i b i l i t y  

w hich depends upon th e  s t r u c t u r e  o f o u r body and ou r s o u l .

(waiting on god, p 119)

Necessity, then, is that to which the world is obedient:- the self 
requires obedience to come to any apprehension of necessity; and Veil thereby 
assumes that the presence of the world can only mean the experience of 
necessity. Presence matters, for her, only in as much as it is Sod's 
presence, which she insists cannot be sought (as indeed it is taken that 
Newness cannot be); the goal of any search we undertake is necessity. 
Consequently she speaks of our obedience to what the world really is, and of 
a change in the self - perspective on it, rather than a change in what the 
self is faced with, a change from necessity to presence, and of course this is
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appropriate to the extent that presence is not simpl/ something we are faced 

with. In other words, if we are to speak in terms of the self and its 

experience, the goal will always appear to he necessity rather than presence.

The path to it is obedience, which takes two forms, in that most o °  

our being is still in the former state of domination by matter, yet part 

is not: i.e. affliction, for the former, and contemplation and beauty, for 

the latter. Weil is clear that it is God who opens us to the latteri- 

Brute force is not sovereign in this world....What is sovereign 

is determinateness, limit. Eternal wisdom imprisons this universe 

in a network, a web of determinations. The universe accepts passively.

The brute force of matter, which appears to us sovereign, is nothing 

else in reality but perfect obedience....That is the truth which bites 

at our hearts every time we are penetrated by the beauty of the world. 

That is the truth which bursts forth in matchless accents of joy in 

the beautiful and pure parts of the Old Testament, in Greece among 

the Pythagoreans and all the sages, in China with Lao-Tse, in the 

Hindu scriptures, in Egyptian remains....It will appear to us.... 

if one day God opens our eyes, as he did Hagar's 

(Th<> Heed for Roots, p 272)

And yet, as we have also noted, when it comes to asking how the

t r a n s f o r m a tio n  o f  . . I f ,  « »  iSfflSSiM o f  *• “  °,tor
. o n .  * . t b . r  t h . r .  i .  W  « •  o f  “ . i o n  *  .b io h  t b .  . . i f  can  P ™ p a n  f o r

or provid. for «hi. p.n.tr.tion *  dra«., ->»«*• *“ " 4*
- .h. do., not « a ,  «=..r « . t  n t ^ l o n  ox .aitln. i. 1 1  tb. ..it

0«. do, but . W f  f»rtb.r tbnt » .  1 » » *  and. to ibSibii. - *

affliction. [.

» . « f o r . ,  tta t  “ o ls

I .  th.ro w t b l n * / . »  do to t r « . f . r .  . . i f  « »  “  “

,h .t  i .  tb . « .  C l » '  1 .  i t  « . l n . i r . l r  np to. M J  . » r m  « .



framework of the question, and thereby of the answer, is the self's encounter 

with the world: grace brings about a transformation which is still defined 

with reference to the world, but as the beauty of the world rather than its 

arbitrariness. And her answer is that grace is not completely arbitrary, but

is promoted by the self's own decreation or loss of self.

Thus she attacks the idea of a personal providence: grace does not come 

out of the arbitrary whim of God. God is not personal, in any sense that 

anthropmorphises Him:-

The conception of Providence which corresponds to God after the 

Roman style is that of a personal intervention in the world on the 

- part of God in order to adjust certain means in view of certain 

particular ends. < * * *  Need for Roots, p 267).

God is impersonal,
in the sense that he is the divine model of a person who 

passes beyond the self by renunciation, To conceive of him 

as an all-powerful person, or under the name of Christ as a 

human person, is to exclude oneself from the true love of God.

Cwo-iting on God, p 133)*

She 0«  .»«, atte.pt t. -..store Chrl.tl«*t, to Stolcle.- ( I t a U u L l ' £

Rooi*. p 276) *  . f t  la — »  l - m ' - « “  “  0“ M I * 12622

„  the ^  power of the nnlreree, the » 1 .1 «  -  « * .  *  th*‘

10*0. 1 . apprehended a M  h » « n  enl, . « a  the 1 » a» » 2 « ™ « 1 “  «  *

obedience t o l l - * «  (*» “ “  “ *
Uex^rl« Church Father.) the .elf 1. *»»«>“
of craatl« Into co«fo«ity to the lo*oe.

It 1. oo. end the a», thin«, .hloh 1th r»peet God la
. « n » l  » 1— . 1 «  '•■■»»* “  th”
rith respect to oor lore, M  -1» r..p«t to o«r 1.1.11«.«.,



balance of necessary relations; with respect to our flesh, brute 

force. (The Need for Roots, p 281)
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Thus 'person' already has, as a concept, the dimension of personality 

and selfhood which lead her to reject its application to God. God is known 

through his logos, which is necessity, and which Weil develops very 

strikingly in relation to the suffering of Christ (see especially "The 

Love of God and Affliction" in Waiting On God, pp 76-94). But just as, 

theologically, it is to the passion and death of Christ that she points, 

more or less ignoring the resurrection, so too at a more philosophical level 

it is to the impersonality of God that she points, ignoring any idea that 

.1  __ 4 nn+- rmlv t.n SAC.rif ice _and loss of .self, but also tolUVe l* X CJ.CX ~ -U - - --

communion and relationship with and to another person. Theologically she 

ignores the claim that the Logos is the Person Jesus Christ; philosophically 

she ignores the claim that the self does no* »imply encounter the world, but

also other people.
It is, I think, possible to see, in the dominant idea of her notion of 

other people - that of justice - an unwillingness to live with the relation

ships others do and will present. The tirade in which, at. the. age. of 25, . 

she recovers her sense of solitude (Waiting on God, PP 59-6©) is certainly 

still capable of expressing the gift, the 'miracle* in real friendship - but 

there is a suggestion that she is waiting for the miracle. Her conception 

of the love of (for) others is restricted to a straight Yes or lo:

Love (here) no longer knows how to contemplate, it wants to possess.(p 59) 

The relevance of this is not, of course, that she must have been difficult 

with strangers, which is perhaps an attraction; but that if we are either 

to contemplate others, or to possess them, no possibility is attached to our 

learning from them, either as a 'virtue' like friendship, or as having bearing 

on the transformation of the world, (in her essay -On the right use of School 

Studies" in r « « ”  oa ^  tha ° ^ tion °f “  a Preparation
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for prayer, although it points to later moments of beauty and discernment 

("Perhaps he who made the unsuccessful effort (to solve a problem of 

geometry) will one day be able to grasp the beauty of a line of Racine more 

vividly on account of it", (pp 67-8), makes no attempt to relate to others.)

When she does write of the self's relation to others, these other 

people appear as the calling-forth of the loss of self, of occasions of 

sacrifice and the self's contact with necessity:-

There are cases where a thing is necessary from the mere fact 

that it is possible. Thus to eat when we are hungry, to give 

a wounded man, dying of thirst, something to drink when there is 

■ water quite near. Neither a ruffian nor a saint would refrain . _ 

from doing so.

By analogy we have to discern the cases in which, although it does 

not appear so clearly at first sight, the possibility implies 

a necessity; we must act in these cases and not in the others. 

(Gravity and grace, p 39)
For Weil, "the Gospel makes no distinction between the love of our 

neighbour and justice." (waiting on God, p 97). Justice means that 

He who treats as equals those who are far below him in strength 

really makes them a gift of the quality of human beings, of which 

fate had deprived them. As far as it is possible for a creature, 

he reproduces the original generosity of the Creator with regard 

to them. (Op. cit, p 101)
Love of one's neighbour thus requires, for Weil, just the same attention 

that is given to the world of matter. Taking as her model the parable of

the Good Samaritan: this love is
the exchange of compassion and gratitude which happens in a 

flash between two beings, one possessing and the other deprived 
of Inman personality. One of the two is only a little piece of

S
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flesh, naked, inert and bleeding beside a ditch.... one stops

and turns his attention to it. The actions that follow are just 

the automatic effect of this moment of attention. The attention xs 

creative. But at that moment when it is engaged it is a renuncxation.

(p 103)

What is decisive about this is that other people are defined in relatxon 

to the self, even though negatively in that it is the self in its movement 

of self-renunciation. Other people are simplyatype, of which the love of

beauty is another

The love of the order and beauty of the world is thus the 

compiement of the love of our neighbour. It proceeds from 

the same renunciation, the renunciation which is an image of

the creative renunciation of God...(pp 113-4)

What needs to be transformed is the self. The world is the means by 

which this comes about. Thus, although she is well aware of the dangers 

in which others are ignored in their own being and treated simply as means

for the self's access to heavenly treasure:

(He who gives bread to the famished sufferer for the love of 

God will not be thanked by Christ. He has already had his reward 

in this thought itself. Christ thanks those who do not know to

>h„. the, at. giving food. » ,08))
eh, do.,, in the end, rlionll, niatake the kind of relit, other people

have, converting the. into aea^t f«r the ■•!<"» '•*“ * *“ *

rewind in dying to aelf. »kin 1» «»F ”° oon<,'pt ° !  *pp*,r’ in her
writing; there la nothing that th. .elf o n  look to in th. world, or a i _ U  

m  u the world « 1  in that .«a. objective, which will traitor.. For 

«.11, th. world ohangwa w h M  the ..If abandon, ltaelf. th. b.autr of th. 

i n  penetrateo th. all. Tbn. then. i. «thin, to t. .onght that U  a,», 

a m . . .  0«.. to th. .«p.rl.nc. of th. world a. a whol., K o .  th. • • • « * «  

1.«.. hi. Mlfhood hehll. Iha. th. of « « o h i n g  that c o m . ont of

her writing, and ia of course supported in her own life by her drive towards
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mgniifll labour in the Renault Car Works and the fields of the Ardeche, is 

directed not towards anything new, but towards what is in the end absolutely 

and unbearably familiar and repetitive. Pain, affliction, defeat, loss of

dignity.------- Now, this is extremely heroic, as was her death. It is also

isolated. She represents in the acutest form a searching for newness and 

presence which rejects the possibility of any goal for the search, and 

thus looks to whatever in the world affects and disrupts selfhood. The 

world will not change - but it does not need to: what it requires is that 

we see it aright, that our experience of the world be transformed. This is

the transformation of the self she seeks.

The possibility we are going on_to consider is precisely that of a 

goal for the search for newness, a goal that is not defined with respect 

to the self, but stands over against it. A newness that is not a question 

of changed experience, but "objective" newness; the presence of something 

new rather than a new attitude towards or experience of one and the same

thing (namely the world).
For Weil, necessity, as that in the world which appears to be the 

means to newness yet which remains familiar, must still be considered in 

terms of experience. We have remarked that her notion of necessity is not 

that of logical necessity, yet the structural parallels between these two 

frameworks for employing such a concept - that which is experienced (and 

in reality), and that which ia the basis of (conceptualised) experience - 

are important and revealing, and for this reason we can begin the next 

chapter by raising, in relation to Wittgenstein's thought, the question of 

the kind of interconnexion there is between (logical) necessity and presence. 

Presence therefor, becomes an important part of the formal differentiation 

we can make between a search for newness, and the coming about of any new 
selfhood, whether in experience or in mode of living. If it is at all 

intelligible to speak about a search for newness, then that involves us in
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speaking about a search for the presence of newness; a notion we have 

already touched on in speaking of the need lor creativity to lead to a 

shared and shareable newness, something that stands in common between men. 

Presence, in its peculiar role between subjective experience and objectivity, 

is thus our means o/ approaching the concept of newness: of something new 

which can be sought precisely because it is, itself, new. As we have 

already noted, Weil does not raise the question of how we come to have a 

conception of the world in the first place, and hence of the basis for 

speaking about presence. This is because presence arises as an issue for 

her only as God's presence - as we have noticed concerning pp 275-6 of 

mv... Wood for Boots (see.above), it is God's presence in and through necessity

that she hopes for.

The question she ignores is therefore that of the presence of the 

world - friendship appears as a presence which happens, as if by miracle, 

without relation to the world. If we go on, instead, to look into the 

presence of the world, we may then ask what relation, if any, the presence 

of others has to this. For the key problem in Weil's thought is that she 

wishes the world to become the key to God's presence, yet has no/notion 

that others might, in their own personal presence, be the key to the 

presence of the world. In consequence she cannot wish for the presence of 

newness, which in her terms would restrict newness to the level of matter, 

something in the world; but must look for presence at the level on which 

self and world actually meet and interrelate, the level of attention. Presence 

thus becomes, for her, the invasion of the self by the order and beauty of 

the world as a whole - and this is, further, the presence of an impersonal 

God. Whether we can talk more intelligibly of the presence of other people, 

and of the relation this has to the presence of the world, and hence to any 

objectivity newness can have, will only emerge when we have begun to approach 

these questions from the level Weil does not tackle - namely "How does
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a) Logic and the fact that something exists.

The development of a conception of the world, and our "making 

sense" of the world, are the central and keyideas in Wittgenstein's 

thought, and in this chapter and the two which follow it we will he 

concerned to explore the way in which Wittgenstein posed his questions 

on these themes. In th^ =t chapter this is done with reference to his 

earlier book, the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, whose language is still 

explicitly metaphysical; the later chapters follow through the develop

ment of these questions until they re-appear in the Philosophical 

Investigations, as what has appeared to many to be merely a psychological 

or subjective commentary on the way we use certain words, an empirical 

commentary having nothing to do with logic or metaphysics.

This later development has disturbed, most significantly, those 

like Bertrand Russell who hoped that philosophy,¡through beginning from

logical issues, could reach through to say^something new about reality - 

to be, in Strawson's phrase, revisionary metaphysics. Thus, in relation 

to the above remarks on study and newness, for those who view philosophy 

as itself a, or the, path to newness, Wittgenstein has appeared to 

restrict newness to each individual's increased knowledge of the abjects 

that there are, or rather to knowledge of the ways we do in_fact speak 

in. Certainly Wittgenstein was not concerned to revise language; but 

neither did he take language to be simply the way we in fact speak, a 

point which will emerge in the following discussion.

The development in Wittgenstein's thought needs to be understood

as a development, not only because the earlier and later ways of raising

what are, I think, essentially the same questions can cast a great deal 

of light on one another, but more importantly because the potential 

ambiguity of the questions, when they are seen to move in a world of

1 3  I

I
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discourse which is not obviously either objectiveand metaphysical, £r_ 

subjective and empirical, brings out very fully the same ambiguity in the 

concept'presence', which is at the centre of our concern with newness.

In the Tractatus these questions are raised in terms of the form 

of knowledge and judgement, by dealing with the questions of what makes 

possible our having a conception of the world formed into propositions. 

This involved a very radical understanding of the nature of logic.-

a is that the ’logical constants’4.0312 My fundamental ide

His own unhappiness with the idea of reduction in logic - ‘of es.abl^in, 

was that such a notion in no sense helps to understandprimitive signs

what is essential to logic. If one had to specify a basic logical 

constant, this would be simply ’saying something’:

5 . 4 7 One could say that the sole logical constant was 

what all propositions, by their very nature, had

in common with one another«

But that is the general propositional form.

There is no one fundamental operation in logic:

5 . 4 7 4 The number of fundamental operations that are 

necessary depends solely on our notation.

And indeed that consideration is not what is crucial to logic:

5 . 4 7 6 It is clear that this is not a question of a 

number of primitive ideas that have to be 

signified, but rather of the expression of a rule.

This idea of a rule has some connexion with the concept of "and so on" ■ 

that is the successive applications of an operation (c.f. 5-2523). But 

the rule is not itself the successive applications of an operation (a 

notion that would be captured by Rhees’ "what we generally do’’); rather
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a rule is what makes possible the performing of the same operation 

(which will certainly include the repetition of the operation):

5.512 But in "-p" it is not that negates: 

it is rather what is common to all the 

signs of this notation that negate p.

That is to say the common rule that governs

the construction of ”-p” , "---p", *-P ▼ -P".

"-p . -p", etc. etc. (ad inf.). And this 

common factor mirrors negation.

The rule that governs the performing of an operation is "what is common" 

to all the signs that give the construction of a particular proposition 

out of another particular propositions: in this case -p out of p. In 

other words, the operation is no more, and nothing other than, the move 

from one proposition to another. The existence of the two propositions 

gives the operation relating them. Thus Wittgenstein could say:

5.122 If p follows from q, the sense of "p" is 

contained in the sense of "q".

We just "see this from the structure of the propositions" (5-13); the 

propositions stand in relations which "are internal, and their existence is 

an immediate result of the existence of the propositions." (5.131).

C o n sid erin g  5*13 further:

When th e  t r u t h  of one p ro p o s itio n  fo llo w s 

from th e  t r u t h  of o t h e r s ,  we can se e  t h i s  

from th e  s t r u c tu r e  o f  th e  p ro p o s it io n s .

It is not really of any help here to try to think of the structure of a 

proposition as simply a truth-functional breakdown of the proposition, 

for what is at issuerhere'>  how we can move at_all from one proposition 

to another, which would include moving from a propositional analysis 

or breakdown to the proposition itself, and vice versa. To think purely

i v

6
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in terms of truth-functional analysis when considering "structure" 

inhibits anyone from seeing what enables Wittgenstein to say:

5 . 4 7  An elementary proposition really contains 

all logical operations within itself.

or that

5 (An elementary proposition is a truth- 

function of itself.)

These remarks arise because, as soon as an elementary proposition xs 

spoken of as a proposition, we have already said that it falls into

truth-functional relationships; which just means that we think the

^ . . ___ -i.v.'mss-.i /W* -in po-r+.flin ( t • ft• t h e r e ) . .proposition - or thin* its sense - ------  '

truth-functional) ways. Any proposition, elementary or complex, stands

in c. rtain logical relations to others in so far as we see the sense of

one in, or from, the sense of the others.--------And an elementary

proposition has a truth-functional structure in the same way as any other

proposition - the difference is that its structure is simple and unitary,

not complex. That it has a structure means simply that it says something

about the world.
This is to say that logic is, in a fundamental sense, not so much 

the relations that are most generally said to hold between propositions 

(and that these relations are not at its centre means that logical 

relations need not be primarily truth-functional, if indeed truth- 

functional at all, for us to speak of their being logical:- although this 

is not developed in the Traçtatus, it became the basis for Wittgenstein-s 

subsequent developments of the notion of a logical inquiry); rather, it

is that there are relations at all. If one wished more to emphasise the

internal nature of the relations: it is that there are propositions which

do contain the sense of others, call others to mind, etc.

Wittgenstein's most important remark about logic here is:



5.552 The 'experience' that we need in order

to understand logic is not that something 

or other is the state of things, but that 

something ¿s; that, however, is not an 

experience.

a notion which, in effect, allows Wittgenstein to work with a concept 

of presence. It is where the world is limited, and in consideration 

of these limits, that there arises what is mystical. That is, the limits

are the mystery:

6.45 Feeling the world as a limited whole - it 

is this that is mystical.

The experience that something is, which yet cannot be an experience, which 

gives the clue to the understanding of logic, must yet remain unutterable: 

6.44 It is not how things are in the world that 

is mystical, but that it exists«

And this 'experience' is the fact that one has a conception of the world: 

that one can think about, or have experience of, some one thing or other 

(the world). Understanding logic is understanding there being a conception 

of anything existing at all. (c.f. 5 . 5 5 2 above).

b) The concent of "the world".

What W ittg e n s te in  has in  mind by " th e  w orld" i s :  how th in g s  s ta n d .

It is not so much the things that exist, as if that were all, but rather: 

how things stand for everything that exists. (Cf.:

1 . 1  The world is the totality of facts, not of things.)

But yet with the idea of the limits of the world what seeks attention is 

this:- One can speak of particular facts, or of experiences of particular 

parts of the world; but the notion of the world as a "limited whole" does 

not involve thinking of a summation or assembly of these parts. That point

is rather that, even if we do speak of experiencing some one part of
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the world, that is still experiencing the world. It is not as if the 

rest were missing; there is no sense of a lack of the rest — the part 

is all.

W ittg e n s te in  shows h is  in s ig h t  i n t o  t h i s  when he ap p ro ach es " th e  

w orld" from th e  id e a  of lo g ic ;  y e t  when he ap p ro ach es i t  from  th e  id e a  

o f  " o b je c ts " ,  th e  n o tio n  o f summation o r o f t o t a l i t y  r a i s e s  i t s  head q u ite  

d i r e c t l y  -  e .g .  1 .1  above, or:

3.01 The totality of true thoughts is a picture of the world.

That the latter approach is misleading, we can try to come to grips with 

when returning below to "objects", and the necessity for such a conception. 

But we should not overlook the explicit point of 1 and 1.1 - that there 

only comes to be a world in language, in whatis thought or said. The 

extensive tension, throughout the book, between logic and objects, concerns 

the proper understanding of what "saying" amounts to.

We may n o te  h e re , however, t h a t  th e  c o n c e p tio n  o f th e  w orld as a 

t o t a l i t y  was n o t one W ittg e n s te in  a lo n e s u f f e r e d  u n d e r. S ta n le y  C av ell 

draws a t t e n t i o n  to  th e  p e rv a s iv e  tendency  to  th in k  in  t h i s  way:

...no less explanation is required to understand why we have 

the idea that knowing the world exists is to be understood 

as an instance of knowing that a particular object exists 

(only, so to speak, an enormously large one, the largest).

Yet this idea is shared by all traditional epistemologists.

(Its methodological expression is the investigation of a claim 

that a particular object exists.)

("The Avoidance of Love", op. cit. pp 324-5)

And in  d is c u s s in g  P l a t o ' s  P arm enides, Rhees n o te s  t h a t

. . . i t  may seem a s though you must be a b le  to  speak o f  

'w hat e x i s t s '  o r  ' a l l  t h a t  e x i s t s ' ,  and as though you must

a



therefore be able to say that 'all that exists, exists' or 

perhaps 'reality exists'. And if that has sense, well then by 

our argument it must have sense to say that 'all that exists'or the 

totality of existing things might not exist. That had 

been Parmenides' point.

But Plato's point was that you cannot talk about 'all there is' 

as one thing, or even as one collection, in the way in which 

Parmenides may have wanted to talk about 'all reality . The 

question of what sort of unity the world has, is one that 

occupied most of Plato's philosophy. But he held at any rate 

that the world cannot have the unity of a thing, of which you 

can sensibly say 'it is'; (nor the unity of a form either).

(Without Answers, p 117)

Both Cavell and Rhees view this tendency within a wider perspective, which 

allows Cavell to comment on Hume's critique of the 'argument from design' 

in the Dialogues on Natural Religion and to point to the unquestioned 

assumption both Cleanthes and Philo make in this book that the argument

concerns a particular object. If it is not, then

"the" experience of design or purpose in the world...has a completely

different force___ It has, in terms of Hume's own philosophizing,

the same claim to reveal the world as our experience of causation 

(or of objecthood) has. (ibid, p 325)

And for Rhees, the question of the origin of the world is not a 

•quasi-physical' one, but much more 'Wh* is there anything at all? What 

is the sense of it?'. "Or it may be an expression of wonder at the world, 

(•Isn't it extraordinary that anything at all should exist?')"(ibid, p 119).

What both these comments indicate is that putting the world into 

a religious role is not simply a matter of taking up a particular stance 

vis-a-vis some kind of object : "if it is experience, as Cavell uses the word,
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it is not an experience of something. It has to do instead with one 

possibility of experience - and so, toe, with the possibility of language, 

for in terms of just this general point was it that Rhees (op. cit.) wished 

to show that, if we speak about the various language-games, that still 

presupposes it is the same language that is spoken in all of them. The

question is not of what there is, but that there is something, beyond one

self, in a way that allows experiencing and talking about it, whatever it is.

In his paper "Distance and Relation" (The 

Knowledge of Man: p 61), Martin Buber writes:

...man is, or can be, in the world as a 

dweller in an enormous building which is 

always being added to, and to whose limits 

he can never penetrate, but which he can 

nevertheless know as one does know a house 

in which one lives - for he is capable of 

grasping the wholeness of the building as such.

Man is like this because he is the creature 

through whose being "what is" becomes detached 

from him, and recognized for itself.

And the point is that one should be able to "grasp the wholeness" without 

being able to discover, penetrate to, the limits. Which shows us that 

we cannot think of these limits in terms of division or partition: in the

Preface to the Tractatus, Wittgenstein writes:

"Thus the aim of the book is to set a limit to thought, or rather - 

not to thought, but to the expression of thoughts: for in order to be 

able to set a limit to thought, we should have to find both sides of the 

limit thinkable (i.e. we should have to be able to think what cannot be

thought).
It will therefore only be in language that the limit can be set, 

and what lies on the other side of the limit will simply be nonsense."



It is of language - of the apparently 'public' proposition, and to 

avoid the traps of thinking about thinking in connexion with psychology 

that the question of limits will be asked. But of course Wittgenstein 

does not contrast cases of sense from those of nonsense: the limit is 

rather "what all propositions, by their very nature, have in common"

(5.47 above). Which is the general propositional form, and it is also

logic: the "sole logical constant".

That the limits of logic are the limits of the world means that at 

the kernel of logic (its limiting case, as it were) is the fact that 

the world is limited, is a limited whole': the fact that there is a world

at all.

And it may still be hard to see why one should speak of logic 

in connexion with the existence of the world, because what had always 

seemed to lie at the heart of logic were the particular operations 

performed. It is of something else in logic that we are being reminded 

here: that, given a particular state of affairs (and if we speak of a 

state of affairs at all, we picture it: it makes no difference, then, 

whether we say here that we are describing a state of affairs, or (re) 

describing what was represented in a proposition; it makes no difference 

whether we speak of our concern as the logic of the world, or the logic 

of language), there are certain relations it can have, and certain it 

cannot have, to other states of affairs. There are some things that can, 

and some that cannot, be said in connexion with it. And these we just 

see from the existence of the proposition, the state of affairs.

It is the existence of this limit to what can be said that generates 

the conception of the world, of existence beyond oneself - this is why 

the limits of logic are the limits of the world. The point at which one 

can go no further in experience, or picturing, i.e. where one cannot



c )  E x p erien ce  o f  " th e  w orld", and t he s u b je c t  which e x p e r ie n c e s .

I t  must be em phasised m a t  W ittg e n s te in  i s  n o t sp e a k in g  o f lo g ic  

as a t  tixe h e a r t  of (, som eone's) e x p e rie n c e  o f th e  w orld ( i f  t h a t  i s  

d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  from  th e  w o rld ), b u t  of lo g ic  as a t  th e  h e a r t  o f th e  

e x is te n c e  o f th e  w o rld . C o n sid e r th e  fo llo w in g  s e n te n c e :

There i s  a  s tro n g  im p re s s io n  made by th e  

end o f  th e  T r a c ta tu s ,  as i f  W ittg e n s te in  saw 

th e  w o rld  lo o k in g  a t  him w ith  a fa c e ;  lo g ic  

help ed  t o  re v e a l  th e  f a c e .

( G E M  Anscombe: "An I n tr o d u c t io n  to  W i t t g e n s t e i n s 

T r a c t a t u s ” : p 172)

Speaking i n  s u c h  a way s t i l l  s u g g e s ts  t h a t  th e r e  i s  one th in g , th e  w orld , 

and a n o th e r  t h i n g ,  th e  s e l f ,  w hich  look a t  one a n o th e r;  i t  i s  t h i s  

( n e a r - i r r e s i s t i b l e )  p ic tu r e  w hich  c r e a te s  th e  d i f f i c u l t y  of s e e in g  why 

sp eak in g  o f e x p e rie n c e  i s  a d e q u a te  f o r  sp eak in g  about th e  w orld; o r  why, 

f o r  W eil, th e  tra n s fo rm a tio n  o f  th e  form er can  a f f e c t  th e  l a t t e r  -  th e

problem  she d o e s  n o t r e a l l y  c o n s id e r .

The p i c t u r e  i s  v ery  much one th a t  W ittg e n s te in  w ished to  r e j e c t ,

for it «mages, »  « Pi“ »». *<> P1“ » tto ” lf th' *°I'ld

„hil.t claiming to distinguish the t»o.

e x p e rie n c e  e x p e r ie n c in g , or p i c t u r e  p ic tu r in g  ( t h e  f a c t  t h a t  th e  

l o g ic a l  c o n s ta n ts  cannot th e m se lv e s be r e p r e s e n te d ),  p r e s e n ts  sim ply  th e  

e x is te n c e  of t h e  w o rld . I t  i s  th e  p o in t  a t  w hich we j u s t  do e x p e rie n c e  o r sp eak  

as we do, a t  w hich  we d is c o v e r  o r  say how th in g s  are; th e  l i m i t  i s  th e  f a c t  

t h a t  e x p e rie n c e  i s  o f s t a t e s  o f  a f f a i r s ,  and th o u g h t th e  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  of 

t h a t  e x is te n c e .
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5.633 Where in the world is a metaphysical subject 

to be found? You will say that this is 

exactly like the case of the eye and the 

visual field. But really you do not see 

the eye.

And nothing in the visual field allows 

you to infer that it is seen by an eye.

5.6331 For the form of the visual field is surely 

not like this:

Eye -
.... ii i j_\— —. a.« Vv /■* « a avnori OTIP.P of the distinctionOf course this means inat i»ueic -------

between the self and the world, and that nothing could ever be said about 

the distinction. But the point is a larger one than this suggests, for the 

very phrase "experience of the world" is being called into question, in 

such a way that the distinction between "the world" and "experience of the

world" is to be rejected.

5^632 The subject does not belong to the world: 

rather, it is a limit of the world.

But the understanding of a "limit" is not of contrast, distinction or 

comparison (nor, therefore, criteria); and so there is not a 'self', 

or indeed anything else, on the other side of the limit.

It seems here, then, that:

A ll e x p e rie n c e  i s  w orld and does n o t need

th e  s u b je c t .

( Notebooks 1 9 1 4 - 1 6 : P 8 9 )

Any q u e s tio n  about th e  l i m i t s  o f th e  w orld would in v o lv e  ask in g : What 

i s  i t  t h a t  makes th e s e  (e x p e r ie n c e s )  e x p e rie n c e s  o f th e  w orld? (R e fe rr in g  

a g a in  back to  Rhees« d is c u s s io n :  What i s  " th e  same language" t h a t  i s

spoken in  a l l  th e  d i f f e r e n t  language gam es?)
- I t  i s  o f no h e lp  to



l i s t  th e  th in g s  t h a t  a re  "of t h e  w orld", any more th a n  S o c ra te s  answered 

Meno by g iv in g  examples o f what i s  a lre a d y  known. F o r th e  b a s ic  q u e s tio n  

t h a t  a ro se  f o r  S o c ra te s  was: And what makes t h i s ,  o r  t h i s ,  knowledge -  

th e  r i g h t  answ er? I n  ask in g  how we can know th a t  a n y th in g  known i s  in  f a c t  

knowledge -  f o r  a c r i t e r i o n  of knowledge t h a t  would allow  us to  seek  or 

re c o g n is e  i t  -  Meno's q u e s tio n  a sk s  b o th  how we can re c o g n ise  th e  knownness 

o f new know ledge, and how we know what we d o . S o c ra te s  avoids b o th  by 

answ ering  t h a t  e v e ry th in g  i s  known; b u t t h i s  i s  n o t  som ething t h a t  could 

be i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  term s o f what we a lre a d y  know:

U n d erstan d in g  t h i s  i n  th e  T r a c ta tu s  -  t h a t  i s ,  u n d e rs ta n d in g  t h a t  th e  l i m i t s  

o f language and of th e  w orld a r e  fu n d am en tally  i n e f f a b l e ,  because th ey  do 

n o t d is t i n g u i s h  betw een a n y th in g  -  W ittg e n s te in  seem s th e n  to  say  th a t

th e r e  r e a l l y  i s  no s u b je c t  a t  a l l :

5.631 There is no such thing as the subject that 

thinks or entertains ideas.

In  c r i t i c i s i n g  S o c ra te s ' r e p ly  to  Meno, I  s u g g e s te d  t h a t  i t  would 

o n ly  be p o s s ib le  to  come to  an y  in s ig h t  i n to  le a r n in g  i f  th e  q u e s tio n s  

ab o u t th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  of l e a r n i n g  were asked as f o r  th e  l e a r ne r .  T his 

way o f a sk in g  q u e s tio n s  seems t o  me to  u n d e r l ie  th e  whole o f th e  e x p lo r a t io n  

o f  " th e  w orld" in  th e  T r a c ta tu s  -  and so o f  " e x p e rie n c e " , " s e l f " ,  and 

" la n g u a g e" . The q u e s tio n s  a re a s k e d  o f m y se lf, and I  must speak f o r  m y self 

i n  answ ering them . In  th e  rem ark  quoted above (5.631), W ittg e n s te in

c o n tin u e s :

I f  I  w ro te  a book c a lle d  "The World a s  I  fo u n d  i t " ,  I  

should  have to  in c lu d e  a  r e p o r t  on my body, and should 

have to  say  which p a r ts  w ere s u b o rd in a te  to  my w i l l ,  and 

which were n o t,  e t c . ,  t h i s ,  being  a method o f  i s o l a t i n g  

th e  s u b je c t ,  o r r a th e r  o f  showing t h a t  in  an im p o rtan t
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sense there is no subject; for it alone could not be 

mentioned in that book.

Within this understanding of "the world", the world is "as I find it . 

there is no appeal to the way things stand that might show how I can 

learn of the world, or from it: the world is what I already possess.

It is this that Socrates fails to take account of: it is of no help to 

speak of what is known and distinguish this from the comprehension of 

the learner, because it is precisely then that we ask: How then does he 

come to grasp even that it is there to be learned?-------Where I ask of

myself how things are - it is just here that it is not possible to add 

that what is being spoken of is (my own) experience of the world rather 

than the world itself. For I have no conception of experience - or of 

my world - that is anything other than "the world". I do not have one 

world that is my; way of thinking, and another that is the world as it is.

I do not know of, cannot experience or speak of, any distinction between 

myself and the world, for I do not know of that self at all. If it has 

any manifestation whatsoever, this is just that it (one might better say 

"I") know of the world------- and that is the fundamental difference between

them.
However, this does not explain why Wittgenstein approaches the 

world as he does - for he does not speak about learning at any point in 

the book, and does not use the word even once. At this point other 

general considerations within the Tractatus become relevant.

d) T r i a g e  corner ^  'about' the world at .all.

There is something else (i.e. other than the notion of a limit) 

that he calls "the whole sense of the book": that "what can be said 

at all can be said clearly..." (Preface p 3) - even though in order to 

grasp this one would have to grasp its complement at the same time: one < 1

I
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would have to understand not only how to speak to the point of 

complete clarity, hut also how to he silent.

The requirement is that sense he definite:

3.25 A proposition has one and only one complete analysis.

3.251 What a proposition expresses it expresses in a

determinate manner, which can he set out clearly: 

a proposition is articulated.

The sense of the proposition is given in the proposition itself: there

is no further question to he asked about how the proposition might he 

understood (i.e.: ways in which it might he understood). Which suggests

that the notion of understanding has suffered, in the Tractatus, the 

same apparent fate as the self, and disappeared completely.

Yet the notion is retained, as a limit to language. We can see 

this in as much as something crucial to the whole conception of 

determinateness of sense is the idea of unanalysable names, the point 

at which sense achieves its much sought after clarity, and becomes 

crystal-clear:

3.23 The requirement that simple signs he possible 

is the requirement that sense he determinate.

3.26 A name cannot he dissected any further by means 

of a definition: it is a primitive sign.

If the notion of understanding seems to have shrivelled away, that 

apparition addresses itself most strongly to names themselves; there 

is no possibility of misunderstanding names:

3.203 A name means an object. The object is

its meaning. ("A" is the same sign as "A".)

The import of the last sentence of this remark is that, if one tried 

to explain what object "A" is the name of, one could only -get at- the 

object in terms of "A", which is all that one has to go on. It is all



that one has to go on. It is all that one can say of the meaning

This seems to introduce a paradoxical difficulty, one

Wittgenstein is aware of :

3.263 The meanings of primitive signs can he

explained by means of elucidations. Elucidations 

are propositions that contain the primitive signs 

So they can only be understood if the meanings of 

those signs are already known.

3.3 Only propositions have sense; only in the

nexus of a'proposition does a'name

What this means, however, is that in a sense any sucn

not necessary anyway: there is no need of them. There is no possibility of

m isu n d e rs ta n d in g  names in

We could also say here that there is no »correspondence* between object 

and name. As Rhees notes ("Ontology and Identity in the Tractatus", in

ea. Winch, pp 53ff), a name ■ ■th e  P h ilo so p h y  o f W ittg e n s te inStudies in
is not a thing, and to ask "How do you know this is A?" is as meaningless as

asking "How do you know this is white?".

The sign »A» is the same as the sign »A» because they are both 

signs 'A', not because they are physically similar. It is not because 

of » s i g n * . ..that then we'd know the syntax of signs -

i.e. what they must have in order to De signs. »*»>• if

"the syntax of words that determines the syntax of 'word'" (ibid.).

We know (in advance ) what the sign means: because we think it. 

(See also below.) We see it, or hear it, or say it or write it: the 

sign is 'given' sense by being offered in a true or false proposition. 

If we do not think it, there is no reason why it should be the sign for
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such-and-such, or that this proposition should have the sense it does.

But i s  i t  th e n  a r b i t r a r y  what s ig n s  we u s e ?  Does m eaning depend

on thinking)?------- Rhees writes: "I am committed to the signs I use

and the ways I combine them - by the general rule, the syntax of the 

language. It is through this that the marks and sounds become symbols."

(Loc. sit., p 56)»
And this notion of a rule, »0 must consider as it later develops 

in "Phil naonhical Investigations”. A rule is not a thing, any more than 

a name. It is because he takes a name to be a sign, and no .ore, that 

Anthony Kenny can say that "the connection bet«..« a name and »hat 

it names is a natter of arbitrary convention" (Wittgenstein, p 64),

,noting in support of this remark, in the Tractates which concern signs, 

por although Wittgenstein did wish to emphasis, the arbitrariness of signs, 

this marked their distinction fro. symbols. That a picture is a fact 

means, as Kenny notes (p 55), that it. ele.ents do eii.t in their given 

relationship: and this ’given relationship' is »hat -ak.s the picturing 

possible. Thu. it i. that Wittgenstein say, at 3.1452, that the co.plei
.. . „.lotion R obtains between a and b,sign >aRb' does not say that the relation

t tn the sign says that aRb: the relation is itself abut the relation in the sign
. . Tn use it is involved in representing that aRb.

feature of the picture. In use, «
ra-F +>1P relation in the picture allows it to be The fact of the givenness of the relation

a picture, representing another fact.
The assumption of a systematic distinction b.t»e.n sigh and symbol,

A. order to cur. philosophy of confusion, prompted by unclear eign-

language (3.324-5) is • -  -  *—  “
the objectifying of language (signs) » 4  the contact b.t.een language

and world (symbols). What we must note her. is that, because

iscaught up in sy.boli.atio« a. much as with signification. Kenny r.

wrong to suppos. thmt "the correlation of name, and object, i. arbitrary
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(p 65): if if is a name, then that is because we see what it refers to.

Likewise, it is because there is a conception of the world in the first 

place that the question may be raised of how it is a conception of the 

world. That is, one has already 'got over' the difficulty that seems to 

prohibit the learning of names; so the Tractatus, presupposing the 

possession of a conception of the world, would not feel any need of 

discussing the learning. One already knows of the world, one already knows

of the world of objects;

2.026 There must be objects, if the world is to 

have an unalterable form.
... . . , __ 1 i___l,l„ orvl +V10 subsistent2.027 Objects, tne uuaiwiomii —  — w —

are one and the same.

2.0271 Objects are what is un alterable and subsistent; 

their configuration is what is changing and unstable.

2.0272 The configuration of objects produces states of affairs.

Saying that the simple fact of the existence of objects is what is 

unalterable is also saying that the existence of names, of final steps

in analysis, is what is unalterable. The simple fact of the existence of objects 

the "that the world is", is what is given; and so, too, the given is the 

existence of names - i.e. the possibility of reaching endpoints in analysis.

An object does not exist in isolation from others, but rather 

within its "logical space (2 . 0 1 3 f.), the possibilities that each object 

has for forming a particular state of affairs in configuration with other 

objects. What that means is that the existence of objects, each within

is already given; it is the conception of the world, its own possibilities, is airean e,

the existence of the world.
David Pears ("Ludwig Wittgenstein"; P 80)

writes about the need to see that;
when we think of (a name) in isolation, we

must take it together with its necessities
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of co m b in atio n s w ith  o th e r  nam es.

Such ’n e c e s s i t i e s '  a re  th e  ways in  w hich -  as in  3*3 above -  a name 

o n ly  has m eaning in  th e  c o n te x t o f a p ro p o s itio n :  th e  n e c e s s i t i e s  a re  

m a n ife s te d  i n  th e  p o s s ib le  e lu c id a t io n s .  B ut, on P e a rs ’ account o f 

W it tg e n s te in 's  th o u g h t, th e  source o f  th e se  n e c e s s i t i e s  is :  

t h a t  th e y  r e f l e c t  th e  n e c e s s i t i e s  governing  

th e  co m b in atio n s of o b je c ts  w ith  which th e  names 

a re  c o r r e l a t e d .  So p r o p o s it io n s  a re  p ic tu r e s  

c o n s tr u c te d  a cco rd in g  to ,  and th e r e f o r e  

r e f l e c t i n g ,  th e  n e c e s s i t i e s  w hich govern th e

■ - J___  > M «.1 ■? +TT _ _ ....s tr u u u u r e  ux ic u ii .  »j • “yy

(ib id e m )

In  a n o th e r  way o f p u t t in g  i t ,  th e  id e a  w ith in  th e  T r a c ta tus i s  th a t:  

th e  s t r u c t u r e  o f r e a l i t y  d e te rm in e s  th e  s t r u c tu r e  o f lan g u ag e.

(Op. cit.: p 13)
This is »rong.------- »hen one speak» of rsalisihg that the existence of

the uorld, that there are objects, i. gives, then It Is gives also that 

the only »ay of getting to the object is through the hame. Ton can put 

this by saying that the »a., is r.aohed only .here there is no possibility 

of misunderstanding, and that there and then the objeot is reached. Or 

you . »  put it by saying that, »here the being of a conception of the 

„orld is given, then names and object, are already in their relation, their

correlation.
The intelligibility of Pears’ interpretation assumes a distinction 

between language and the world in such a way that one could conceivably 

speak of either the dependence of language on the world (which idea might 

be called realism), or of the dependence of the form of the world on a 

way of thinking (whioh idea might be called idealism, or else solipsism).

ij wish to allow for any such differentiation - Yet Wittgenstein would not wish to anow

how would one ’get at’ the object except through the name? Certainly

I

*



there are all the elucidations that manifest the possibilities of 

configuration of the object - but understanding them in the first place 

is already to have understood the propositional context within which

the name of the object has its meaning.

At the end point of analysis one has reached names-“ -but in that,

one has also reached objects. It is not just that one reaches the name and

'knows perfectly well’ wha* object the name is related to ' there 1 3 n° 

other thing that is the object apart from the (discovered) name.

Pears assumes that necessity is something discernible in language,

and again in reality, and that Wittgenstein's question was simply of how

„ , ______V. ~4- Ui-f + ffoilQ +.o-in i s  working withthe two come to be relaxed, wnere«» wi-vg--------

her. 1 » the qua.tion of vhat »akg. either or both of the. 'neces.ity',

and hence of how necessity ari.e. ont of the relation between language

and world. Ibis therefor, goes beyond the dlfflcultle. with necessity

.. noted when discussing Veil; Whatever necessity there is in reality .«st

be understood a. such, like that in language, not fro. reality or fro.

language b u t i n  th e  i n t e r r e l a t i o n  o f  th e  tw o. W it tg e n s te in 's  q u e s tio n

i s  t h e r e f o r ,  what . . . . .  n . o e s s i t y  n e e d a a !  -  th e  p r o b l e . ,  however, .»hioh  g iv e s

r i s e  t o  P e a r 's  c o n fu s io n  i s  t h a t  he a ls o  th o u g h t he knew what a t  l e a s t

i -jmnii s t i c n e c e s s i ty  looked  l i k e .

.) in the Ir - . - v - / - ~ " " ' t '  the ^higuit^LJ^aniag''

aa noun and verb.
ft. difficulty with the Traqtatus is that, even a. it leads to this 

realisation, it at the = » e  *1.. render, it an absurdity. Per it is yet 

fundanental to the notion of -saying southing", the propo.ition, that
__j  m  _ A f  o f f u i T

tiro

T llT ltl MIliClA OCLJ. -  ~  ------

a. of false - that it express a possible state of affairs, it be either true of false tna * ,
. i-t_— -pa rto+i nn nr otherwise

it De eivuei -----  M l t o i . ù ,  '

the existence (or not) of which W  the. the verification or o t h e r s .

of what is said.
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Peter Winch, in his paper "The Unity of Wittgenstein's Philosophy" 

(Studies in the Philosophy of Wittgenstein: p 8 ) draws attention to

"the ambiguity of the word 'structure' as applied to elementary and
SAg j

non-elementary propositions respectively". He m#ans that the structure o

the elementary propositions is not truth-functional. -Sow what this

means is that the elementary propositions cannot be true or false - they 

are not further analysable into names, and the relation between names 

(which account Russell might give). They are just, names. Certainly they 

are "concatenations" of names, but that cannot mean any sort of relation.

The elementary propositions manifests a possibility of configuration of

__ .. . 4-„ 4-v.~+ in the first nlace; it does not adda name, that is esseumu e —
anything to a name, or group of names, for then it could be misunderstood.

As Winch says (loc. cit.: p 13). the elementary proposition must show that 

it refers to the objects it does; there is no way of checking this. We 

see the certainty of the reference in the proposition itself.

This is not just names, but meaningful concatenations of names: 

something given by the logical space of names (and objects). The clarity 

of the elementary proposition depends not only on names, but logical space, 

for we cannot reach transparency and certainty unless it is that of

something. If only names were unambiguous, we could still never 

reach propositions that said something clear, which is the essential

requirement of truth and falsity: we must know what is being said - i.e.

how to verify the proposition
,  I n ,  . . « i n s  o n ly  1» th. cent«« o f .  p r o p . . « ! . » ,  p r . c i . o l ,

because if we could isolate the names and know what they mean on t h ^  own, 

the elementary proposition would involve an « S f i E *  N a t i o n  between them,

and therefore be untransparent.
But the truth of an elementary proposition would seem to involve

_______ _ This is why Winch says that the elementary
being able to split it up*



p r o p o s it io n  i s  n o t t r u t h - f u n c t i o n a l ,  and y e t must h e . Haw can

we check th e  t r u t h  o r f a l s i t y  o f an e lem en tary  p r o p o s it io n , e x c e p t hy

tu r n in g  to  th e  o b je c ts  i t  r e f e r s  t o ?

T his i s  th e  g r e a t  in c o n s is te n c y  o f  th e  T r a c t a t u s i -  t h a t  th e  need 

to  u n i t e  lan g u ag e  and w orld i s  u n d e rsto o d  as th e  u n i t in g  o f t r u t h  f u n c t i  

p r o p o s it io n s  and f a c t s .  I 'v e  argued  t h a t ,  where th e  T r a c ta te s does approach 

i t s  problem s w ith in  a f i r s t - p e r s o n  c o n te x t, th e  u n i t in g  o f lan g u ag e and 

w orld i s  a l l - im p o r ta n t ,  b u t im p o rta n t o nly  i f  th e  t r u t h - f u n c t i o n a l  

te rm in o lo g y  i s  l e f t  o u t. T his would mean t h a t  i t  i s  indeed  names which

Ko 4:>«a o f connexion: t h a t  an e lem en tary  p r o p o s i t io n  i s  n o t

and hence n o t a p ro p o s itio n

lo g ic  to  e x is te n c e  means t h a t  l o g i c a l  space i s  -

Winch say s ( l o c .  s i t . ,  p 6 ) ,  th e  p o s s ib le  co m b in atio n s o f o b je c ts  h as i

do w ith  t h e i r  own n a tu r e s .

The need to  d is t in g u is h  betw een names and e lem en tary  p ro p o s itio n s  

a r i s e s  o u t o f  th e  s u p p o s itio n  t h a t  th e  e lem en tary  p r o p o s it io n s  can be J 

„ . TX. oimnnai -hi on i s  abandoned, th e n  th e  l o g i c a l  sp ace  which

in  th e  th in k in g  of p r o p o s it io n s  -  i s

e x is te n c e .

uis f o r  l o g i c a l  sp ace  i s  t h a t  i t  can n o t b e , as th u s f a r ,

. 0f  possibilities, even though a wide ra n g e  of

propositions so... to sot it >->«“ 1  « “ • is “ *

„  .„..„.ioo of . largo m»».r of possibilities, by so.o such proooss a .

. .  d i f f e r e n c e  betw een each o f  them to  p ro v id e  a p ro p er

u n d e rsto o d  as a

has to  be e x is te n c e «

> h e re  to  t r y  to  speak of th e  elementary proposition
continuum
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as an analytic one, or a tautology; within the Tractatus Wittgenstein is 

trying to work towards the notion of the very existence of the world in a 

way that goes beyond his acceptance of the truth=functional conception 

a proposition, (it is just this sense of the conflict in the book that 

Pears, for example (op. cit.), does not see, in trying to speak of ’deep 

tautologies- (esp. pp 83 ff.) and saying that they do not lead Wittgenstein 

to the "ontological conclusions" he desired.) At some point, "saying 

something" must (he tried to show) do more than manifest possibility - it 

must also manifest existence, the "that there is a world".

In a sense, this is a combination of certainties, logical and
i___  -iaoQ +v>at there is onlyexistential, »ore correctly, •• air.au, I m  ---------  -

on. kind oi certainty.- »fere logic i. the same thing as existence. That 

there is seething, .»an. that already all of logic is present; but this 

is not a conditional statement: .here all of logic is present (the thought) 

then there is existence. The thinking which is the sens, of the proposition

is the same thinking which is the rule of logical operation.

ft. Tractates does not say a great deal about "meaning something" or 

"thinking seething" or "understating .».thing- (I-mean it doe. not speak 

much in these terms), »hat Wittgenstein had to say about them, he felt 

could just as sufficiently be said about propositions (hence that the limit 

of thought can be manifested i« discerning or speaking of the limit of the 

expression of thought - tit. language <•"»• pref‘“ ’ “ 3,‘

He writes:
3 . 1 1 The method of projection is to think the 

sense of the proposition.

3.13 A proposition includes all that the projection 

includes, but not what is projected.

Therefore, though what is projected is 

not itself included, its possibility is.



3.13 A proposition, therefore, does not actually 

contain its sense, but does contain the 

possibility of expressing it.

98

("The content of a proposition" means the 

content of a proposition that has sense.)

A proposition contains the form, but not 

the content, of its sense.

4 A thought is a proposition with a sense.

Which means that the proposition comes to have sense only through being 

thought - but it does not mean that the proposition can be thought with 

any other sense.The existence of the proposition lies in its being thought, 

but what is thought is no more than what is said in the saying of (or 

thinking of) the proposition.

In a letter to Russell (Letters to Russell, Keynes and Moore". 

ed. von Wright, p 72 (1919), Wittgenstein emphasises the coextension of

thought and languages
"I don't know what the constituents of a thought are but I know 

that it must have such constituents which correspond to the words of 

language. Again the kind of relation of the constituents of thought and 

of the pictured fact is irrelevant. It would be a matter of psychology

to find it out."

Then he says:
"You cannot prescribe to a symbol what it may be used to express 

All that a symbol can express, it may express. This is a short

answer but it is true.

«.ich mean. that • symbol M  * ta°“ Se “* “
means, «e don't give it its meaning. Asymbol .«'hide' its meaning

(i.e. need analysis) f t  -a dan alio, it to empress only .hat it is 

capable of expressing.



(Although this is very important in understanding the relation 

between language and world, Wittgenstein had not at this time seen that 

the expressive power of a symbol cannot be spoken of in separation from 

the world (as it is in the notion of elementary propositions).

We se e  th e  move in  t r a n s i t  in  P h ilo s o p h ic a l Grammar (99):

What happens is not that this symbol cannot be further 

interpreted, but I do no interpreting. I do not interpret 

because I feel natural in the present picture. When I interpret,

I step from one level of my thought to another.

If I see the thought symbol 'from outside', I become 

conscious that it could be interpreted thus or thus; if it 

is a step in the course of my thoughts, then it is a stopping- 

place that is natural to me, and its further interpretability 

does not occupy (or trouble) me. As I have a railway time

table and use it without being concerned with the fact that 

a table can be interpreted in various ways.)){ 3 )

The proposition, being thought, cannot be misunderstood. It might 

be said that, if this is true, it is true only of the thinker or speaker 

however, Wittgenstein's deliberation is carried through the whole of 

language; for example, it underlies his account of belief:

5.542 It is clear, however, that "A believes that p",

-A has the thought p", and "A says p" are of 

the form '"p1 saysp"; and this does not 

involve a correlation of a fact with an 

object, but rather the correlation of facts 

by means of the correlation of their objects.

If we say that A thinks p, then we know what is 

meant by -p" (the propositional sign), and if
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A thinks it, then that simply means that p is 

meant as it is. The occurrence of the propositional 

sign "p" (at A, so to speak) is unambiguous, and 

must be taken as expressing that proposition, or 

better, that thought.

In a letter to Russell (June 1913 - 1°°* sit., P 23),

W ittg e n s te in  w rote:

"I can now express my objection to your theory of judgement exactly: 

I believe it is obvious that, from the proposition "A judges that (say) 

a is in the Relation R to b", if correctly analysed, the proposition

"aRb.v.-aRb" must follow directly, without the use of any other premiss.

This condition is not fulfilled by your theory."

(This, incidentally, Russell saw was right, and he later wrote 

"I saw then that I could not hope ever again to do fundamental work in

philosophy.")
Why was it so important?------- It means that meaning, thinking, are not

hidden acts, separate from the 'external- proposition. We see that A 

thinks because we see what he thinks. We understand another by our aware

ness of his subject-matter.
belief* thought, etc. ie a propo.itienal aigu which, «_a_façt, 

représenta another foot (that p) - to .ay that it does this i. not to 

produce a paeude-propoaition, a. Anthony Kenny tahea it to do (Wittgenstein,

p 101), because 'p' cannot say that p but only show it. The point of 4.022 

is not that 'The cat is on the .at' —  a n  that the cat i. on the .at (

(Kenny, p 6 6) - on the contrary thi. is precisely «hat it does. Wittgenstein', 

point is that a pr.po.ition cannot 'guarantee, that it says .ha, it does - it
, and it must be thought. A proposition only has sensemust be understood, ana it

qfi-narate out the thinker and the proposition, if it is thought: we cannot separate out



because in trying to do so we remove the basis of there being a proposition.

nip« says that p" is no more a pseudo-proposition than any in the

Tractatus, and the remarks on belief are far from being as penumbral as 

Kenny takes them to he. As we have already noted, he goes astray m  

assuming an arbitrariness in the correlation of names and objects - and 

further by taking Wittgenstein to say that the general correlation of a 

relationship between names and a relationship between objects is arbitrary, 

while only the particular case is therefore not an arbitrary correlation

(p 65).
The great mistake in taking Wittgenstein to be a kind of 'constructivist'

■ . • ___. _ 1 «net T.r-1 1 1 IT—T1 - m v  (w h e nhere, and using the word ■ convention- mux« or —    ■

Wittgenstein's own use of the term is both infrequent and unrelated to the

central themes of the book (being applied to the uses of signs)), is that

the very real problem he is concerned with - that language does 'reach

right out to the world' and attains certainty rather than possibility even

though individual propositions are (to be) possible - is ignored.

What we can see, in relation to the first-person context, is this: If I

have to speak about the world, then I cannot call into question my own

understanding of it, for I have nothing else to go on; if I am to attend

to any question about the world, then I cannot suppose my own understanding

of the world to be accountable with reference to something else called the

world, for this is what I thought I was starting from. (Compare, in this

connexion:
If there were a verb meaning "to believe falsely", it would 

not have any significant first person present indicative.

^hiinsoohical “investigations, p 190))
It does not mark a difference here to speak of the world, rather

, thinking or even of language. Within this purely first- than of belief or thinking, or e
the same. It is because of this that it could seem person context they are the same.
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that analysis could lead, not to the basic elements of language or of 

thought (not, that is, simply these) but, the very existence of the 

world. What is said - the proposition that has its sense thought - is 

believed (it is this that underlies Wittgenstein's rejection of Frege's 

assertion sign at 4 .4 4 2); and what is said simply is the world.

(This is precisely why there is what Kenny takes merely to be an 

ambiguity in the notion of complete analysis: between:

an analysis in which the proposition would contain as 

many elements as the state of affairs it depicts (as 

suggested by the entries for 12 October, 20 October, 18

December 1914, etc;v ur does it mem. an ----------

the proposition would contain as many elements as I know 

there to be in the state of affairs (as suggested by Notebooks

1914-16, p 64)? (p 84)

That this is not a simple ambiguity (within conventional 'subject-object' 

terms) but an attempt to meet the problem of certainty and existence on a

different level is something Kenny does not see.)

Clearly enough, Wittgenstein's remarks on belief appear to be 

incapable of handling the obvious distinctions between others and the 

world, wherein others are both in the world and at the same time 'like me' 

invisible subjects that are part of the world. If A thinks that p, 

then although A is not related to p by some third thing - thinking - as 

Russell thought, nonetheless A is not as it were projected into p without

leaving only the occurrence of the thought as the subject A. (As an 

expression of this difficulty which we can later consider, Wittgenstein 

here thought of bodies and the movements and activity of what he called 

the 'phenomenal will' - the will as a subject for psychology - to be 

part of the world, and these were to be distinguished from the willing 

subject, which he needed to say was not the thinking subject.)

trace
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The critical point is not the obvious one that A has a body, acts, 

etc., as opposed to just being thoughts, significant though that is, 

but that in our understanding of another we cannot simply 1 phase out 

the other as subject, for we have to be able to learn from him. The 

possibility of misunderstanding another is not simply a lack of clear analysis 

in his thinking, so that after analysis we can move to the truth or falsity 

of what is thought: it brings about the beginning of learning from him.

f) The possibility of a new approach to "meaning something .

There would be no point, and too much absurdity, in trying to deny

« . 1 .  _ J-T- _ « a4>4 r\-r\ n-f* T\Qggi hi 1 i t v .  of t r u t h  o r f a l s i t y ,  w ith in  
tn e  r e a x i ty  m e ^ ------------ v *

"saying .«.thing-. But Wittgenstein's insistent concern «ith the li.its 

to this "swing something" take, hi., in the Tractates, teyond the notion 

(of truth or falsity). ------- And it is this .ore that is asked after

in the atte.pt to understand learning itself - -here -ha. is of para,=u«t 

i.portance ha. nothing to do with the truth or falsity of .hat is taught,

but with the ability to learn something new.

Learning is not one of the themes of the Tractatus; and that is 

because Wittgenstein .as trying there to bring out the notion of li.it. 

.ithin the tern, of truth-or-falsity. Winch (op. dt., P 15) records 

a late conversational re.ark of Wittgenstein's, to the effect that .hat 

.as .rong .ith hi. conception of ele.entary propositions in the U S S l S S S  

«as that he had confused "the method of projection" .ith "the lines of 

projection". Winch goes on to suggest that .hat Wittgenstein had in 

mind her. .as that, at the sane ti.e that .the Traotetes urge, the sen.e- 

lessness of trying to picture, »  »ything about, picturing itself (i.e. 

projection), nonethele.s the book suggest, a ~ » » r  in -hich the picturing 

can b. uMerstood - in other .ord. it sped, of the „thod of projection a. 

if on. could J r a O E  the lines of projection.. (This notion.of 'lines'

a
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is most clearly developed at 2.1511 - 2.1515«)

Such an assimilation of "the method of projection" to a particular 

picture is very much what underlines the wish to show plain the limits 

of the world and language in terms of object and name. I have already 

suggested that Wittgenstein cast his explorations of the notion of the 

world" in fundamentally first-person terms: this suggestion can he 

developed further here, because it is what gives some sense to his drawing 

together of the lines and the method of projection (the drawing together of 

the conception of objects and na.es in analysis, and the conception of logic). 

The conflation is i.portant, even though it .isrepre.ents by replying on a 

method of picturing (analysis) «hich itself pre-Judges and restricts .hat 

is seen as the .ethod of projection. (Per .hat is right in the first-person 

„o„t„t - that in. .hat does correctly ...rg, fro. placing these question, 

in such a context - is that the lines and ..thod of projection the s«e. 

But .hat is .rong is the ...u-ption that this 0«  he depicted .ithin a 

third-person context (and, a, a corollary, that the .... thing, can he 

said about the thinking, belief, etc. of another person as of -yself)».

The analysis into names .ould have to stop at the point .here there 

is no possibility of misunderstanding the. - that is .hat -ake. the. na.es. 

It is the point at .hich .hat sho.s itself is the of the .arid.

That is not an, assemblage of facts. Trying .till •» »ink in truth- 

functional tar. .ould lead to the idea of searching for the -hard nuggets- 

of the vorld (a phrase borro.ed fro. «inch - loc. cit., p 15), » d  of the 

totality of these. But the possibility of comparison bet.een language 

and the uorld here, if the na.es are not ..an to be all there is to -  

elementary proposition, still 1 ..«. roo. for .»understanding - and so

that the .arid might not be my .orld, or vice versa.
j ,ould „at ha., learned anything, but »ould still be guessing.

The point at -hioh .hat s»o.s itself is the existence of the .orld
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is the point at which all that can be said is the n a m e /elementary 

proposition. And this is necessarily one1s own response - the response 

of an understanding finding itself in a position of complete clarity and 

unambiguity.

Now ’name' is a misleading and inadequate term for this response.

In the Tractatus. a name is not an action. Because of 3.3, it is clear 

there that a name, though it cannot be misunderstood, has meaning only 

within a proposition: we have to be thinking a proposition in order that 

its names have meaning. (Which does not, of course, mean that we 

'decide' their meaning, or whatever.) We cannot think names; we think

thoughts.
But Wittgenstein thought that names tied language to the world: 

names cannot be misunderstood. And there is no way to go on from this 

and relate names to understanding, which would here mean thinking. For 

we cannot understand names, except in a thought; then, however, the 

thought must get down to existence, not just the name. And it is because 

it cannot (being truth-functional) that we cannot get at names; even though 

at the same time, since we cannot understand a name alone, we must have a 

thought (proposition) in order to get down to existence.

This means that if understanding does get down to existence, and 

permit a conception of the world, it is not through names as parts of 

elementary propositions; neither through an unbroken proposition. It is 

not the transparency of the name which relates language to the world, but 

our thinking, and this we cannot speak of in connexion with names 

propositions, or pictures. The name is the «BSfflt end-point of analysis 

only because it is simple: a bewitching conception which Wittgenstein later 

recorded as stemming from Socrates to Russell and himself (Philosophical

TnvBnt.tgat'on. I 46)*
. ...... th. changed p..,p.ctiv. »f Wittgenstein's 1st« . f t -
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there that a name, though it cannot be misunderstood, has meaning only 

within a propositions we have to be thinking a proposition in order that 

its names have meaning. (Which does not, of course, mean that we 
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and relate name, to understanding, which would here mean thinning. For 

„  cannot understand names, except in a thought, then, however, the 

thought » 1st get down to existence, not just the name, And it is because 

it cannot (being truth-functional) that .. cannot get at names, even though 

at the same time, since we ca»iot understand a name alone, must haw. a 

thought (proposition) in order to get down to existence.

This mean, that if understanding dog. get down to existence, and 

permit a conception o, the world, 1 . is not through name, as parts of 

elementary propositions, neither through an unbroken proposition. It is 

no, the transparency of the name which relates language to the world, but 

our thinking, and this .. cannot spesk of in connexion with names 
propositions, or pictures. The name is the ̂ pargnt end-point of analysis 

only because it is e>.ple= • bewitching conception which Wittgenstein l.t.r

w borates to Russell and himself (Philosophical 
recorded as stemming fro

Tnvaatigat-'ons I 46).
in a sen.., the changed perspective of Wittgenstein- later w r i t -
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is designed precisely to reveal thinking, or understanding, given that 

name and proposition do not do it, which is why central 'psychological verbs' 

come up for discussion throughout. The notion of response, as the point 

at which what shows itself is the existence of the world, is part of the 

breakdown between language and world which is so central a theme in this 

later writing, although the word »response* is not used and it is discussed 

predominantly in connexion with the concept of pain, and in terms of the

idea of "expression":

For how can I go so far as to try to use 

language to get between pain and its expression?

(investigations: I 245)

What I do is not, of course, to identify my 

sensation by criteria: but to repeat an expression.

But this is not the end of the language-game: 

it is the beginning.

But isn't the beginning the sensation, which

I describe?....

(I 290)
.....if we construe the grammar of the expression 

of sensation on the model of "object and 

designation", the object drops out of consideration

as irrelevant.

(I 293)
It would scarcely be novel to say that central to Wittgenstein's 

discussion here is that one csnnot .properly spend about "too.ind tint 

one has a sensation", or rather that, if one does, then:

...here "know" means that the expression 

of uncertainty is senseless. (I 247)

But what we may go on to notice is that it is just this aspect of the



matter that would seem after all to give some sense to the notion of 

privacy:

...But "I impress it on myself" can only 

mean: this process brings it about that I 

remember the connexion right in the future.

But in the present case I have no criterion 

of correctness. One would like to say: 

whatever is going to seem right to me is right.

And that only means that here we can't talk 

about 'right*. (I 2 5 8)

(While Kenny is right to ask what the target of the discussion of privacy 

is in the Investigations (op. lit. p 16), to suggest that it is the 

Tractatus' linking of thought-elements and 'world-atoms' completely misses 

the reliance of the concept of following a rule on just such a link.)

g ) T.garning "me a n in g " , and th e  problem  o f  p r iv a cy;.

I r i s  M urdoch, in  "The S o v e re ig n ty  o f Good", s e t s  o u t one form o f

schematising learning (a form she herself rejects).

"How do I learn the concept of decision? By watching, someone 

who says "I have decided" and who then acts. How else could I 

learn it? And with that I learn the essence of the matter." (p 13) 

On this account, that is, the activities and the complex or matrix 

governing the concept are already there to be learned; to be grasped, as 

it is said. But nothing is said on the question of seeing something new; 

for indeed it supposes that what is learned is not news: rather, for some 

people (the young, the uneducated, the stupid) it is, more simply, not yet

known. ; ^  f
Murdoch is concerned p !t the reduction of mmrality to the concept of 

action: to a canonisation of a will that roams freely over the range of
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acts it can perform; the freedom of which is, however, restricted to a 

metaphorical pressing of the required button to bring about the requisite 

performance. The canon is

"of the 'self' of 'will' as outside the network of logical rules, 

free to decide where to risk its tyranny, but thereafter caught 

in an impersonal complex. I can decide what to say, but not what 

the words mean which I have said. I can decide what to do but I 

am not master of the significance of my act." (p 2 0)

In this enformulation, we see each action in relation to the changes 

it will produce. (Murdoch records Stuart Hampshire’s definition of an act: 

"Nothing counts as an act unless it is a 'bringing about of a 

recognisable change in the world".")

A recognisable change i.e. a change that we knew beforehand. But if we are 

confronted by the forms of actions and their recognisable changes, then we 

must have to learn just these that we are later to recognise. If we trouble 

to ask how it is, from this position, that we manage to learn, Meno’s 

exasperated complaint acquires great significance.

In an attempt to move away from this conception, in which learning 

can only be the mastery of the existing rules, Murdoch introduces her own 

notion of privacy. It is one she would like to apply to all ’concept- 

learning' (pp 29-3 0), but she contents herself with a more limited

application:
"Knowledge of a value-concept is something to be understood, as it 

were, in depth, and not in terms of switching onto eome given

impersonal network..... We may have to learn the meaning;

and since we are human historical individuals the movement of 

understanding is onward into increasing privacy, in the direction 

of the ideal limit, and not backward towards a genesis in the 

rulings of an impersonal public language." (p 29)
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Murdoch views Wittgenstein with some suspicion, and of course her 

introduction of a notion of privacy is at first glance very much at odds 

with Wittgenstein's patient dissolution of the possibility of private 

experience in "Philosophical Investigations”. But what she introduces 

with the use of the term 'privacy' is not private experience, or private 

language, but a dimension of privacy within (public) experience and 

language. This leads us to the lack of meaning we can attach to checking 

in relation to what we learn. ("I obey the rule blindly.")

Although it is possible in many contexts to speak of checks I can 

make on my own learning, it is not as regards the development of a 

conception of the world, the emergence of objectivity; checking and 

comparison are activities we learn in terms of given objects, (it may 

be suggested that they are activities which as they are learned determine 

part of our conception of the world themselves. We can turn to this later; 

the point here is that, even if this is so, they can compare neither them

selves nor any other developing objectivity.)

However, if there is no checking, then what if anything does 

differentiate the development of a conception of the world from private 

experience?

"If language is to be a means of communication there must be 

agreement not only in definitions but also (queer as this may sound) 

in judgements. This seems to abolish logic, but does not do so. - 

It is one thing to describe methods of measurement, and another 

to obtain and state results of measurement. But what we call 

measuring is partly determined by a certain constancy in results 

of measurement." (investigations 1 242)

(That is; logic would be abolished, if it were a matter of external 

connexions between judgements:- if the judgements agree anyway then there 

seems to be no room for the application of the notion of possibility 

(truth and falsity). But even in the Tractatus logic has to be understood
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in connexion with existence; it is now, so to speak, made internal not 

only to the form of propositions hut to what is said/judged. There is a 

'certain constancy' not only in the form of -thinking, but in what we 

have to say, what is given to us to say.)

The constancy, the agreement, are not themselves agreed or decided 

on; they are given, they come about in this way. (So that we take them 

for granted, or do not call them into question, etc.) What differentiates 

the learning or emergence of existence - the development of a conception 

of the world - from privacy is not the applicability of a method of 

verification, or rather its inapplicability, but the notion of expression.

In the postulated private experience, that there can be no expression of the 

experience roots out even any suggestion of the existence of the experience, 

of its being anything at all:

"If you admit that you haven't any notion what kind of thing it 

might be that he has before him - then what leads you into saying, 

in spite of that, that he has something before him? Isn't it as if 

I were to say of someone: "He has something. But I don't know 

whether it is money, or debts, or an empty till."

Investigations 1 294)

Whereas in expression what is before us - or at least what we are 

aware of - is unavoidably conveyed:- it comes about, it is given.

?
 Within Wittgenstein's later writing, the central feature of a man’s

coming to understand something - learning something - is that he now sees 

how to take it, he sees what to do with it. He has learned how to follow

a ------- now, then, is he certain he has got it right? Other people

may pat him on the head, so to speak, but that in itself surely cannot

be his reason?------- He sees something new, he sees 'how to go on'.

How am I to obey a rule? If this is not a question about causes,



then it is about the justification for my following the rule 

in the way I do.
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If I have exhausted the justifications, I have reached bedrock, 

and my spade is turned. Then I am inclined to say "This is simply 

what I do", (investigations 1 217)

That is: I know how to do it. I am sure. If I offer justifications, and 

you are not satisfied, I do not begin to doubt my own judgement. I feel 

myself to be justified, to be secure.

It would be clear here that I feel there to be no alternative to 

understanding the rule as I do: that is what the rule is. (As far as 

this goes, the understanding of the rule has dropped away, to be adequately 

replaced by "the rule itself". The sense of the rule is transparent.

But only to me. Its clarity andsense of perspicuity arise (for me) 

at the point where "I see how to go on": where there are no alternatives, 

no sense of there being other interpretations.)

« ¿ 1 1 the steps are really taken" means: I now 

no longer have any choice. The rule, once 

stamped with a particular meaning, traces the 

lines along which it is to be found through the 

whole space. - But if something of this sort 

really were the case, how would this help?

No; my description only made sense if it was to 

be understood symbolically. - I should have said:

This is how it strikes me.

When I obey a rule, I do not choose.

I obey the rule blindly.

(I 219)

Could I not be wrong? Having made no choice in the matter, I cannot 

expect myself sensibly to think myself either right or wrong. The way
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others judge is not my reason for so judging:- my grasp of a rule (my 

seeing what a proposition means, or seeing what something of the world 

is really like) is my own achievement,

h) The context for questioning the relation between understanding and 

existence.

The language of these remarks is, of course, explicitly couched 

in first-person terms. They are not illustrations of expression, for 

such a means of representation could not show the one essential thing here: 

that the man does understand, that he is acting "under compulsion" (ibid 

I 231). Rather they illustrate our inability to analyse out the compulsion - 

something which, within its first-person context, the Tractatus tried to do. 

The Investigations does not work solely within a first-person context.

Rather, it re-explores the significance of this context in terms of a 

language ("ordinary discourse") that is common and needs no explanation.

The significance of this context here emerges in the discussions of 

various areas of language, and again and again through the learning that 

permeates them all. In the terms of the Tractatus, what emerges is still 

the relation between language and world, the limits of language and world, 

the nature of logic; but the mode of discussion is transformed.

Barry Stroud reviews Pears' book on Wittgenstein in the Journal 

of Philosophy (13 Jan. ’72), and in dealing with Pears' comparison of 

Wittgenstein (Tractatus) and ¿ant, writes:

If Kant's transcendental deduction is successful it shows that every 

event’s having a cause is a necessary condition of there being 

such a thing as experience. Any necessity the causal principle 

is shown to enjoy as a result of that agreement is still 

conditional on something contingent, viz., on there being such 

a thing as experience. Kant himself explicitly makes this point
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at A737-B765. His conclusion can be seen as "Absolutely" 

necessary if (as he maintains) there is nothing more to being 

"absolutely necessary" than being required for all possible 

experience.

(Loc. cit.; p 24)

Stroud wishes to argue that the Tractatus is "at least as respectable 

(ibid.) as Kant. His comments on Pears are valuable, but it is still 

accepted that Wittgenstein is writing about the "conditions" of some

thing's being the world, or an experience of the world; and not the 

existence of the world itself»

The idea that it is contingent that there is such a thing as 

experience still presupposes the divorce of language and the world; 

and because of this it presupposes a further 'distillation' of what 

they have in common - their 'structure', logic. The Tractatus still tried 

to distinguish language and the world as picture and pictured:- but its 

understanding of logic was not that of a structure that was 'animated' 

in one way to come to life as "the world" (and presumably in another way 

to come to life as "language", the picture): so it tries to go beyond the 

apparent distinction between the structure and the coming-to-life. Logic 

and the existence of the world are the same, and are given in the understanding 

of names (but in the Tractatus Wittgenstein tried to account for this 

"understanding" of names within a castrated picture - of picturing).

And this goes bpyond the idea of a 'something' that, when 

structured (or in Kantian terms: conceptualised), is an experience; the 

acquisition of concepts or ways of thinking, the "learning how things are", 

is the experience of the existence of the world. Hence it is fundamentally

a matter not of necessity but of presence.

For that is how there comes to be a conception of the world, a 

"making sense" - when, from within the first-person context, the position



in its truth-functional dimension,of the learner, there ¿s the world.- 

the Tractatus could only account for learning, if at all, if it spoke 

of the acceptance of the truths that are taught; and the question of 

understanding the language in the first place would not have been touched. 

Yet the book also points to another dimension within language or thought - 

the understanding of the existence of the world, the development of a 

conception of the world. That there are objects.
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a) A new approach; the idea of a case or example.

It may seem that Wittgenstein abandoned the notion of objects in the 

later Investigations: but what we have is a continuation, in radically 

different terms of the new conception of object already beginning in the 

Tractatus. In the Tractatus. 'objects’ are the determining form of 

picture, even though a picture is a fact, and the world is the totality 

of facts, not things.

Analysis is a 'physical-object' - based procedure, in which a 

pre-determined logic and pre-determining object are the same: the 

essence of thought (logic)

"must be utterly simple. It is prior to all experience, must run 

through all experience; no empirical cloudiness or uncertainty can

be allowed to affect it.------- It must rather be of the purest

crystal. But this crystal does not appear as an abstraction, but 

as something concrete, indeed, as the most concrete, as it were 

the hardest thing there is." (investigations I 97)

Wittgenstein came to see that this conception failed to answer his 

questions, turning instead to a different ground of explanation, a model 

which was not a model at all, but the everyday facts of our relations 

with others. Analysis suited the first-person context in the Tractatus., 

where all experience is world and does not need the subject, but by 

making language a (different) part of the world, it could not account 

for any necessary connexion between the two. It could not explain how a 

conception of the world is not just a bad guess, or a mistake.

Thinking, although a crucial part of the attempt to forge this 

connexion, was reduced to an extensionless point on which a proposition 

could form itself. Any attempt to speak about it would miss the key
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criticism of Russell's theory of belief, that the thought is not some

thing related to the proposition. But in the Investigations, Wittgenstein

sees that this still assumes that the thought is something more than 

the ordinary proposition, because the proposition is itself spoken of 

as something, related to the world.

We are trying to get hold of the mental process of understanding 

which seems to be hidden behind those coarser and therefore more 

readily visible accompaniments. But we do not succeed; or rather, 

it does not get as far as a real attempt. For even supposing 

I had found something that happened in all those cases of under- 

standing(how to continue the series), - why should it̂  be the under

standing? And how can the process have been hidden, when I said 

"Now I understand" because I understood? And if I say it is hidden - 

then how do I know what I have to look for? I am in a muddle, 

(investigations: 153)

The cases Wittgenstein considers allow us to realise something that 

Socrates was not able to. In them we are dealing with a man's understanding

------- and there is nothing hidden, that might be needed to make them

cases of understanding, because they are cases of understanding.

In answering Meno, the move of showing a case of coming to under

stand something seems ideally suited for showing us how to understand; 

Socrates thought so, and sought in the case for the essence of under

standing. But what makes his demonstration a case of understanding, or

coming to understand, is that we already ourselves understand.....

In order to find the real artichoke, we divested it of its leaves.

For certainly (162) was a special case of deriving; what is essential 

to deriving, however, was not hidden beneath the surface of this 

case, but this 'surface' was one of the family of cases of deriving.
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And in the same way we also use the word "to read" for a family 

of cases. And in different circumstances we apply different 

criteria for a person's reading. ( 1 6 4 )

This 'great question' (6 5) that runs through the Investigations concerns 

many aspects of judgement, criteria, essence; it is not however answered 

by showing that essence is expressed by grammar (371), or what a family of 

cases is like. It is important to see this; but even though we speak 

of criteria when in a real case we are asked to explain ourselves,

.... we must be on our guard against thinking that there is some

totality of conditions corresponding to the nature of each case 

(e.g. for a person's walking) so that, as it were, he could not 

but walk if they were all fulfilled. (183)

If we attempt to put this in the terminology of the Tractatus: 

our concern is not with totality, but with the case as a whole. And this 

leads on to the question: What kind of limit circumscribes the case 

as a whole? For if the case has no totality underlying it, this does not 

mean we can assume it still occupies a demarcated area of conceptual 

territory, within which there is no sum of parts but rather a vague web in 

which some conditions at different times appear most relevant. Nor that 

there is a central case or cases which projects outwards onto many shifting plane 

and which itself pins the cases down as a permanent picture for reference - 

for of course appealing to cases is like appealing to pictures: on its own 

the appeal achieves nothing. Rather, the limit is that there is a case 

before us; ani t&is is why the ordinary notion of limit, even as it occurs 

in the Tractatus. becomes too strained to be usable.

Wittgenstein came, instead, to realise that nothing is hidden beyond 

a limit:- "If it is asked "How do sentences manage to represent?" -
know? You certainly see it, whenthe answer might be "Don't you



you use them." For nothing is concealed.

How do sentences do it? - Don't you know? For nothing is 

hidden....r(435)

It is not enough that the sentences are being used - it is when ^ou £ee 

them that nothing is hidden. There is no final criterion of something’s 

being a case, because when we find ourselves with any situation beiore 

us, then already it is a situation we find before us. Certainly we offer 

criteria, and legitimately; and Wittgenstein is quite clear that we possess 

criteria for all sorts of things. But the steps that led to our being able 

to offer criteria do not themselves have to involve such criteria. Neither

do they, or could they.

There is, I think a strong temptation in philosophy, and elsewhere, to 

think that cases are like the booths of sideshows, side by side, in which 

different episodes are enacted. We forget that cases in our lives are 

constituted by us - that we cannot peep into them, but bear responsibility 

for them. And considering cases begins from this, rather than from the

hope that a case may constitute an answer.

Wittgenstein's concentration on the question of the essence of 

" language-games requires us to see that there is no e.sence in the gate, 

no deciding criterion, that justifies our seeing the game as of this kind. 

And as long as .e proceed along those line. - of .hat can be said about 

the cues - we can only say that oases are related: they bear resemblance 

to one «mother, project 0. one «other. But even in the Tractates 

Wittgenstein understood that such projection is not a property of the 

case. - that .as the point of .««ring that the logical constants do not 

represent. (This is p a *  of the .ay in .hich the notion of gr«mm«r is

that of logic.)
When the variety of cases is so strongly made out, it will perhaps 

aeem that this is all there is; similarity and difference, difficult
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borderline cases, but also many fully determined ones. And when the 

question is: What makes this or that case what it is? as if there were 

something in the cases themselves, either on the surface or concealed and 

needing explanatory hypotheses to yield it, then the variety of cases, 

the variety of language-games, is indeed all there is. The question frames 

the answer. And yet Wittgenstein observes:

This was our paradox: no course of action could be determined 

by arule, because every course of action can be made to accord 

with the rule. The answer was: if everything can be made out to 

accord with the rule, then it can also be made to conflict with 

it, And so there would be neither accord or conflict here.

It can be seen that there is a misunderstanding here from the 

mere fact that in the course of our argument we give one interpre

tation after another; as if each one contented us at least for a 

moment, until we thought of yet another standing behind it. What 

this shows is that there is a way of grasping a rule which is not 

an interpretation, but which is exhibited in what we actually call

"obeying the rule" and "going against it" in actual cases .... (2 0 1)

That is from the immense variety of cases we should not conclude that, so 

to speak, there is no question at all of essence; only, the essence is 

not a feature of any case, even the most common or normal, but is "what

we do".

b) Cases and language-games, with reference to the Tractatus

The thrust of this is that the question raised here is not about 

any feature of cases - that is to say with what might be offered as an 

example - but about bow there come to be cases. Not only has that no 

example; it determines the sense we can give to the giving of examples.
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the variety of language-games, is indeed all there is. The question frames 

the answer. And yet Wittgenstein observes:

This was our paradox: no course of action could be determined 

by arule, because every course of action can be made to accord 

with the rule. The answer was: if everything can be made out to 

accord with the rule, then it can also be made to conflict with 

it, And so there would be neither accord or conflict here.

It can be seen that there is a misunderstanding here from the 

mere fact that in the course of our argument we give one interpre

tation after another; as if each one contented us at least for a 

moment, until we thought of yet another standing behind it. What 

this shows is that there is a way of grasping a rule which is not

an interpretation, but which is exhibited in what we actually call

"obeying the rule" and "going against it" in actual cases .... (201

That is from the immense variety of cases we should not conclude that, so 

to speak, there is no question at all of essence; only, the essence is

not a feature of any case, even the most common or normal, but is "what

we do".

C u 1
b) Cases and language-games, with reference to the Tractatus

The thrust of this is that the question raised here is not about

any feature of cases that is to say with what might be offered as an

example - but about tow there come to be cases. Not only has that no

example; it determines the sense can give to the giving of examples.we
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In the Tractatus Wittgenstein conceived of language as part of the world 

even while trying to avoid this: propositions were a certain kind of 

entity, related to more definite parts of the world - states of affairs. 

However, the significant mistake or confusion here is not that language 

and the world are thought of as separate and comparable (where a relation 

is sought between them, even when the conclusion is that about relationship 

nothing can be said). And consequently Wittgenstein did not later set 

out to show language as all there is to the world; you could not come to 

understand what there is by looking at language. Not that he still 

attempted to set the world alongside language: if language is not one 

part of what there is, it does not follow that it is all there is.

There is a confusion in the comparison of language and world; and it 

merely arises from the more fundamental urge to treat language as part 

of what there is: as a subject for depiction.

And in the Tractatus this was partly seen. "The world" is there not a 

neutral area of study, but is constituted by the form of depiction. This 

is its limit. As we have seen, this general form involves an immediate 

grasping of the world, on the level of objects, where it is impossible 

to maintain any distinction between world and language. Yet Wittgenstein 

could only go on to depict the distinction, forcing language onto the

level of the world.
Later he wanted to show that language is not a calculus of any sort, and 

that understanding is not the employment of the calculus. We have seen 

that Rhees has remarked that Wittgenstein could not deal with this by 

talking about language-games, and that is because the notion is in itself 

no more illuminating than the idea of what we might call a social calculus 

would be. What needs to be added to the idea of language-games is that 

in a sense they are still facts:- in the way in which in the Tractatus 

the picture is a fact. Not, that is, a fact if it is true - but itself a



fact. The question of what there is is given in the picture; so too the 

question of what there is is given in the language-game - which is to say 

that the existence of such things as language-games, institutions, 

practices, etc., is given in the language-game. This is not something we 

can begin to understand by thinking that there are many different kinds 

of language-game.

In the Tractatus two things were important about a picture; that it was 

a fact, and that it could yet be true or false. This is why it was 

necessary for Wittgenstein to elaborate the idea that the picture is the 

expression of a thought, the possibility of a situation (3*1 ft 4 .0 2 2)

- so that the question of truth or falsity always remained to be decided.

Yet this involved him in backtracking on the original insight. A proposition 

does not contain its sense - the sense is not a property of the proposition, 

but rather the existence of the sense is what enables us to call this or 

that a proposition, where this or that are what Wittgenstein calls proposit

ional signs. To see a proposition at all is already to understand what 

it says. As he was to ask rhetorically in the Investigations:

Every sign bg itself seems dead. What gives it life? - In use

it is alive. Is life breathed into it there? - Or is the use its

life? (4 3 2)

And as he answers in 435 (quoted above), we begin with the life, before 

we see such things as signs, and especially such things as uses of gigns.

The problem is created by assuming beforehand that the sign is dead - 

that it is only one object, to be related to another (i.e. a part of the 

world proper). This is the great failing of the 'picture-theory': that

it requires us to think the reference of its components (names) without

difficulty, though we can only think them in propositions. Some 

thinking may indeed be the saying of something true or false about clearly 

referred objects, but a great deal cannot be; neither is our understanding
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of truth and falsity helped by a theory which assumes that a picture is 

compared with a reality it refers to, without affecting our notion of 

where and for what to look. This became Wittgenstein's point in considering 

such notions as intention, remembering, having an image of someone, in 

the later parts of the Investigations.

The attempt to begin from the sense of a proposition, yet distinguish 

this from the world, corresponds to the making of a distinction between 

object and name. And yet Wittgenstein had seen that language must some

how or other become the world, being here beyond misunderstanding, and 

gave the work of doing this to objects and names, without realising that 

the language that could be based on this could not comprise the notion 

of propositional possibility he had developed (and with it the idea of 

truth-functional calculus).

It is doubtless misleading to speak here of language-games as facts.

But it does serve to stress that they are not separated parts of the 

world, even when thought of under the headings of human activity or human 

life. They are the facts, the given; not related to any more immediate 

part of the world, such as environment of human biology, but the world itself.

This means that to describe a language-game is not to describe a part 

of the world - a social practice or institution. Ethical, religious or 

personal views are not separated perspectives on a given situation precisely 

because they are not different ways of relating men to things, (in the 

Tractatus Wittgenstein refused to think of belief, as we have seen, as a 

relation of man to proposition; and though he could not say the same for 

ethics, etc. - there being no comparable notion of picturing - still the 

questions of what is higher do not involve a relation of man to anything 

else.) To describe a language-game is not to describe what others do.

What we do; and unlike the attempt to describe what
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others do, the question of a distinction between the world and man's action 

does not arise. Characteristically, describing a language-game is an 

expression of what there is.

c) Reconsidering, the Tractatus1 relation of self and world.

Wittgenstein's remarks on the whole dimension of life which in the 

Tractatus he spoke of simply as 'what is higher' (4 ) point to the most 

revealing way in which he sought to abandon saying how man relates to 

things, and it is this which gives shape to the notion of 'person' he 

subsequently came to work with — of man as he is in the world.

In the Tractatus. the will appears as a general form of the limits 

of language and the world (6.423 and 6.43). The will cannot enter into 

changes in the world, because it cannot be depicted. It cannot be discerned 

in relation to an action — though action, being in the world, typifies what 

Wittgenstein calls the "will as phenomenon". That is, because he still 

thought here of the world as something other than language, the will could 

not be present in the world; neither could anything else of "what is higher". 

The will as it appeared in the world could only be viewed in a causal way

(as a subject for psychology: 6.423):

"A stone, the body of a beast, the body of a man, my body, all

stand on the same level.

This is why that happens, whether it comes from a stone or from my 

body, is neither good nor bad." (Notebooks, p 8 4)

But the 'real* will - the will as the subject of ethical attributes - 

does not enter into changes in the world; it determines what constitutes

the world.
What it seems Wittgenstein then thought was that all aspects of 

the 'higher' could be concerned under the general notion of objects - 

in this way the world is constituted where the self is found: at the



limits of language and world. These limits are always the givenness of 

objects; but thinking is only one aspect of the limits, one way in which 

objects are grasped or 'found'. It is this which makes him say:

"Ethics does not treat of the world. Ethics must be a condition 

of the world, like logic.

Ethics and aesthetics are one." (Notebooks, p 77)

"The thinking subject is surely mere illusion. But the willing 

subject exists.

If the will did not exist, neither would there be that centre of the 

world, which we call the I, and which is the bearer of ethics."

(Loc. sit., p 80)

The import of these intense but disparate remarks is, I think, that 

the 'thinking subject* would not bear any responsibility for the world - 

that anv self-consciousness (for thus is there an *1 «) requires not the 

passive reception of the world, but a world problematic for the will i.e. as a 

responsibility. If there is no self-consciousness, then there is no problem 

either. This actually arises out of the first-person context employed here, 

Where, the self is to vanish; because in this context the problem would

vanish too.
The self is not separate from the world, as being something else - 

its centre; it is the centre solely by being the fact ofits limits.

What there is (the world only) is limited, but the limits are not something 

separate: they are rather the form of the world's givenness: its £resence, 

which as we have seen Wittgenstein spoke of as 'the mystical'.
This 'form of givenness' is the point of unity between self 

and object, where there simply is the object. And thinking is here 

only one form of the self: we cannot think about ethics or aesthetics 

because they are not objects, or facts, but other forms of 'self-united-

-
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"The work of art is the object seen sub specie aeternitatis; and 

the good life is the world seen sub specie aetemitatis." 

(Notebooks, p 83)

(The ’world', here, would be given as si whole - not as a complex object)

What this account cannot make sense of is that the will does appear 

in the world. This applies not only to action-as-ethics, but also to 

logic. The self/will is part of the world; and I take it as crucial to this 

that we learn, and that our selfhood does not help itself (with its own 

happiness - i.e. the meaning of life) so long as it has to live with the 

world-as-a -whole. Wittgenstein's changed approach, between Tractatus 

and Investigations, shows more than anything else an awareness of learning: 

and this seems to me to be the lever where the self can transform itself 

in relation to the world. Wittgenstein's questions in the Notebooks are 

riddled with the stasis of a man aware of his will, but unable to change 

his life (that is, his world (p 77). How can one become happy/unhappy, or 

good/evil (which again are the same)? By the life of knowledge, he seems

to say (p 81).------- -But - and this is a point made in a slightly different

way by Winch ("Wittgenstein's Treatment of the Will", in Ethics and 

Action, p 119) - what is one to do about it?

The will must have a foothold in the world (p 87) - hence the long entry 

on pp 8 6 -8 which Winch (ibid, p 121 f) rightly sees as alien to the 

Tractatus. For here Wittgenstein accepts that everywhere else he is

overlooking some basic features of willing:

Does not the willed movement of the body happen just like unwilled 

movement in the world, but that it is accompanied by the will?

let it is not accompanied just by a wishl But by will. We feel, 

so to speak, responsible for the movement.

Then is the situation that I merely accompany mg actions with



But in that case how can I predict - as in some sense I surely 

can - that I shall raise my arm in 5 minutes' time? That I shall 

will this?

It is important for us to realise that, though not named, the 

issue of responsibility is central here: Wittgenstein is having to face 

the fact that ordinary bodily action my have an ethical dimension, as 

indeed it may reveal all else of what is higher. His attempt to keep 

"what is higher" out of reach of thinking - by insisting that, like 

thinking, it concern itself with objects rather than actually be, objects - 

is abandoned here, as it was to be in the later writings, in the sense 

that all becomes part of the world; the will is revealed in the world.

But this does not mean that there is no will (as the bearer of 

anything higher) but instead just action:- rather it means asking a new 

form of question. If the self does limit in 'public view', what form does 

this take? If rules are public, and the will exists in activity, then 

where is the source of the world, that which constitutes objectivity?

------- This applies not only to aesthetics, ethics and religion; but again

to logic - it concerns the source of necessity in a man's life.

d) The problem re-cast: the Philosophical Investigations

Winch remarks on this that the questions Wittgenstein was concerned 

with here do not disappear if the distinction between a phenomenal and 

and ethical will is abandoned (ibid, p 126). But this does not mean that 

we can allocate them merely to particular language-games (as, that 

is, a different conception of the will in ethics from that in ordinary 

action), rather than as underlying the possibility of language (which Winch 

also suggests, ibid.). Clearly the questions do not a c m  in most language 

games in any such form - but the need to distinguish between a man in the
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grip of a rule, and another who is not, is a distinction that does 

underly the possibility of language, because it includes the possibility 

of learning a language-game in the first place.

We can consider this below - but it is worth noting here that, although 

most areas of life may leave out any concern with language or life "as a 

whole", this more general concern is not thereby not concerned with 

the possibilities underlying language, life and world. It may be a 

language-game that not many people enter upon, as not many may seek newness; 

but this is no way shows that those who do are themselves concerned with 

only one area of language, rather than language as a whole. Formal 

religion is, of course, an obvious candidate for "one language-game among 

many" - but the search for newness, which should not be equated with 

formal religion, is not a search for anything in particular, or anything

pre-formed. (Whether anything can be said about such search is the point 

of this thesis, and thus whether the search is a language-game at all.

This is the point of taking up, below, the question of privacy and 

"private" language-games.)

It may be said that, in the Investigations, Wittgenstein, although 

not concerned to show any relation between language and the world, was 

nonetheless concerned to show the relation between the way men behave and 

the world: to show that the practices and activities of men are not 

conventional or adopted, but are built on a core of necessity determined 

by certain unavoidable features of the world. To this end, several 

writers in a collection of articles on Wittgenstein edited by Klemke 

lend their support to the idea that our ways of behaving are founded on 

biological necessity - the kind of organism man is.(Similar claims might 

of course be made on behalf of the necessity imposed on us by environment.)

But this really is to look at things in the wrong way. It assumes 

a clear differentiation between language - conceived of as practices or
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forms of life - and the world (which involves perhaps the objects that the 

practices make use of, or, as for these writers, the structure of the 

human animal.) In other words, it assumes a concept of objectivity that 

is alienated from the language - one not given in the language at all.

Yet surely one of the many achievements of Philosophical Investigations 

is to show the variety in the concept of object - the point being, not 

the variety for its own sake, but that 'objects' is not a category used 

in identifying objects, but a category given in the existence of the 

language-game. We can only speak of an object when we speak the language- 

game, that is when we understand. (There is no question of comparing 

language with reality, or borrowing an alternative objectivity in order 

to map out reality and then compare it with its own area of language.

This is why the crucial question in the investigations remains, as in the 

Tractatus. how do we have objectivity? What is it that allows language to 

be objective?)

In II xii of the Investigations. Wittgenstein writes:

I am not saying: if such—and—such facts of nature were different 

people would have different concepts (in the sense of an hypothesis).

But: if anyone believes that certain concepts are absolutely the 

correct ones, and that having different ones would mean not 

realizing something that we realise - then let him imagine 

certain very general facts of nature to be different from what 

we are used to, and the formation of concepts different from 

the usual ones will become intelligible to him.

The "sense of a hypothesis" is the assumption that there are both, facts of 

nature and concepts. Barry Stroud "Wittgenstein and Logical Necessity", in 

Wittgenstein, ed. Pitcher, pp 493 ff.) argues that what Wittgenstein is 

saying here is that the formation of different concepts, but not the 

concepts themselves, can become intelligible to us. But the difficulty
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with taking this line is that the formation of concepts thus seems to 

be something recognisble on its own terms, that is apart from its being 

clear that it is indeed concepts that are being formed. Does it make 

sense to say we know what concepts look like although we don’t understand 

them? (Or that we know that a man means all sorts of things, only we have 

no idea what he means?) It is not clear in what Stroud goes on to say - 

about "natural reactions", human practices that constitute being human, 

"facts of our natural history" - whether he thinks that these are what 

our concepts depend on, and that this dependence is what we appreciate when 

we imagine them otherwise. If it is, then this would seem to be what 

Wittgenstein says he is not saying. If we can imagine different general 

facts, then in the imagining, different concepts are formed. And yet, 

of course, Wittgenstein's own many examples, on continuing a series, 

measurement, buying and selling etc., in Remarks on the Foundations of 

Mathematics, do not lead to this, a point which Stroud is equally anxious 

to make. The imagining is not an assumption that nature has changed.

Yet if we cannot imagine nature otherwise, we must conclude that 

our concepts are "absolutely the correct ones" - and surely Wittgenstein

wishes to deny this?------- ‘It seems to me that he wishes neither to deny

nor to assert it: what we find becoming intelligible to us in the attempted 

imaginings he explores is that there are no facts of nature, or human 

practices, that are free from our concepts. To identify or discern a 

human practice, or a fact of nature that seems unconnected with human 

activity (biology, in this case) - these proceed from a knowledge of facts 

of nature, or (what is the same thing) the application of concepts.

If we are to understand this, we must also understand its complement. 

There is a formation of concepts; but it doesn’t depend on something else. 

(The temptation to think in this way has its root in the supposition that

not
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concepts are applied - that is, that what they are applied to is not itself 

fundamentally a question of concepts because concepts do not account for 

there being something there in the first place.) The formation of concepts 

is learning:

.... what .has the expression of a rule - say a sign-post - got

to do with my actions? What sort of connexion is there here?

- Well, perhaps this one: I have been trained to react to this 

sign in a particular way, and now I do so react to it.

But that is only to give a causal connexion; to tell how it 

has come about that we now go by the sign-post; not what this

going-by-the-sign really consists in.

On the contrary; I have further indicated that a person goes 

by a sign-post only in so far as there exists a regular use of 

sign—posts, a custom. (198)

(There are important questions attached to this idea of being trained, 

in as much as this might require acting in a particular way;, and this leads 

on to the sense in speaking of a custom heret We turn to these questions

below.)
Were we to continue to think along the lines of a relation between 

language and world - or rather were we to continue to think of these as 

different (for "our interest certainly includes the correspondence between 

concepts and very general facts of nature" (il xii) tut that

our interest, not our conclusion) - then perhaps it would appear that 

philosophy is not unlike anthropology and the social sciences, the 

difference being that its observations are not empirical. Philosophy 

would then enter into the great trend of modern thought: to understand 

and explain the lives of men: that is, to explain the meaning - their 

thought, emotion, personality and aspiration - in terms of what they do. 

The basic concept.in description (which then also becomes explanation)



would be that of action. (The further Aristolelean corollary would 

be that human happiness lies in activity.)

It is, I think, necessary to argue against this, and in order 

to do so we must realise that the expression ’form of life' as it appears in 

the Investigations is not another way of speaking of society, or practices, 

or the histories of men of integrity. It is the means of coming to grips 

with the central wrong direction of the Tractatus - that language is a 

phenomenon, part of what there is. Certainly, in the Tractatus, the 

logical constants do not represent; neither can the method of projection 

be represented (and we have seen that these are not different thoughts).

The sense of a picture, and the analysis of the sense, were given in its 

being a picture. But at this point it had seemed to Wittgenstein that 

language was then the totality of pictures, the totality of logical space, 

and these pictures, although being the facts, were yet separate from the 

world, or from states of affairs; only in this way could they be true or 

false. So the method of projection had something of the character of a 

hidden link between different kinds of entity in the world (hence Wittgenstein 

expression of this, image in. the Investigations), even though propositions, 

let alone thoughts, were not themselves states of affairs or states of objects 

at all (except for those they represented). (As a painting should not be an 

arrangement of paint at all - except in so far as that means it is, say, 

the Creation of Adam.)

e) Necessity and action ; the concept of response.

I mentioned, earlier, the essential but concealed first-person 

context in which the Tractatus is written. It may seem that this, more 

obviously than anything else, was abandoned in the Investigations, 

and that one of the great steps forward was to leave behind the older 

style of questioning - a kind of introspection (exhibited in the Notebooks)



in which the great questions of the world., reality, space, time, and 

God are asked concerning colossal objects which are present to one in 

experience - and to go on to what is basic: i.e. human action, what 

men do. Thus Wittgenstein is noticed as saying:

We are talking here about the spatial and temporal phenomenon 

of language, not about some non-spatial, non-temporal phantasm. (108) 

And the recovery of the dimension of time, rather than the previous 

language of timeless presence, may seem an especially valuable achievement. 

But 108 continues:

But we talk about it as we do about the pieces in chess when 

we are stating the rules of the game, not describing their 

physical properties.

And rules are not physical properties, spatial or temporal.

The Tractatus certainly does suffer under the conception of language 

as a phantasm. But this is not part of a general metaphysical perspective 

underlying the book in which all things - world, reality, God, etc., - 

present themselves for contemplation. The first-person context of the 

book is not this, and it is not to be described as if the context itself 

were simply a state of affairs in the world. It needs to be shown, or 

better expressed, in the condition in which existence itself is under

standing. Here, to consult something present to experience is not the 

beginning of understanding, as if the presence were a presupposition of 

it: understanding begins at the thing's existence. (6) This is a first- 

person context not because understanding precedes even existence for there 

is here no separate identification of understanding. Correspondingly there 

is no separate identification of the self; and yet it is in this context 

that Wittgenstein can say "the world is my world".

It is only in this context that the important questions of the 

Tractatus — about what is "higher" (6.42) — can be raised. For it is

only here that the question of limits can be raised. The limits of
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the world are not a part of the world: consequently they cannot be

put into words.------- In the context the Tractatus introduces, however,

the presence of the limits is presupposed. They constitute the identity 

of existence and understanding. The mystical, or rather 'what is mystical', 

is both the world's existence, and what is manifested (6.44 and 6.522).

This does not mean that some third thing, called the mystical, takes 

different forms, appearing now as the world's existence, now as manifestt- 

tion. (Wittgenstein's letters to C K Ogden (ed. von Wright, pp 36-7) make 

it clear that he does not mean 'mystical feeling' at either of these points - 

the phrase "that the world exists" has nothing to do with a sense of awe.)

The world's existence, and what is manifested, are one and the same - the 

manifestation which brings in all that is higher, all that shows itself, 

is no more than existence. The mystical is the focus of the first-person 

context of the work - the focus of the fusion of existence and understanding.

It is this that continues to run throughout the Investigations, 

particularly in the preoccupation with the question: What is it in what 

men do that accounts for its necessity - where is the meaning in what a 

man does? The Investigations certainly shows the variety in the idea of 

"an object" - how this varies from language-game to language-game - but 

its point is not this variety, but there is no category "object" to be 

applied as a criterion for identifying objects. We can only speak of an 

object, speak objectively, when we already have understanding; and it is 

this "having understanding" that Wittgenstein constantly explores.

In his development of the notions of rules (and the action of 

following a rule), family resemblances, etc., Wittgenstein destroyed the 

idea of an object which arose with that of a calculus: instead, the object 

belongs in the language-game. This does not mean, however, that we can avoid 

using the catgory of object, because it is precisely this category which 

makes the language-game real, not just a game. It makes the game under
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standing, or following a rule a realisation.

This is a general comment; in a sense it is the general theme of 

the Investigations. continuing the founding question of the Tractatus:

How is language about the world? The Investigations revises the notion 

of object by revising the notion of name: a name is action, the following 

of arule. It is this blind action which I wish to speak of as response: 

it is the activity in which objects are alone understood, seen, experienced, 

formed - but not an activity which can be undertaken prior to the object's 

existence, or in any way independently of the object's existence.

The question of the necessity in what men do - including its overtones 

of morality and worth - is thus a continuation of the Tractatus' concern 

with Lcgic^ and existence. Necessary action is that in which man's under

standing is secured to objects, in which his awareness comes to be about 

the world at all: and to this extent it is what is sought in any search 

for newness:- it experiences objects, and is the only possible illustration 

of the world (in which there comes to be objects).

If we return to Simone Veil's idea of necessity:

Ve have to consent to be subject to necessity and to act only 

by handling it.

We should do only those righteous actions which we cannot stop 

ourselves from doing, which we are unable not to do, but, through 

well directed attention, we should always keep on increasing the 

number of those which we are unable not to do.

(Gravity and Grace.pp 38-9)

And although Weil certainly does not mean logic when ehewrites of necessity, 

we have already noted this understanding of necessity is caught up with that 

of 'the whole world'. To act under necessity, in the sense she speaks 

of here, is not tc act within the world but at its limits, the activity 

in which there is no distinction between self and ofaject; in Weil's words

•s«
;
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it is to "bathe in the world".

Weil is, as I have suggested, right to locate the possibility 

of transformation in the interrelation of subject and world. But she 

is wrong to then view the transformation as of the self alone: and thus 

necessity takes on, in her writings, the overtones of an object of, 

or content of, experience - it appears as the awfulness which needs to be 

embraced. Had she modified this by a more Kantian stress on the rule of 

necessity in the self's conceptualisation of experience, she would have 

come much closer to Wittgenstein's fundamental grasp of the ambiguities in 

learning and in necessity. Yet this itself depends upon a reviewing of 

the nature of other people with respect to the world and to the interrelation 

of subject and world, and, in intimate relation to this, the rule of action 

in the account we give of conceptualisation itself, and hence the interrela

tion of activity and necessity.

For it is not enough simply to hold together the necessities in logic 

and in reality and say that they are one: the link between the kind of 

accounts of the one and the other which the Tractatus and Weil give — i.e. 

of propositional form and affliction - will seem tenuous in the extreme. (7) 

What we are considering in the concept of learning is a notion of necessity 

that is not experienced at all. Not, that is, placed as an 'object' in 

the world, whether in language or in 'reality'. Rather than being 

experienced, it is expressed: we are to find necessity, in its relation to 

newness, not as an object at all, but in what we do.

Response is ̂ s i m p l y  that activity which expresses the existence 

of objects, which allows them to exist within the world. It isaform in 

which we can approach the search for newness as the development of some

thing already given. For clearly enough we respond to objects all the 

time: it is the level of blind activity. But the blind activity we are 

constantly party to is not itself finding anything new: and to seek



even in these terms, is not as it were to recognise that our present 

blindness is enough. For the sceptic, our concern would be the attempt to 

illuminate this blindness - something that we cannot do from within 

ourselves - but to seek newness here is crucially a recognition that we 

are not acting blindly, a recognition that we control our own action 

as fully as we can; and that it is precisely this which turns the world 

stale, because our activity has become detached from objects in order 

to put them to use.

The development of response is not thereby a quanitative increase - 

a concern to add new responses, and hence new objects, to one's awareness 

and performance. Such an idea of addition necessarily reintroduces the 

self, as the focus for competence and experience, at a point where we 

are concerned with response as the expression of objects rather than as 

any type of object within the world. This should become clearer when we 

later return to the understanding we have of what an object is; for the 

moment we can remain simply with the formulation of ’blind activity1.

f) Response distinguished from 'play' and 'instinct'.

One apparent dimension contained in Wittgenstein's remarks on 

the blindness of this activity is that of instinct, and that one possible 

answer to the question "How can we (come to) respond?" lies in the 

educational concept of play of learning by instinctive discovery in a 

context allowing the learner complete freedom of response. (This 

serves also to bring jfc back to teaching as the avenue to newness, an 

avenue we must now consider in relation to the concept of following a rule

The assumption shared by Rousseau, Froebel and more recent 

educationalists who mistrust the notion of rule-following is that the 

natural child - which means both freed from convention and allowed to be 

himself, in hiB own nature - has in himself " the needs, as it were, of



a potential unfolding and perfect flowering" (R F Dearden, "The 

Concept of Play", in The Concent of Education, ed Peters, p 75).

But Dearden rejects spontaneity as a criterion for play on the 

grounds that work, too, for a child can be spontaneous:

Parents often have to dampen spontaneous willingness to help in 

the performance of seme task, such as painting or v;eeding, on 

account of the likelihood cf a mess or arrident...(p 78)

Yet even in such e case, surely, the willingness is a menence precisely 

because the child is playful. He is not prepared to be guided by the 

demands of the task; he is not prepared to be taught. He is playing 

a t  painting, weeding, etc. in imitation of his father. Dearden confirms 

this himself later on:

If he does just as he pleases, then he is playing; if he sees 

what he does as a task, so that not to remove some egg from a 

spoon, or to finish, would be neglect by the norms of the task, 

then he is not playing, (p 81)

Since in a game one does subject oneself to the rules, it is possible 

to be serious about one's play. On pp 81-2 Dearden introduces a notion 

of "the serious" as the "typical activity of adults" against which 

play is, by contrast, to take its sense.

However, while it may be correct to say that we cannot speak of a 

child as playing, unless he can also be, and sometimes is, serious, it is 

surely misguided to argue, as Dearden does, that the child must be aware of 

'the serious' before he can be said to play. It would be more correct 

to say that some play actually introduces the child to 'seriousness'. It is 

because a game can be taken seriously that life becomes 'serious' in 

Dearden's sense - a sense which he assumes is clearer than that which play 

has, but which he counts as involving prudence and obligation, the idea 

of means and ends. (And also, thereby, competition and success.)

It is possible in these terms to question whether he is correct in
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saying that the child's awareness of what he is doing is not the same thing 

as the seriousness of growing up: the function of play as the educationalist 

sees it. Certainly play need involve no awareness of means to an end: 

but the seriousness of a child's play often is the same seriousness which 

issues in adult life. The child does not usually know that in doing 

this or that he is growing up, because he will have very little conception 

of seriousness as a goal (although some highly intelligent children do); 

but it is because he does not have such an external reference to what 

is serious that he can discover it 'internally' as something connected with 

his own spontaneity, rather than the wishes of adults for him. The success 

or failure of his play, the need to get the make-believe right, to have 

the sand-castle or the pebbles in the stream as he wants them - these are 

all precursors of the way we live in adulthood.

This is to say that we must allow play a more prominent role in the 

path to adulthood that*Dearden would wish - but it is not to say that it 

features in a development of response and the emergence of objects.

A young child does come to discover objects. And it is clear at

least that play takes up a lot of his time when he does this: a lot more 

than being taught. It may thus seem that play should be retained, or

encouraged much more than it is, in later life.

At the very least, to encourage play educationally is to re-introduce, 

to over-serious adults, an opportunity for relaxing into childhood, or 

rather childishness. This may indeed be necessary psychiatncally, as 

a means of supporting the existing 'seriousness* - as in executive America 

group therapy serves as a safety-valve allowing one to continue in the

And play is connected with imagination: not only in pretending, but

rat-rac

in 'playing with', and often also with games. But if it is to involve

learning what there is, then that has to be shown in the course of the
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play. That is, if play is a vehicle for learning (and it is for this 

that educationalists will speak of it as a means of teaching) then the

vehicle must show its results.------- Teaching must have some notion of

its success: indeed this is why a lot of teaching relies on the idea of 

reproduction and imitation in practice, as a criterion of its success.

And yet play lacks this structure for exhibiting what is learned.

To play at hospitals, say, obviously presupposes some knowledge of what 

goes on in hospitals; or to play with paints or blocks or drums requires 

some grasp of physical movement and co-ordination, which itself involves 

the physical distinctness of these objects; but if a child is to learn 

about the world - about the existence of objects, then the play must 

exhibit this in what he goes on to do. And yet it relies on a notion of 

activity in which the child's awareness is focussed on the activity itself, 

whether in imitation and pattern (role-playing and games) or kinaesthetically 

(playing with objects, running, dabbling etc.). It is this exclusive 

concentration on activity, without reference to objects, which underlies 

the (educational) notion of play.

This is not to say that play cannot come to involve an awareness of 

objects: playing a game, in sport par excellence, leads to an increasing 

familiarity with particular objects. But then this notion of play also 

involves teaching and practice, and introduces Dearden's concept of 

seriousness. The particular forms of activity peculiar to this or that 

game do allow the pupil the terms in which to express his awareness of 

objects; and we can go on to consider this in more detail below.

But without a characteristic behaviour that is part of the play, a 

child cannot convey any discovery of objects which may be used in it.

It makes no sense to say that he has come to any awareness of what there

is: this is why Wittgenstein comments:

Children do not learn that books exist, that armchairs exist,

• ■: 1
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etc. etc., - they learn to fetch hooks, sit in armchairs, etc 

etc.... (On Certainty, 476)

(This will bring us to consider the idea of 'conveying' any awareness of 

existence, in terms of the problem of privacy.)

Any notion we have of ¿nstinc^ as the basis of response — for 

example in 'primary' activities like breathing, walking, feeding, 

sexuality, etc - may suggest that we as adults should return to these, as 

to play, in order to live an instinctive life, at one with nature. Weil 

comments, echoing even the most basic Hindu and Buddhist meditation 

techniques:

External necessity or an inner need as imperative as that 

of breathing. 'Let us become the central breath*. Gravity & Grace,

P 128)

but it would be a mistake to take this as advocating a return to the 

condition of a 3-month old baby, or that such a return would be tantamount 

to the discovery of the world. If instinct is an 'activity' which in 

some sense makes possible our having a conception of the world (and 

related to this is Wittgenstein's remark in On Certainty:

I want to regard man here as an animal, as a primitive being to 

which one gets instinct but not ratiocination. As a creature in 

a primitive state. Any logic good enough for a primitive means 

of communication needs no apology from us. Language did not emerge 

from some kind of ratiocination. (475))

to treat the activity itself as what we require is to treat response 

purely in quantitative terms, as if the world c o u l d r e d u c e d  to a 

few of the activities in it. Instinct, although involving necessity, 

and indeed pointing to presence, remains on the level of necessity as 

it stands in the world, rather than as a source of newness. By 

particularising necessity, even in order to make it a goal in our
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search for newness, we find it detached from newness.

Instinct cannot yield newness, precisely because the point that 

applies to rules of language applies either to activities or to objects 

considered in isolation: it must be possible to speak of error, of 

correctness and mistakes, in connexion with an object and activity in 

instinct, we could also speak of its necessity. But what would it 

mean to say that a baby who sucks, swallows when hungry, exhibits a walking 

reflex at a certain age, discovers the world in these? None of these 

enter the class of activity, and form part of showing anything. It is 

only when the baby is taught to do things that we can speak of necessity 

in his life, or of certainty and sureness in his activity.

Connected with this is the point that a 'natural' or 'instinctive' 

basid for violence or lust can be put forward as a justification for their 

being exercised. And I would not question that anger and sexuality have

a 'natural' base, in which it is not possible to speak of them as activities. 

But violence and lust are learned, and they are ways of manipulating objec ;s,

requiring justification in the way of all other activity.-------  More than

this, if anger or sexuality are taken as a means to growth,^ in exactly 

the kind of therapy we noted in discussing play, then they are confused 

with violence and lust in order to be performed at all.

If they are involved in growth at all, that will come about in 

relationship with other people; as Rush Rhees writes in criticising a 

behaviourist approach to learning (in which the word 'response'/ is taken

from the expression 'stimulus-response'; and has a somewhat different
uL* v

meaning from that we are considering;:

I am trying to emphasize that in all this we have not to do

with discovering more complex and more all-inclusive ways of

satisfying one's responses; of achieving a better economy

one's responses, so that one may avoid frustration, etc. It is not

t
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that one has found a better method of getting what one wants. It 

is that one's eyes have been opened. And this has been through 

what has come to one, not in the form either of reward or of 

punishment, but from people and from culture and from teachers.

It is because one has learned from something, and one would never 

have grown otherwise. (Without Answers, p 158)

The role which instinctive behaviour has in learning is obscured precisely 

by our own recent attempts to 're-activate' it: I would suggest that it 

is the dimension of activity in which a child commits himself in the 

hands of others and in which he is most completely vulnerable - something 

which is recorded by the earlier importance of sharing and revering their 

gifts (whether in eating, or sexual intimacy) - and hence capable of 

being led by others.

But to allow this speculation to affirm instinct as involved in the 

possibility of relationships with other people only reaffirms that it 

cannot enter into the learning those relationships may contain: we 

cannot seek instinct, but must approach newness through the notion of 

activity which is learned.

g) Learning, in relation to activity and training.

If we consider being shown a way of behaving that is conventional - 

a matter of custom, of manners, or of what to do in a game, or a manual 

job - then if I learn to act in this way, I must learn to act this way 

by myself. The idea of the dignity of labour stems from this, and it 

applies even to etiquette. If a child holds his knife and fork as he 

has been instructed to do, but only when his parents are watching him, 

then he has not learned table manners. Even if we speak about "how to 

hold table utensils" as what he has learned, if he does not so hold them 

away from the eyes of his parents, then he has not learned how to hold them.
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Perhaps we might wish to say that he has learned, how his parents 

expect him to hold them, where •learn' means 'made aware of' or 'find out'.

He could perhaps impersonate or mimic his intended manners. ------- However

even this requires us to ask whether he really has learned what his 

parents expect of him - for it is not something he does on his own.

If he does learn to imitate his parents, then it seems that we can simply 

say he has learned the convention. And of course we do say this: hut 

that does not mean that he has learned "what his parents do" or "what 

is done". For in this case he has come to act in this way by himself, 

and what he does is his own action. (8)

We do learn by being shown the performance of actions. Climbing, 

riding a bicycle, mowing the lawn, reading, playing a musical instrument, 

spelling, writing, calculating, painting. (And all of these are part 

of our learning to think, which we are taught as much as anything else.) 

Ryle goes to some length to remind us that

even to have learned the piece of information that something _is .so 

is more than merely to be able to parrot the original telling of 

it - somewhat as to have digested a biscuit is more than merely 

to have popped it into one's mouth.

("Teaching and Training," in The Concept of Education, ed Peters,

P 111.)

Or as Wittgenstein had anyway put it:

If a parrot had uttered the formula, we should not have said that

he could continue the series.

(The Brown Book, p 113)

In this way, connexions between teaching and training are made out, so 

that all learning is seen as coming to be able to do something. This is a 

-ble move, and it is part of the importance of Wittgenstein's expression 

"following a rule" that it ceaselessly prepares us for this.

valúa
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But - and this is something that Ryle, say, has not got hold of - 

to compare teaching with training presupposes that being trained is less 

difficult to understand than being taught: that being trained is simply 

learning to do what my trainer does, and then going on from there. Yet 

what I learn is not simply "what my trainer does". (That is why it does 

not help our understanding of learning, to be told that we must begin by 

learning what is simple, so that more complex lessons can then be handed 

on to us. (9) This not only oversimplifies, but completely overlooks the 

more basic question of the relation between what my teacher does, and 

what I do - for it is only by assuming that these are the same, and that 

this is a word which raises no problems, that Hamlyn can pursue any 

conception of simple and complex units. It is an assumption with obvious 

parallels with the Tractatus' notion of the truth-functional calculus in 

relation to the sameness of elementary proposition and state of affairs.)

I may have an action or a piece of information, broken down into 

simple elements and rehearsed before me. And then I go through the 

motions. For it is not at issue that teaching contains a concept of 

analysis and of components, as an activity (teaching) which the teacher 

himself engages in. It is indeed part of the job and of the skill and 

sensitivity of the teacher. And a very young child may be literally held 

and led through the component actions. And if he learns anything at all in 

this moving about, it has to occur to him that there is something he can 

do, namely to take command of the movements for himself. If we say that 

he has learned something more complex, however, that can only mean that 

the W h w  involved breaking the action into parts. What he has learned 

is not a synthesis, or a relation between parts. He has learned to do 

something new. And speaking of training only adds to the idea that .ghat 

is learned is the sum of parts. If we tried to go on to say that the 

parts are 'appreciated* in a new way, as a whole (that is, as if the
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parts are placed within his experience, to permit room for the concept 

of sameness between what he does and what the teacher does) then that 

obscures the problem, because it suggests that here is something he has 

learned, which is the same as what his teavher does. But the particular 

actions the teacher performs in illustration are not what the child learns; 

neither does he learn the teacher’s ability to act. There is no new 

pattern or standard of action that now makes sense to him, which he can 

accord with: it is simply that he has found himself able to act.

Suppose I learn to impersonate somebody. But ii I really do learn 

to do this, then I so to speak find myself in the impersonation. The 

mere trick of seizing on one or two ’identifying characteristics' fails 

because it belongs with "learning what something is called": say as a 

sports enthusiast, or the child learning table manners. Any attempt to 

act out what one has learned to identify is not an action at all, but 

only an alternative form of specifying criteria. (On another kind of 

acting, Ronald Pickup, of the National Theatre, could not play the part 

of Don Armado in Love's Labour's Lost, until the producer (Laurence Olivier) 

taught hia tow to walk onto the stage. As Pickup-attempted this, he as 

it were found the whole of his path through the play opening up before him.)

-------Now it is of course important that the impersonator or actor has

something before him to attempt; but as we consider this, the questions 

are circumscribed by its being his own action he learns, so that even in

acting he is himself, is exercising his own ability.

The way in which one has to try. to do what one is learning to do 

makes it clear how natural it is to speak of what one is learning to do.

And yet it is precisely a clear idea of what one must try to do that can 

prevent one’s learning how to do anything: the advice to a beginner at

.. vw.1 t> that stops him from trying to play by tennis to stop trying is the help vn p
, n __ viata on he can find himself in watching himself copying his coach. Prom
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strokes, find his own game.

Training is "not just putting the pupil through stereotyped exercises 

which he masters by sheer repetition" (Ryle: op. cit., p 109).

"The well-disciplined soldier, who does indeed slope arms automatically, 

does not shoot automatically or scout by blind habit or read maps 

like a marionette." (ibid).

And what we learn to do as a result of training is indeed news:-

"The poet composes a sonnet, taking care to adhere to the regulation 

14 lines, to the regulation rhyming scheme, to the regulation 

metrical pattern, or else perhaps to one of the several permitted 

patterns - yet, nonetheless, his sonnet is a new one. No one has 

ever composed it before. His teacher who taught him how to compose 

sonnets has not and could not have made him compose this sonnet, else 

it would be the teacher’s and not the pupil's sonnet. Teaching 

people how to do things just is teaching them methods or modi 

operandi; and it is just because it is one thing to have learned 

a method and another thing to essay a new application of it that we 

can say without paradox that the learner's new move is his own move 

and yet that he may have learned the how of making if from someone 

else. The cook's pudding is a new one and piping hot, but its recipe 

was known to Mrs Beeton in the days of Queen Victoria." (loc. sit.,

P 114)
Method, Ryle says, makes the new result possible. It is the rule that 

off.™ generality (p 114), »>4 thu. .. could .ay that jHai «« 13:

rules, Th. crucial characteristic cf a rul. 1. that L a m i n g  it allow, 

th. pupil to do something n... to do something or produc. .».thing cf hi.

own.
The idea of generality that operates here is designed to allow the 

application of a rul. to explain newness as a kind of instantiation. And 

the learning of a skill does suggest, as it does to Ryle, that 1 ng
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problems in mathematics, riding a bicycle, shooting or French grammar, 

the newness is "teaching oneself" - i.e. getting it right in new cases.

reaching bits of the domain of knowledge and ability b^ oneself. And
1this can be accommodated under the fact that in practice each man enters 

on his own ability. He can grasp the rules: because that is what he is 

anyway doing when he practises. He does the trying and performing, and 

that explains the newness because he is already exercising an ability, 

albeit imperfectly or unnaturally. When we practise, this is not to 

borrow someone else's action at all, but to exercise our ability: and 

newness is the fact that my ability is not yours.

For Ryle, that is, training thus resolves an initial paradox about 

'teaching oneself', or rather coming to new results and abilities by 

oneself. Practice begins with a kind of imitation, out of which the 

ability emerges. The training/teaching allows rules to be employed as 

criteria of correctness, but nonetheless as essentially negative prescrip

tions which correct failure so that the free exercise of ability can 

effloresce. The transition from what the teacher does or says, as an 

exhibition of the rule, to the pupil's tryings, is understood here simply 

as his doing, or trying to do, the same thing. The presupposition is 

that he can make a comparison between what he does, and what his teacher 

does; that he and his teacher are both instancing the same general rule.

And in a lot of activity, this is certainly more or less what goes on. 

Were wetepeak of such learning as "learning how",then this transition from 

one instance to another will be *h at the beginning of such learnings: 

whether of information, techniques in calculus, or sport. The familiarity 

of the emergence of ability out of imitation may not remove all sense of 

mystery from what is going on in learning; but it is a clear example of 

what is going on. The answer to Meno here would be simply practise.

What the pupil sees the teacher doing is, of oourse, also new to him;

$
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the actions are broken down, made simple; but the pupil can somehow under-
5

stand what they comprise, on the basi of a generality he has already 

acquired: he can, say, accept the teacher's advice and act as he anyway 

would in such-and-such a previously mastered activity, but now on this 

object or with this formula. This is indeed what training presupposes, and 

if we were to learn to do something new, then this 'generalising' ability 

would be assumed. (Socrates was able to show Meno that, since we do 

have this ability, there is nothing to stop us learning how to do some

thing new, given the further 'tethering down' of practice. Except that 

Meno did not ask about doing something new, but about seeking it.)

h) The distinction between being trained, and understanding another person.

A lot of teaching could be called training, along these lines. But 

newness is not a matter of an ability alone. And I think this becomes 

clear when we turn to the idea of understanding another when he teaches.

If he trained us, we would in some sense know in advance what he was 

bringing us to. We want to do what he can do - even if, later on, we 

discover more in it than he did. To accept his rules of practice or 

method is not, however, to understand him; it does not explain how we 

could ever have such a notion. If seeing the world is an ability, then 

I may be able to do it awfully well, and very originally - but then 

another person's ability must also be shown as an activity, however complex 

and subtle, which I can pick up and develop for myself.

Even to concede that as an ability it is not only taught to us, but 

it must be able to emerge in some other way as well, for we need to see 

others and some world already in order for this to come about; even this 

is still to say that seeing the world is nonetheless an ability, or perhaps

the form of all abilities.------- The driving force, for Ryle and others,

behind speaking of abilities was to do away with the mystery of 'secret 

perception«, of seeing as a world inside each man's head. Thus Ryle speaks



of seeing as itself a matter of achievement. But, if we begin to realise 

that seeing is an ability which cannot always be taught, then there is 

no point in speaking of it as essentially an ability: we cannot always 

apply the notion of the relative success or failure of the seeing. It 

makes sense to say that a child can be taught seeing - but only if he 

can already see to follow the lesson. And if in these individual lessons 

there seems to be a criterion of achievement, in what the child can do, 

there is not also a criterion of his seeing the teacher's dummy runs. When 

we take it for granted that he can see what we show him, to say that in 

some cases he might not even see this (and hence that we would have to 

teach him) is not to say that we can teach him everything, or that all 

is in principle teachable.

To take his seeing for granted when we teach him is not implicitly 

to believe that he is exercising abilities. The 'achievement' of seeing 

is not to pick out, describe correctly, pair off, etc. - or rather it is 

not these alone. Such would require that we, as teacher or judge, can 

already see to compare the 'exercised abilities* with the world. Yet, 

to return to Socrates, that does not explain what learning to see is at all. 

It says only that seeing must show Itself in what is done.

We have to ask, here, what it is that enables even an activity (e.g.

a new identification) to be applied in the right place. Is it simply the

complexity of the activity, the way in which an ability is not only a type

of action, but actually knows where and when to exercise itself? For if

it is not this, and if we have to say that the pupil sees without doing 

anything, then we gain no greater insight than we forfeit in using the 

concept of ability.

The point to be made about learning to see is not that, when a 

pupil has learned, then he is acting, but that in order to learn, he has 

to stop acting «nd see what his teacher is showing him. Then seeing
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something for himself may develop out of this - and therefore ability 

will emerge; but not out of any exercise of ability. This is why we 

have to speak about seeing as something more than, or other than, ability. 

Learning by being taught leaves us seeing, looking at what the teacher 

presents us with.

That is, this is the necessary beginning of understanding another.

Sheer force or fear may keep a pupil inactive, but they do not keep him 

looking at something new. We look because another is showing us something.

------- It is precisely here that the Tractatus1 distinction between saying

and showing can in fact grip: it is the activity of understanding another 

which gives expression to, and form to, the first-person context. And 

like 'showing', we cannot say what is understood. This is not to say or 

deny that, if it is understanding, then 'what is understood' must show 

itself in what the learner goes on to do - yet there are many important

areas of understanding, as we can go on to, where he cannot.------- It is

part of the relation this concept of understanding another has to that of 

newness that we cannot give examples, beyond saying that it could be anything, 

but must rather discuss the concept as a requirement and as a given, in what are 

essentially metaphysical relations to those areas of language which require 

it: most notably the concepts of learning the existence of the world, and 

authority in teaching, as well as learning from art and nature.

This in one sense marks a return to the Tractatus' insistence that 

there must be objects - although the terms used have been modified. But 

this is not an insistence Wittgenstein abandoned in his later writings: 

on the contrary, as he insists throughout the discussions of ostensive 

definition and learning to follow a rule, there must be a point at which 

the learner just sees. The appeal to the givenness of understanding another 

is in essence a reworking of this, in answer to a somewhat different question; 

but in both cases the form is "There is such a thing as

consequence of making this admission will of course only become clear as
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we go on to consider the notions which most clearly require it.

If what another shows us, when we are learning, is how to do 

something, then we do not normally speak of understanding him. We look 

at a trainer because we know he can do what we want to do. We've seen 

him do it. But we look at a teacher not because he can do something, but 

because his language (word and action) show that he sees. Not because he 

gets it right; because we're really not in a position to know thatl But 

because something new comes through his expression of it (where 'it* is 

necessarily ambiguous).

Although we have to practise in order to get it out into the world 

for ourselves, we have understood him - he has shown us something of what 

there is. He has not trained us, because it was not an action he showed 

us but an object. He can, and must, include some training. But the 

difference between training and teaching (as 'enabling to see’) is that 

the looking which training requires does not demand seeing anything new.

We see the trainer's examples - without ourselves acting - yet our 

criterion of success is also his; we do not learn to see anything.

Certainly we have to see what he is getting us to do. To say that 

we know he can do it, and thus that we possess some criterion of success 

before we can embark on, let alone master, the activity (whether in 

swimming, or riding a bicycle, or getting the authorised answers) does not 

seem that we can see through his slow-motion demonstrations to "the action 

itself". What he is doing, at a particular step in the demonstration, may 

elude us - and then we see it. It becomes something we can attempt our

selves. This may well be called understanding; and it also requires us to 

look and watch, without at first seeing. And what we then go on to see 

is not a new object: we understand not what another reveals but what hg. 

is doing.

It is important to realise that this understanding is something more 

than simply a 'spectator-interest* in the activity, precisely because the
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only sense in which we may speak of seeing what the trainer is getting 

us to do is that of getting out and doing it ourselves. While what the 

trainer hs shown us will be part of an activity for which there are 

external criteria, for spectators, learning to do something requires new 

abilities which are not illustrated externally. A man can learn the rules 

of tennis well enough to watch a game and make judgement of its players.

But he cannot tell why a player is double-faulting unless he himself can 

serve.

This is not a question of one individual's ability to be a know

ledgeable spectator, and hence - like the possibility of pretence which it 

is related to - not a question of what others think of his grasp of the 

game on any particular occasion. The point is that if someone does develop 

a spectator interest, say in swimming, then that is not a concern to learn 

from other swimmers. He knows that there are people in the water, that 

they are moving in certain directions, free of the bottom; and that is how 

he knows that so-and-so is swimming. "To know" here has much more to do 

with his ability to justify what he says, to explain how he knows. And this 

supposes that he knows they are people, that this is water, and so on, which 

leaves us with the further questions How does he know all this?

On the other hand, for someone who is learning to swim, other swimmers 

will be his trainers, even if he simply watches them. If he knows that 

they are swimming, that is because this is what he is learning from them.

The expression of a doubt about this - How do you know that they are swimming? 

- has no sense for him, because swimming features, and features significant

ly, in his life.

For the spectator, there is always a distinction to be drawn between 

individuation and identification; and if we think of learning in terms of 

such a spectator-model, then although in a specific case identification will 

concern criteria applied to a 'recognisable' object,.yet as the questions of
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the recognition of the object are pushed further, the question of how 

one individuates becomes unfathomable. It may then seem that all we can 

do is to accept that we do individuate in certain very general ways, as 

well as more specifically, as Strawson concludes in Individuals.

But to speak of this as an account of understanding i3 to overlook 

the whole dimension of learning and teaching in which a new understanding 

is expressed in the ability to teach and advise: to participate in the 

language of the activity. Understanding a new action or activity is 

revealed solely by doing it. There may well be a moment of realisation, 

a pause; but this is necessarily just the beginning of one's ability: 

to see what another is doing is already to be capable of so acting.

Thus, understanding how to do something is not separate from the 

ability to act. It differs from seeing something new - a new object - not 

because it does not involve looking and watching, for it may well do. But 

the expression of seeing how is solely in terms of the action; whereas 

seeing a new object has an expression that is not any particular activity 

at all. To grasp it is always to see how to do something - and this is the 

basis for our differentiating between understanding-as-leaming from under

standing—as-sympathy. But more than this, something is revealed, which 

we had not seen before, and which - crucially - we cannot see for ourselves.

We have, in understanding the teacher, received the loan of another's eyes:

and expressing this is not doing anything, except that we place ourselves in his

hands.

The need to refer this understanding to the other person, the teacher, 

marks the crucial distinction between this account of understanding, and 

the role of 'attention' in Weil's writing, or Buber's concept of 'the 

onlooker' - a distinction we shall return to in the final chapter. Attention 

would here serve as the expression of an activity, however passive; and hence 

is to be predicated of the self. It is the attention one may give to a 

trainer, a teacher from whom one expects to master skills, however intellect

ual or purely -spiritual« these may be. The further reference we require
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in understanding another - being in the other's hands - means the inability 

to practise by oneself. Initiative comes from the other, not from oneself.

The grave difficulty with Weil's concept of attention lies in the 

self's own initiative and the suggestion of a spiritual 'training for life'. 

What we are considering here is an approach to learning which, while acknow

ledging how much of learning can be mapped out in terms of being trained, 

as Ryle wishes, requires us to look at learning as fundamentally more than 

the activity of an individual.

We can consider below what this 'more than' requires us to say about 

both learning and the presence of others; the point here is that, in 

relation to the need to refer learning to see to more than the self, learning 

to see is itself more than what the self learns to do. The success of 

learning is indeed shown in what we do - but as we noted initially about 

the Meno. our problem is not of whether learning occurs, but of what it is 

like for the learner; it is this I have spoken of as the question posed 

in a first-person context. The success of learning is not the same thing as 

its newness. Quite properly, it must be asked how this newness shows itself, 

if not through what is done. Yet if newness shows itself, it is not because 

the learner measures up to any standard, but simply because there are 

learners. That is, we find one another, we find 'other minds', not only 

in parallel training, but in the wish to see.

The expression of seeing is not solely achievement; language does 

not place us side by side, as it were, exercising our abilities as best 

we can. Co-ordinate with this, seeing is not only a matter of judgement, 

of individuation or identification. Ryle. I have suggested still assumes 

that it is; which does scant justice to the kind of life we live with 

others, what others mean or can mean to us. If seeing were an achievement 

that would, I take it, make it active; it may seem, in these terms, that 

what I am diacusaing ip an alternative passivity in which experience is



'interior'; but what I wish to draw attention to is rather the passivity

of understanding another, which is not an experience at all. (10)

understand another's
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showing or being understanding - it is the emotion we have to understand; 

as we can consider more fully in relation to art, it is this inability to 

respond to or give expression to an object which constitutes emotion.

This is not to say that sympathy and compassion are the same as 

appreciation of a work of art, although I would say that the common ground 

between them is worth pursuing beyond the scope of this essay. The difference 

is that compassion is, however mute, a conversation and exchange, a sharing 

on the basis of a suppressed expression which is actually allowed to find 

expression in being understood. The sufferer may himself learn, at the 

same time as he is understood by someone ready to learn from him. OjO

I





a) Learning and following a rule.

It may appear, from the last chapter, that we should conclude 

that Socrates was right, in the Meno - we learn to see through conversation. 

Yet that much we have agreed with. The notion of understanding another 

shows a great deal about learning, not least because it will allow us, 

in this next chapter, to come to terms with the kind of privacy which 

learning does in fact require.

However, although we have approached the notion of understanding 

another through that of being taught, we have not established that teaching 

is itself the guarantee or locus of what is new; and therefore we must 

ask both how it is that teaching can bring us to see, and also whether 

or not teaching is the only form in which we can come to see something new. 

Having approached being taught from the perspective of the learner, we may 

say that to be taught can indeed bring us to what is new: but this is not 

to say that we simply sit before a teacher. This is why Socrates does 

not answer Meno adequately - the mere fact that conversation, question and 

answer, take place is no guarantee that as learners we will find newness 

there. To be sure that it will is possible only for a teacher, which is 

why Socrates could illustrate learning in terms of what he, and we, 

already know. But if such confidence in conversation, as the locus for 

newness, is in effect the essential presupposition of beings teacher, at 

least on Socrates' level, this is the one thing the learner cannot do.

Meno begins by demanding a certain kind of experience, a certai 

•content': that which is new. Socrates proposes a path, or situation

- a particular'form'. But then Meno can only ask for a form whic 

guarantees it content - some kind of object within the world which 

yet not fixed or limited in form and content, but is itself new. If 

we are to set out such an object, it must be from within the first-person

that it is possible to lay holdcontext of the leaner, for it is here



of new objectivity, of something new.

Therefore our concern here is to ask, within learning, what it 

is that makes this learning possible. Such a concern with the first- 

person context of learning is perhaps the dimension of Wittgenstein's 

concept of 'following a rule' which it is most difficult to grasp. If 

the rule is something general, an instruction (so Max Black ("Rules and 

Routines", The Concept of Education, ed. Peters, p 94): "Obedience to the 

rule is shown by trying to do as instructed"), then it seems to describe 

an action, with reference to other actions or situitions, which is what we 

each do or try to do or avoid doing. Thus, philosophically, we would 

explain the meaning of a language-game by referring one action to another, 

or to its situation and objects.

This, I have suggested, can be called a 'spectator interest', because 

it is not concerned to learn the language-game. Not that a man may not 

learn to follow the rules out of external motivation - say to improve 

his image amongst family» friends or employers, or even with himself.

The teacher here would, however, be his trainer - theism's conem is not to 

understand him, but (to use him) to understand the game.

In his introduc tion to Wittgenstein's The Blue and Brown Books,

Rush Rhees remarks that, on the question of 'meaning-blindness' - i.e. 

whether a man could act in accordance with a language-game s rules and y e  

know nothing of the meaning of the terms involved, Wittgenstein was unclear 

but that he had to go beyond description in terms of language-games (and 

forms of life). Rhees went on himself to argue ( i n  W i t t g e n s t i e n  

Builders") as we have seen that we cannot mean much at all by 

accordance with the rules of a language-game" unless we mean: bringing 

something new to the game, a new understanding of where the game can go. 

(Or, as Iris Murdoch forcefully argues, that in real understanding one is 

^  ___• _____\
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Speaking of language-games may allow us to explain what a man means, 

given that we are sure that, and have some idea what, he means in specific 

cases. But this only ignores the question it is so much a part of:

How do we know that we are concerned with a man, who means something?

This is not, I think, answered by saying that we can see what a man means 

sees, experiences, feels, in his life as a whole - whether that means 

the man’s history, or rather his day-to-day society. If that were the 

answer, the man would be part of them, not they a part of him. Clearly 

others do not often, let alone always, teach, and their lives seem separate 

enough from our own to enable us to laugh at them or ignore them. To focus 

on the concept of understanding others and its relation to teaching is not 

to ignore this, and it is not to offer a description of our experience. 

However, we could have no conception of 'others' (i.e. like us) had they 

not been, and were not still, teachers.

Certainly learning can involve a context of judgement in which the 

learner watches himself and compares himself with others, and this context 

involves him in the recognition or taking for granted of many kinds of 

object. He learned about the world, and thjs requires him to know what 

he is learning about. But this differentiation of the teacher from the 

objects of the lesson can only proceed, as indeed it has only reached 

thus far, when teacher and object (of the lesson) have at some point been 

indistinguishable. This is indeed part of the -recovery of time’ which 

the concept of learning introduces. It is a corollary of this

that a bad teacher operates in terms of the expected of standard behaviour 

of his pupils, because he has no other notion of how to judge his own success 

A good teacher, on the other hand, is coneerned to reach a point when he

learns from the new understanding of his pupil.

We say that the learner learns to act in the same way that we act, 

or that his judgement agrees with ours. Oj). But what this means is not
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, j 4-y, (1 2 V But what this means is notor that his judgement agrees with ours, v—
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that there is some standard or pattern which exists between us all 

a mould into which we are all fitted. The sameness of what we do, which 

is certainly a feature of the case, does not amount to the way I behave 

as compared with the way others behave. The fact that such comparison 

occurs and is increasingly common - that we try to understand sameness in 

this way - only obscures the fundamental sameness which allows us to speak 

of 'others' (where the 'like myself' is presupposed). We cannot speak of 

the sameness of others as we might speak of the sameness of actions. To 

see that our judgements agree will indeed usually require some proof: a 

common party slogan or stereotyped action. But to agree in judgement is to

be able to see what another means.

The question of the fragmentation of learning - in which it becomes

possible to form judgements of other? including one's teachers, and of 

oneself - has no obvious cause, although it certainly occurs. Yet we 

have to make it clear, that the relation between learning and judgement, 

in which we can know about others and yet learn from them, is not something 

that can be understood in causal terms. This is a question that has much 

in common with Wittgenstein's discussion of the perception of meaning, 

whether in a sign or in a man: How is it possible to say of this object 

(sign or man) that it means such-and-such? Or: How, if we see what

the painting represents, do we yet see that it is a painting? How do we
. . 4. jo ^T'Vinis noi* of course, "to suggestsee the paint, then what is painted? ^This is n o n ,

that the way a sign means is the way a man means.)

In answer to these questions, the perspective we are developing 

out of Wittgenstein's remarks is that the idea of meaning what one says is 

not a matter of following rules, whether in one context (the language- 

game) or another, or throughout one's life. It is the understanding we 

come to have through what another says - that we come to see. The 

• eriWion' of what another means is our understanding. 03) If we
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learn a language—game 'externally1 this does not mean that we are 

necessarily stiff or awkward in it. We learn to do something new: 

and like a sport or recreation our ability can develop. But that development 

does not allow us to bring anything new to the game, because we see nothing 

new. The wish to learn a particular language-game, if it is a wish that 

develops externally to the game as it is now played before us, is a wish 

to achieve a particular result, whether in competence, or in a product the 

game (say technological) can lead to . There is a difference between learning 

how a language-game goes (whether out of a spectator-interest, or in order 

to master it), and understanding someone who plays the game. It is in the 

latter case that we see something new»

b) The -problem of learning the same thing

When we are learning the game (whether it is the expansion of a 

series, as in Philosophical Investigations 142 ff., or art appreciation, 

or the expansion of gases, or finance, or politics), wehave to practise. 

Thus far, both the externally involved and the internally involved do the 

same things. There is a notion of action peculiar to the game, which 

we begin to imitate. And we are required to pick up the action(s) out of 

a general context of comparison, in which our own actions are compared with 

others', and with the objects they employ or avoid. We are able to speak 

of individual actions here, as being on a par with other objects: they are 

features of the world, albeit bits of motion rather than bits of stasis.

And this goes with a conception of 'other minds' in which we are introduced 

to others as competitors, as concerned to do what we are concerned to do. 

Our awareness of others is based on their success or failure in doing the

same things.
If m  this situation we come to understand our teacher, then that 

introduces a dimension of privacy. We see something new, in what he can
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show us, but we cannot yet show our understanding. And if it seems that this 

is not really anything private - because we still have to show, out of 

what the teacher goes on to show us how to do, that we do understand 

and show by performing the appropriate actions, then this relies mistakenly 

on a conception of sameness in which actions are measured against one another 

(We may note again that this is not to deny the use of such a conception of 

sameness; but it is to deny that it has any place in the notion of under-

standing another.)
It is clearly possible for a teacher to rely on a standard of comparison 

in order to assess the learning of his pupils. And for him, if they under

stand then that means that they "get it right in the future" (investigations 

145 f.) And indeed it is the crucial objection to the notion of a private 

understanding that it seems we can only speak of another's understanding 

(such-and-such) if he almost invariably, excppt in -unusual circumstances-, 

conforms to certain observable standards of correctness. (U). If we become 

puzzledp  this, because it does not seem to leave room for the concept 

of newness, it will not help us to be told that a pupil can meet our 

standards and, additionally, have something new to offer. (Thus it might 

be said that the pupil is anyway always doing more than just the activity 

he is practising: including breathing, feeling weary, puzzling out what he 

is doing, etc.) If he has anything new to offer, then it is new t^Jhe 

game, and will be shown in terms of the activities peculiar to the game. 

Certainly extra activities can be introduced to any lan^age-game, to make 

it more efficient, more modem, more appealing, etc, but whether they 

are part of a new understading of the game requires that, rather than 

being added on, they be exhibited in terms_of the present activity of the

game*

Now what does this phrase i n  term s of* mean? E s s e n tia lly »  i t  means
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that a requirement is placed upon usi that we he able to understand

the pupil, rather than assess him.-------For what is private about his

understanding is not that it is an experience of a rule of language which 

no-one else can understand. It is private because it requires us to look 

behind or beyond what he is doing. The newness of what he has to say 

is not public; it is not available to all. That is why it is not anything

extra.
The question of whether we speak the same language can be answered in 

the affirmative in terms of the historical fact that we are taught activities.

We see the same world because we are taught the same movements, the same

uses of objects, the same uses of words.-------flat the question can be so

answered because the phrases "to speak the same language" and "to see the 

same world" have built-in terms of resolutions we can answer the question 

in terms of the notion of sameness which we employ in teachings it is because 

we can teach activities that we can introduce it as the answer to the

question.
But if the question is not taken in this way, this will be because 

we do not feel that we can judge the sameness of men's understanding.

That is, there is even here an alternative way of taking the question which 

does not rely on these terms of resolution; instead, the question "Do we 

speak the same language?" and the further one "How do we speak the same languag, 

are posed, firstly and crucially, about myself: Do they understand 

me? How is this possible? That the question of sameness is taken in this 

way is not necessary: to pose the question with a view to answering as

a teacher only, is just as possible, and more common. But that it can be

a -iw/iaoii oq a learner* is whsi X am calling raised in a different way, and indeed as a learner,
the first-person context* it is the context in which, when a question is 

raised, it is placed within a first-person framework. The distinguishing of 

such a context is the point of the discussion of learning and of under-
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standing another. If we follow through the example of a pupil learning to 

continue a series, the important point is that he discovers how he has to go 

on. He gets the answer right: hut that is not something he knows. It is 

what he does: we know it. All he can do is follow out what he sees. This 

is why Wittgenstein compares it with the expression of feeling (investigations

142).

The source of the newness is just this fact: that he can only act on 

what he sees. He does not know what he is doing: he can only do it. This 

means that he has no idea of the sameness or difference of what he is 

doing (with what others do): the question or situation in which he is 

practising has led him to see something, which he acts out. He is not 

learning the same language here; even though he is at the same time using 

the moves in the game which he ha* Earned, one by one and which are common 

to all plays of the game; but the consideration of the sameness or

correctness of what he is doing is not at issue. The what he learns is not 

language at all, even though in learning he comes to be able to speak the 

language; the what is an object, a part of what there is (15).

« V -The nossibj 1 i tv of the teacher's judgement and authority.

At instigations 186 Wittgenstein begins to explain a crucial mis

conception in the idea that a teacher means something precisely anticipated

in his instructions:
Here I should first of all like to say: your idea was that the 

act of meaning the order had in its own way already traversed 

all those steps: that when you meant it your mind as it were 

flew ahead and took all the steps before you physically arrived

at this or that one...
Thu. you .«re inclined to u». .uoh expressions ... "Th. steps 

ere r ^ U i  i r . * ,  « » » ,  even before I tehe the. i. or

And it seemed A -f* 4-Vn*v W PT fi A m  n n m o
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unique way predetermined, anticipated - as only the act of meaning 

can anticipate reality. (188)

It is as if the pupil were amachine we have now rearranged to act in 

this way (193)»

What the teacher means is not something which pictures all his 

pupil's actions. And at the same time, the pupil does not 'interpret' 

the rule, any more than the teacher does. "There is a way of grasping 

a rule which is not an interpretation" (201); "and hence also 

'obeying a rule' is a practice. And to think one is obeying a rule 

is not to obey a rule. Hence it is not possible to obey a rule 

' privately': otherwise thinking one was obeying a rule would be the

same thing as obeying it." (202).

To suppose that there is a common action, meant by the teacher (who 

may also, say, demonstrate it) and mastered by the pupil, is to 

suppose that one interpretation must be accepted by the pupil. But, on 

the contrary, all he can do is put into practice what he sees. Thus:

But if a person has not yet got the concepts,I shall teach him 

to use the words by means of examples and practice. - And when 

I do this I do not communicate to him less than I know myself. (208) 

"But then doesn't our understanding reach beyond all the examples?" 

- A very queer expression, and quite a natural one.-

But is that all? Isn't there a deeper explanation; or musn't 

at least the understanding of the explanation be deeper? - Well, 

have I myself a deeper understating? Have I got more than I 

give in the explanation? - But then, whence the feeling that 

I have got more? (209)
It is certainly true that what the pupil does is not the teacher's actx 

But if it is the same understanding as the teacher's, it is the same as 

something the teacher knows: the understanding the teacher has belongs
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to what he does. If we create a picture of the understanding involved, 

and use it as the criterion for the pupil's success, we make it impossible 

for ourselves to know whether he really has understood. For we can tell 

only by the emergence of sharing, in which the pupil himself has something to 

offer.

Wittgenstein comments:

"We look to the rule for instruction and do something, without appealing 

to anything else for guidance." (228)

If it seems that the pupil must be using the same actions, in order that 

whatever he is showing be new to this language-game, then what I think we haveto 

stress is that there is no double-edged understanding we can have of him, in 

which we both assess his performance, and understand the newness of what 

he has to say. If it is objected that on the contrary, teachers always, or 

often, mark their pupil's essays with one eye on originality, one on 

correctness, then we must ask how - if we are to take the phrase as it 

stands - is a teacher to correlate the two? If he has an* standard he 

employs, how will he distinguish between error and cluminess, and insight, 

for both are, in these terms, de viations from the norm. The most he can 

do is to decide that he must leave his paradigms behind. Now this certainly 

raises the further question: How does he know when to do this? And it is 

well illustrated in Wittgenstein's case of someone who continues a series 

in a strange way. Is he wrong? Or is he pursuing a natural way of thinking,

. 4.- „nth n new non-Euclidean Geometry? ((143):which later be seen to tie up with a new non r.

„„•n+o h-i<? wav of copying and tries to teach him ours"Or perhaps one accepts his way uj. &

as an offshoot, a variant of his.")

That is, hos do sc move fro. assoso.ont to understanding, in a given 

case? Is it Just a ..«or of the pupil’s .Via - * *  oonfid.no. and

readiness to .,,11«? ?•« “  “ **



he is different; not that he sees something new, or that we can learn

from him. There is no feature of what he does which can convince us that

he is a case worth listening to: if we did decide this, what would we do

about it? What could we ask him to explain? It is only because we

already see something of what he is showing us that we have any point of

contact at all

d) Privacy and the concept of suppression

On this basis we must therefore attempt to make sense of some notion

of privacy. As we thus far have it, it is the privacy of seeing something 

new through being taught: or rather, since this is teaching that will 

often not go by the professional name, through understanding another.

To call this private is not to re-introduce the paraphenalia of inner

and outer experience. Understanding another is not an experience at all, 

neither is it a private representation of experience (i.e. a private 

language). If we follow through Wittgenstein's discussion of sensation 

and pain we can see that any notion of access to an object, or sensation, 

which is not at the same time an activity not separate from the object or 

sensation, is in fact to be rejected. I would very much agree with 

Norman Malcolm on the importance of the notion of expression in understanding 

what Wittgenstein has to say, and also that it develops or "stretches 

ordinary language and in doing so illuminates the hidden continuity between 

the utterance of that sentence ("My head hurts") and - expressions of pain"

" in  W ittg e n s te in , ed("Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations 

Pitcher, p 83). (it is worthy of note that Malcolm should speak of 

Wittgenstein as bringing out what is hidden, were anyone to think that he 

was concerned solely with describing what is before our game. )

The question we need to follow through is whether we are to say that 

the expression of a sensation is learned, as well as words like pain? If 

this were so, one would have to associate pain behaviour with something:
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the guide to what the behaviour signifies. The behaviour would here be 

seen as a common act; but in my, case, and my case only, it is accompanied 

by a sensation.

For Wittgenstein, teaching does not here presuppose the possibility 

of pretence or false expression - the occurence of the expression (i.e. 

that there is expressed pain) allows the teaching to begin. What he is 

criticising is the idea that there are both the pain and the expression, 

both identified: for he insists that there is no question of being more 

or less certain that it is pain, (if I say that I am not sure what I feel, 

then that is the sort of sensation it is - a 'sort of' sort of sensation.)

The problem of pretence which arises in Wittgenstein's discussion 

is that we can think, when a man pretends, that there is something missing, 

in the situation we are describing, such that pretence is just the behaviour, 

whereas in the real case there are both the sensation and the behaviour.

(We could compare this with the relation between an object and our sense- 

impression of the object.) Yet certainly our attitude to a (discovered) 

pretender is not that he has something missing; even if he has not been 

found out! We have no clear criterion for pretence; certainly nothing 

that enables us to judge a man by it. It may be that our one way of 

telling is that we cannot understand him, cannot follow through his expression 

to the 'world'.

We are inclined to say that a man in pain can feel the pain; which, 

as Wittgenstein observes, is uninformatively right (248 — All numbered 

references in this section are to the paragraph numbers of Philosophical 

Investigations.) But this does not mean that the pain is the cause of, 

or reason for, my behaving as I do. We can at this point develop 

Wittgenstein's remarks on pretence in order to bring out the real importance 

of the noti^ of suppression, a notion he does not in fact discuss. That 

is, if I hold back my tears or groan, then I do know I am in pain, but not

on any grounds: to say this means that I can acknowledge the pain if I wish



It means something to speak of directing one's attention to a

sensation; and, indeed, to do so in order to establish what it is. This

is something each person can only do for himself: we await his pronounce'

shows again part of what the sensation is ■But the point at issue

is whether he learns various kinds of behaviour, at this point, in order

to say/show what the sensation is. For this would be a strange thing

to do when he had already 'given voice' to the sensation

If there were no 'behaviour' that were natural to being in pain, we

could not begin to teach a child the meaning of words like 'pain' and

simply because we would not know when the child was in painhurt

In fact, we do not teach the child how to respond to pain; but we may

teach it to suppress its natural expressions

This is not to say, for example, that you, in pain, are not different

from others - you are in pain, you "have the pain"; we do not. But this

does not mean a different knowledge of sensations; you do not know in a

different way, but instead in no way at all. We may doubt, and sympathise

perhaps we cannot tell, from your tears, whether you are happy or sad. 

What is being criticised is the idea that the pain is something you alone

or know of in a special way

which gives you knowledge we cannot share.

It may be felt that, for oneself, the situation is three-dimensional 

Wittgenstein suggests the image in which boiling water (pain) produces the 

steam (behaviour), whereas for everyone else it is only two-dimensional: 

the picture shows a steaming kettle. Consequently we are tempted to see 

boiling water in the picture, too. And yet pain is not a picture.

Wittgenstein does not deny that a man can feel pain in another's body



(253>302). What he rejects is the idea that pain is an extra to its 

expression; the older object/name model of the Tractatus does not apply.
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(293)« But this is not to say that the pain is not real, not there; it 

is not a nothing, but not a something eitherl (304-)

It is not enough to say, as P. F. Strawson does (18), that we just 

do take the behaviour (in the case of others) and the behaviour-plus-pain 

(in my case) as equal. For that would mean one could picture the pain, as

well as the expression of it.-------But really it is the expression which

shows us the pain. And a picture of the expression (say in a film) is 

also a picture of the pain.

Manners, posture, patience, pretence - all involve some suppression. 

If I cross my legs, and get an uncomfortable feeling, a bit like cramp, 

in my right calf-muscle, then that is what I have got. And other people 

wouldn't have known at all if I hadn't told them. In that sense the 

sensation is private. Yet they know what I mean, and what I feel. And 

we know what cramp like this ¿ŝ  - because, say, we crossed our legs at

table for the first time when we were seven, and immediately uncrossed 

them again because they felt uncomfortable. We did this naturally, without 

instruction, and we were told that this is the kind of cramp we'll have to 

get used to. On this basis we could begin to use the word.

What is important here is the naturalness of our uncrossing. It is

only after this has happened, and the word has been raised, that it could 

make any sense to speak of "directing my attention to the sensation .

For a man does not attend to his sensation by looking at his behaviour, 

and in that sense he is differently placed from the rest of us. (This 

is part of the significance of Wittgenstein's remark, p 192; "My own 

relation to my words is wholly different from other people's.") But neither 

does he look to the sensation rather than the behaviour, as if he could 

differentiate the two; on the contrary, his looking is a part of the

behaviour.

)
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He can attend to a sensation, or suppress his expression/reactions; 

and in a sense these activities isolate the sensation. But not as though 

the sensation were already isolated. On the contrary, it is only because 

the sensation is manifest to public view unless he suppresses its expression 

that we can speak at all of isolating the sensation or attending to the 

pain. (19)

The general notion of an 'inner process* which Wittgenstein criticises 

here is, as he remarks, a fiction. It is not something one is acquainted 

with in other people, of course; but neither in one's own case. It has

sense only if it is used to distinguish what needs no further distinction

anyway - that a man has the thoughts and sensations he has, and no-one else 

may know: (2 4 6: "I have my thoughts; I learn of the thoughts .of others.

But this does not mean that the thoughts are different, or the pains; though 

usually you and I do not have the same thoughts?)

Thus if a man imagines something red, and we ask how we in fact know 

that it is imagining, the point is that it does not matter, except for what 

he says and does. If he says he can imagine an event preceding its cause,

then, if he can, it will come out in what he says.

This is not to deny that he does think of something, see it, have 

images, etc; or further, that he sees it, and we don't. He has a 'private 

access' to his mind, in the sense that he can keep it hidden from us (although 

not always or completely). It is possible to say here that he knows what 

he thinks/feels - we do not. But what he knows is what he is holding back: 

he does not know it except in the special sense of suppression - that he is 

trying not to show something. "His own mind" is not what he knows, but 

what he is.

It is worth asking here whether any attempt to 'know oneself' 

necessarily involves suppression, especially if it seems fairly clear that 

part of the path to maturity involves accepting oneself? - But the
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significant point to notice is that acceptance does not mean: to know 

while others do not. On the contrary, it is to accept that others know 

as well. Acceptance of self is precisely not to suppress one's mind; not 

to know oneself but to _be known. It is a dimension of our consciousness 

that we will see ourselves in action; acceptance requires a transcendence of 

idealism and self-judgement.

Perhaps it can be said that the knowing (that suppression leads to) 

can itself raise questions of doubt and certainty - that is, the possibility 

of doubting oneself. In that others do not know me, the question then 

arises, Do I know myself? If we did know our minds privately, then these 

questions would not arise: suppression and self-doubt would not be intellig

ible. But what Wittgenstein's investigation of privacy leads us to say is 

that we learn to speak about our minds firstly and primarily in learning

to speak our minds: we do not learn what is in them, but their

expression, and only on this basis do we have minds. In terms of the image 

that our thoughts are pictures of reality, we do not know the pictures that 

are our thoughts; and this is why they are not pictures. At best we could 

say: we live the picture. What is rejected here is the assumption that we 

can compare our thoughts or sensations with the world or with words or 

behaviour.

More generally, Wittgenstein's overall conception of expression 

on which this account of suppression is founded, is one which rules, out 

any notion of learning for which what goes on is the correlating of object 

and name, as though the object were experienced in one 'world' and related 

to the 'world' of the name. For those arguing for private experience, it is 

the world of the object which is inner and private; for those arguing for 

private language, it is the world of the name which is inner. And both are 

rejected.

o) Privacy as an ' and privacy as the sharing of an object.

I



Thus when we take up again the notion of a private understanding 

in connexion with learning and teaching, this is not an attempt to re

introduce any such correlation: the privacy we are focussing on is not 

that of an inner world or inner rules, or any privacy which has no 

expression. But its expression is not a possibility when referred to the 

individual alone; and hence, with reference to the individual, the 

understanding _is private, in that it has no self-expression. It is not 

even waiting, or attention, as we remarked at the end of Chapter Three.

To speak of a private understanding here has a notably one-sided 

sense and focus. It is the pupil's understanding which is private, not 

the teacher's; but we cannot speak of the two in separation. For the 

pupil, we can indeed only say that he understands: what he understands 

is not part of the expression, but is as it were borrowed from the teacher. 

The understanding is private with reference to the relationship of which 

it is a part. This can, I think, be viewed more fully in connexion with 

the concept of communion, and it is on this basis that we will go on, below, 

to consider Buber's 'ontology of the between'. For the moment, let us 

notice that what the learner come.s to see. is what the teacher understands 

and sees, and that this has the logical status of an object, a part of the 

world, not something referred _to individual persons.

If it is asked what we see in understanding another - particular 

objects or 'the whole world' - then the answer is essentially both.

This is the manner, the only manner, in which we can speak of newness: an 

object which is unlimited, not separated out from others but entire and 

self-sufficient: an object which brings the whole of existence with it.

As we come to practise and, in Socrates' phrase, to 'tie down' 

what we see, a particularity emerges through the separateness of the 

activity or activities which the object itself demands. Then it is indeed
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a particular object, and at a cursory glance it is only what we or someone 

else were already well aware of. But if, instead, we enter upon understanding 

the pupil who has learned to see, we find instead that he is not showing 

us what we already knew, but has something new to offer us.

„'Object' does therefore here have a formal sense or use, corresponding 

to 'what we see' in understanding another. This formal sense makes it a 

metaphysical category: it has its use not in noting how things are, even 

if this were to mean "How this language-game is played", but in speaking of 

the transformation of the world and of our coming to a conception of it.

It is not, that is, caught under the schema of physics, as 'physical object', 

'material object', 'psychic object' or whatever. Physically, or psychologically 

or biologically, or sociologically, we can to an extent say what the new 

object is. That is, it is this sonata, the Exodus, social life, tennis,

finches.------- But to attempt to illustrate new objects in this way is not

really relevant to our inquiry. For we are not asking, "What are the things 

which are new?" but "How can we learn what is new?". Newness is not 

anything extra in number: it is the real difficulty in Meno's paradox, 

which Socrates does not question, that newness is assumed to be quantitative.

But this does not mean, glibly, that it is a quality of lxfe. It is, 

after all, the world which we come to see, not an attitude to or in life.

Newness is the world, but not extra bits of the world. Newness concerns 

what we are already aware of just as much as it concerns 'things to come* - 

it is the world 'as a whole'. The world’s existence, not what we can say 

about it.

Response is not governed by each object, as if we knew the object before 

the response. Even a saint does not respond to 'a tree', 'a stone', etc - 

and it is noteworthy bow Zen thought, given its reverence for nature, avoids 

'singling things out'. This is why it is more or less irrelevant to 

illustrate response; as we noted above, it is defined more by its absence;
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by the judgement, choice, control and dryness which lead us towards newness: 

not as an extra, but in order to overcome its absence. Newness may come with 

what another shows us in mathematics, or plumbing.

This is not to ignore the concept of talent, of ability, which goes 

with that of practice and subjection to another's training; a man may see 

or sense the newness in another, but be unable to come to grips with it 

himself. But he will at least be willing to spend time with the other 

in the attempt. (20)

It may seem, then, that what we are in fact attempting to speak of is 

an object which is somehow or other both private and public. In a sense 

this is correct: for it is one and the same object which is on public view 

(which the teacher sees and has introduced the pupil to, giving expression 

to it), and yet private in what the pupil cannot yet express. In terms 

of Wittgenstein’s 'beetle-in-the-box' metaphor, it is indeed not even a 

something, an object: except that in this case — the case of learning, 

and this case only - we can at the same time say what it is he understands, 

even though he cannot express it: it is what the teacher has taught him.

Now, in as much as the pupil does come to express what he has grasped, 

as the teacher leads him through the routines of practice, we may seem 

to need to separate out the pupil's understanding from the teacher's and 

therefore to ask if, and in what way, they are the same. The question 

of the sameness of the language we speak is thus again raised.

But it is not a question which can be handled in terms of the 

sameness of action. The crucial factor in the concept of expression is 

that the object comes with it: if pupil and teacher understand the same 

thing that is because the same thing comes out in their expressions. We 

are brought back, by both of them, into contact with the object. I

realise that to use this term 'contact' here will merely metaphorical: we
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must leave until later the argument that in fact we are dealing with the one 

object, whatever it is and whether or not it is physical, sensational, or 

spiritual, etc. Yet what our discussion has in one sense amounted to
r> i

is a re-evaluation of the role of the term 'object1, such that it not 

be viewed as a term in common-sense physics or materialism.

The understandings of pupil and teacher are not properties of pre

individuated subjects. They are what we understand through them. The 

sameness of the language we speak is the sameness not of our actions but 

of what we understand;- the basis of shared understanding and of communion 

is learning from one another, because what we learn is not something personal 

and particular to each of us, but precisely what is common - namely the 

world, what there is. Not, that is, common opinion about the world, either - 

not the totality of facts - but the world itself.

The notion of private understanding simply points to this - to the 

'transmission' of the world in learning. It does not mean that there ¿¡3 

an understanding which is necessarily not public or available to all - 

we can only call it understanding if it eventually reaches expression.

The function of the notion is to draw attention to a feature of under

standing itself - namely that we can speak of a case of a man's understanding 

only when we ourselves understand him. There is an unavoidable relativity 

in the concept which prohibits our attempting to illustrate a man s 

understanding.

The newness inunderstanding is thus not something we are to call 

'new to the learner, but not to the teacher (or to us)'. Whether or not 

it is new to anyone else depends entirely upon that other's understanding 

the pupil as he comes to express himself. We ourselves need to come into 

relation (which is part of the meaning of relativity) with the pupil. And 

it may well be that he has nothing new to offer - the point is that the 

only criterion we can have of whether he has understood something new or

- w M
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not is bound up with our understandings can we come to learn from him?

For this is what another man's understanding looks like: that he has 

something to offer us: that there is something in what he says and does which 

brings us (back) to the world. The rule of the concept of privacy here is 

to single out one strand in this concept of understanding: namely that it 

is the world we see, not another picture of it, and this simply because 

understanding another need not have any expression beyond dependence on the 

other, which expresses understanding without expressing what is understood.

If it seems that we are thereby doing precisely what Wittgenstein 

warned against - taking afeature from one example and insisting that it 

must be present in all examples, being the general form of this case - then 

I can only re-iterate that we are dealing not with examples of an activity 

(which can be learned and taught) but with learning and teaching, and those 

precisely in that they cannot be learned and taught ̂ f)lt is because they 

cannot be learned and taught that we are required to go beyond the use of 

examples, the very activity in which philosophy seeks to approximate to 

learning and teaching.

We are indeed saying that one type of case in particular - that of 

understanding another - plunges through its own particularity and shows 

something general. And that we should need to distinguish waiting and 

attention from this brings out the parallel these questions have with more 

specifically religious ones about the relation between grace and works, and 

the notion of prayer and silence as a 'work' which is not Pelagian or 

self-justifying: questions we can at least point to when discussing 

creativity below. The case allows us to speak of the concept of understand

ing as one which brings the world with it. To understand another 

to be trained by him, although that may often be involved. It is essentially  

to come to an object through him: and in cases of private understanding we 

. have an expression of this: that we see something, though we cannot show



it to others.

Thus there is what we may call a 'range' in the concepts of 

learning and understanding, with regard to the relation between object and 

activity. 'Private' understanding focusses on an object with no activity; 

being trained focusses on activity with no object. What we are then doing 

with this range of cases is saying that only in as much as the understanding 

is of an object is it relevant to the search for newness, and that this 

understanding of an object is necessarily 'understanding another'. (22)

Thus it is the existence of the world which is bound up in a fundamental 

way with other people: not, however, that others cause our coming to a 

conception of the world, nor that things in the world bring us to a concep

tion of others, but that the emergence of the existence of the world is the 

same thing as understanding others.

To distinguish the two is therefore possible only when their fusion 

has been presupposed. This is not to deny what is obvious — that each of 

us goes on to a concept of the person in which criteria are quite heavily 

employed, and that on such a basis we also distinguish between world and 

person thoroughly enough to be. able to speak about a particular person s 

individual conception of the world. And here, indeed, the notions of 

picturing and correlations between the conception, and the world itself, 

have a grip; here it will appear that a person's conception of the world 

cannot be the world itself, the existence of the world.

But these are developments in our conception of the world; developments 

which are concerned to incorporate both self-knowledge and knowledge 

others into the way the world is. And in order to understand how a man 

can come to the more primary conception of the world and its objects which 

this possibility of development presupposes, we have focussed on the idea 

of understanding another and learning from him, in order to say that here 

both the limits of the world and the transcending of them may be found; and



found, or at least pointed out, within the world. Understanding another 

illustrates the fusion of existence and understanding; it gives expression, 

in a third-person context, _to a first-person context which is indeed 

private (rather than public and 'third-personal')• It is just because it 

is possible to see through another's eyes, to understand him without (yet) 

being able to say or act upon what one has come to see, that we can speak 

of a first-person context at all; by following through the development of 

this primary idea in Wittgenstein's thought we have been able to see that 

the failure of the Tractatus is that it does not relate this context to 

other people and self, but attempts of it as the mode of being of the self 

by contrast with that of the world. To move beyond this requires exploring 

the first—person context in terms of self and others together — ideas of relatioi

ship and communion to which we now turn.





a) The presence of others.»

The interrelation of form and content, experience and object, which 

we have come to in the idea of understanding another, for which a form 

and an experience are themselves the guarantee of content and objectivity, 

is possible only because understanding another is not simply the act of an 

individual, or a learning experience 'imposed' on the individual, but 

refers to the relationship in which two people find themselves. As we

have seen, this is not a relationship in which each individual finds himself 

presented with the other: any such idea of meeting or encounter remains, 

as we shall see when discussing Martin Buber's idea of relationship below, 

on the level of experience of the world. There is nothing here fundamentally 

different about the presence of another person, compared with the presence 

of any object; whereas in understanding another we have a relationship which 

is not defined in terms of two individuals, but of these two and the object 

they share - the object which one introduces to the other and which

constitutes the fact of the relationship.

This means that an object becomes present only when it is presented

by another person; and at the same time another person is present only in 

this presenting - otherwise he is not present but placed on the level 

the world, over against which the self then stands preserved. The issue

of presence then becomes focussed in a new way - personal presence, 

presence of others, is not a separate issue from the presence of objects, 

but on the contrary makes possible the presence of objects. Weil, as we 

have seen, does not raise the question of the presence of objects, and 

hence the role of this in seeking the presence of the world; and this is 

because she does not see the presence of the world as in any way related 

to the presence of others - on the contrary, others are present, if at all,

as if by miracle.



When an object is presented to us by another, it is absolutely new.

To seek a newness that stands by itself, without reference to the particular 

limitations and knowledge of the searcher, is, as we noted in the first 

chapter, bound up with seeking objectivity; and what we are now in a 

position to say is that this is given by the phenomenon in which another 

presents an object to us - for this is not objective in terms of the 

category of 'the world', but in terms of our coming to see through another's 

eyes. It is the fact that we see through another person which allows the 

object to be new, and indeed to have the particularity of an object, a 

particularity that is defined not by criteria but by our own dependence 

upon the being of the other person: what we see is simply what we cannot 

see for ourselves.

However, the further question of the form of another's presence has 

not been answered. Teaching is of itself no guarantee of understanding, 

since teaching may in any particular case be no more than training. The 

most we can say is that teaching does provide the relationship of under

standing another, sometimes; but this leaves us with two questions.

1) What other forms of learning do provide such a relationship of

understanding?

2) What do they allow us to say, reciprocally, about the general 

form of understanding another in which our search for newness can 

realised?
In this final chapter, we will consider the first of these questions 

in some detail, asking why it has seemed possible to man to deman 

presence of newness from  objects themselves, without reference

people. This discussion ranges o ver both A rt and N atu re, and the notion
„ have already touched on inof creativity; the concept of study, which

th. first chapter, reappears ia ooaae.ioa with that cf art ia order to set 

out .or, clearly »hy the .ahiag of a discovery, whether ia art or sci.oce,
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is not intelligible in terms of this relationship of understanding.

The final sections of the chapter turn to the second question, in 

order to develop the interrelation of 'understanding mother' and 

, co-union'. It is i.pcrtant to realise that, as .ith learning fro. a 

teacher, we are approaching these subjects fro. within the content of the 

learner, that is, the first-person content in which presence function, a. 

the hey tern. The s c e n t s  .ade here about art and nature .ay appear 

otherwise to he „.rel, subjective, and indeed in on, sense they are. that 

ls, the objects of art and K.ture need not be present, and .ay be mown and 

experienced in a very .anipula.ive way. But the possibility .. are enploring 

is that such object, cpn. be present to an individual in such a way that hi. 

experience of the. needs essentially t. be referred to .or. than hi.s.lf 

and the object or objects before hi.: it is not si.ply hi. experience of a. 

Object, bu, a relationship in which the object beco.es present to hi..

That ia, .. have not her. left behind us the need to insist that

at so., point the distinction between »  individual's enp.ri.nce of the
.. is one which it becomes impossible to make; and

world, and the world itself, is
i , c-r tho individual's experience, but 

this affects our understanding not on y
„  „  It iB Wittgenstein's consideration of the concept of

of the world as well. It is e>
e. and consequently it is the 

learning which we have leaned upon in this, an

possibility of learning fro. ar, and »..»re to which we turn

s' fro, a ' .... . - *  “  ‘
. . vociiilt but as a means: the basis 

Art does not deal with discovery a. its result,
, of art not its techniques and effects. Matthias 

for discovery is the work of >
„ nn-inter who can create great work with- 

Grunewald is a convenient example o a
•air the Isenheim altar, Ernst Gombrich comments that 

out new discovery: discussing
. j Dnoe more that an artist can

Grünewald's work may thus remind us once .......... _ _ _ _ _ _
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of art does not lie in new discoveries. That Grünewald was 

familiar with these discoveries he showed plainly enough whenever

they helped him to express what he wanted to convey...

(The Story of Art, p 270)

The discoveries of the Renaissance: the "tangible achievements of the 

Italian masters" in the south, notably perspective, knowledge of 

anatomy, and knowledge of classical forms - the artistic dimension of the 

"new learning": these are in one sense necessary, to the greatness of 

Renaissance art. We can only come to acknowledge any necessity in the 

works by taking account of the treatment: the sheer power of the figures 

in 'The Creation of Adam', the sheer ambiguity of the 'Mona Lisa' or 

St Anne in the National Gallery cartoon, are necessary to our being able 

to say "Yes, that is how it is". But it is not the power, or the sfumato,

which we consent to; it is the work itself.

Leonardo's continual studies ..re undertake» in response to a range

ot problems concerning processes in nature, Michelangelo's to the single

question of the movement of the human body, end Raphael's included the

problem of volume, smong.t the "certain idea" of beauty that developed in

bis mind during studies of classical sculpture. But their .orbs are not

great because they solve these problems, any more than Braque or Cesanne

. . a, +hpv „ 0  ereat because they offer an answer to solved similar problems, they are gie
_ ,. , . „ n o n ------- The techniques are an answer to the

the question "Why do this at all. •
. x x„ „„motion of why he should botherproblems each artist faced, but not to the question wny

v, . n-r further why we, now should pay any attentionto consider those problems; or further wny we,

to them. And the nwu.su .hich a .orb of art ha. is not the n.eessity of 

using -r that technique, even though the artist could not have .orbed

otherwise.
a , ,, +Vip that, in understanding another person,This is connected with the fact that,

x ™  „Vint he shows us. Another's discoveries 
we run the risk of having t 0 a C t °nWhat e S °WS . .



are not part of understanding him; they may require understanding his 

achievement. The discovery is self-contained: to be used, or built upon.

It does not require us to act, any more than it requires us to see.

If we supposed that a discovery is what a man "brings to the conversation",

in Rhees' sense, we would, for example, miss the role of proof in science: .

understanding another is not seeing that what he says is true - it is 

realising the authority of what he sees - it is new precisely because it

commands our readiness to be taught.

And this newness is that given in the work of art. It is new because 

it has the power to involve - because we come to see something new in the 

work. (The necessity the new technique has - for the artist - is certainly 

related to this newness; but, as we will go on to, as the activities of 

practice are necessary to what is newly seen in another.) The 'object' 

which the work of art is, is not an object in space and time, but a new 

object, bringing the source of objectivity with it. In this sense 

Wittgenstein was exactly right in saying "The work of art is the object 

seen sub specie aeternitatis" (Notebooks, p 83 above).

. John Zizioulas has powerfully set out this 'new objectivity', concerning 

the created work, as the presence of the artist in the work. In contrast

to the manufacture and production of objects:

When we look at a painting or listen to music we have in front

of us "the beginning of a world" (to use the profound observation

of Paul Valery with regard to music), a 'presence' in which

'things' and substances (cloth, oil, etc.) or qualities (shape,

colour, etc.) or sounds become part of a personal presence.

(Human Capacity and Human Incapacity, pp 411-2)

Before considering the fuller implications of this -datum', we may note

that the creative presence of the artist or scientist means that we are
, . his own created object, the work.led .towards understanding him, through hi



of art, the published model or theorem. He has the drawing power of 

the teacher - that we see through his eyes. Science is not finally of 

interest because of any discovery of new objects, nor art because of novel 

effects, although it is perhaps characteristic of our age that this is the 

concept of newness we rely on. Its depth belongs to the presence of the 

creator in his work - and this is what involves us as his audience, this

is what introduces newness into our learning.

But at the w  time, th. radical difference between the teacher

and the creator is that we cannot ha brought t. see for ours.lvss by his 

work, but are parpatu.il, dependent on returning to the artist's eyas.

»a ara not at ri.k before the work, as we are before th. teacher: not 

because of a lack of presence in the work, but because it does not ask us 

practice and train, to re-order and change the way we spend our lives.

Nonetheless, the presence of newnsss in the work of art means that

is not given in order to offer us a new possibili t y
c felt bv Tom Jones' friend Partridge,It is said by Dr Johnson, and felt by iom

that what .. credit in a trsg.dy is a possibility, a recognition

that if w. were in such circumst»ces we would feel and act as

those character, do. But I do not consider it a very lit. possibility

that I will find W » a «  “  erotic warrior, having won the heart

V,- V, Thorn *irl by the power of my past and my capacity of a young high-born girl oy v

, -ntr that she is faithless. And if I did find for poetry, then learning
r. -4-ion T haven't any idea what I would feel myself in that position I haven v *

or d0.------- That is not what is meant? Then what is? That I sense

th. possibility that I will «  “ “  °bie°*
I hav. ... my soul on, and won. fro. brewing it: that it f.

possible that I will « • *  —  -  ■—  ”  ~

become murderou, with J.lousy » 4  •—  —  —  W  
has b... fired and th«, gutted and th. sense of all possibility
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and if I did not, I would not know what possibility I am to 

envision as presented by this play.

(Cavell, op cit, pp 330-1)

E qually, i f  i t  i s  not a p o s s i b i l i t y  'fo r  me1, i t  i s  not a p o ss ib le  

way o f lo o k in g  1 a t the world* : commenting a l30  on Lear, Rhees w rites:.

If I understand King Lear I have come to see certain horrible 

deeds, examples of ingratitude and ruthlessness, a character going 

to pieces - from which I must have turned away if I were there — 

to see these so that I stay and know I have something to learn 

from it. It does not show me how I might see any other events, 

the lives of other characters. And that would not be relevant.

The drama shows me the force or the sense of these developments 

here. This is what I want to see again or listen to.

(Without Answers, p 145)

But then it is only on the idea of the 'use' of knowledge, its application, 

that art might seem to present possibilities, although in those terms it 

would be a singularly cumbersome and unhelpful way of learning.

We do learn from art - but I doubt if it would be helpful to 

pursue the analogy Rhees suggests with learning from 'experience of problems 

of life'. This would not help us to understand the peculiar authority 

which a work of art possesses - that we keep it for special reverence, 

and that the awe it can generate in us leads us to treat it with awe.

For we believe it to be worthy of the best attention we can muster - 

so we go to a concert, exhibition, gallery or play because it is available 

then, rather than when wc feel like it. We are in a sense prepared to be

humbled by the work.
A more helpful notion in looking at this is that of sympathising 

with another, in his own problems - understanding another withal being 

able to act on it, as we noted at the end of Chapter 3. For it is part 

of what it means to be suffering or in difficulties that a man is not able
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to a ct in  th e ir  term s (although he may attem pt to  remove them); he has 

nothing to  teach  u s . And y e t in  h is  pain the world i s  made p resen t to  u s.

This i s ,  indeed, response in  the way th a t th e ex p ressio n  o f any sen sa tio n  

i s  - th a t i t  b rin g s th e  ob ject w ith i t ;  i f  we sym pathise w ith the nain, 

the pain w i l l  be som ething new which 'b rin g s r e a l i t y  w ith  i t ' .  What makes

the se n sa tio n  o f  p ain  or the fe e l in g s  of g r ie f ,  shame, lo n e lin e s s ,  seem as 

o b je c ts  to  be m erely 's u b je c tiv e ' (th a t i s ,  p r e d ic a te s  o f th e person-as-  

su b je c t)  i s  not on ly  the d is p o s it io n  to  prejudge r e a l i t y ,  or b e tte r  to  

employ the concept o f  an o b je c t, in  p h y sica l terms; more s ig n if ic a n t ly  

i t  i s  the f a c t  th a t we cannot make th ese o b je c ts  our own. They are present 

to us only as the o th er person i s ,  fo r  we come to them only through h is  

ey es.

I f  art seems t o  be u s e le s s ,  i t  w i l l  seem to  be so to  th o se  who a lso  

see s u ffe r in g  as u s e le s s ,  fo r  the ob jects o f the one are a s ‘unreal* as the  

o b je c ts  of th e o th e r . When Mrs S ta v ro g in .in  D ostoyevsk y's The D e v ils , 

i s  converted to  rev o lu tio n a ry  anarchism, she can r e t o r t ,  a t one and the 

same times

Try drawing an apple and put a r e a l apple b esid e i t  - which 

one would you ta k e?. . . .

C harity corru p ts both g iv er  and r e c e iv e r  ---- under the new

regime there won't be any poor at all. (p 343)

From them we do n o t learn  how to act; y e t i f  we e n te r  the 'w orld' of the  

work o f  a r t, we are faced w ith an ob ject which i s  n ot sim ply th e a r t i s t ' s  

p ic tu r e  of the w orld (and n ot, th erefo re, in  th a t sen se  a p o s s i b i l i t y ) .

I t  i s  the work, c e r ta in ly ;  but not as something well-made, b e a u t ifu lly  

c r a fte d . The traged y or development or r e c a p itu la tio n  are out of the  

au d ien ce's c o n tr o l,  working them selves out w ithout ad d ition  or in ven tion  

and we are held  by i t  and cannot a c t. That i s  why the q u estio n  "Which one 

would you take?" i s  so t e l l i n g .  As C avell n o te s, in  terms which s u f f ic ie n t ly

echo th ese we have been u sin g  to  need no explan ation :

|
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It may seem perverse or superficial or plain false to insist 

that we confront the figures on a stage. It may seem perverse: 

because it is so obvious what is meant in saying we do not 

confront them, namely, that they are characters in a play...

The trouble is, there they are. The plain fact, the only 

plain fact, is that we do not ¿ojop to them, even that we cannot 

For what is the difference between tragedy in a theatre and 

tragedy in actuality? In both, people in pain are in our

presence. But in actuality acknowledgement is incomplete, 

in actuality there is no acknowledgement, unless we put 

ourselves in their presence, reveal ourselves to them. We may 

find that the point of tragedy in a theatre is exactly relief 

from this necessity, a respite within which to prepare 

for this necessity, to clean out the pity and terror whi 

stand in the way of acknowledgement outside. (Op cit, PP 331-3)

Robert Cushman, review ing th e RSC Macbeth, observes.

Macbeth knows everything; he i s  the most self-aw are of

„ « l e  hero.., » d  the play ^

of course 1 1 «  1*. gr.atn.sa,..) (Obs.rv.r, 12 9 76)

But „h .n  Cavell o f f . . .  P is  - »  ..« r o b in g  « - « *  » '

do nothing and, » e tc  n o ta b ly , m l  to  do nothing, and in  s o »  so n s, th at

ia  t0  say th a t, w hile we may be there as voyeur, 
i s  why we are th ere - i t  i s  ay

• n r f .r  to guess a t what we might do ( a l l  o f  
or out o f p ro p riety , or in  order to guess

, +Vlp im agination o f power, whether through
which r e la te  to  pornography

_ , , = is why Cavell can speak of these reasons asviolence or sexuality; this is w y
nyahio of evil in the world'), it may be that! 'continuing our sponsorship 01 evu

1 do nothin, booauso than, is nothing to do, »hot. that ..an. 

that I &ave given over the time and space in which actio 

mine and consequently that I am in awe before the fact that



I cannot do and suffer what it is another's to do and suffer,

(and) then I confirm the final fact of our separateness.

And that is the unity of our condition, (p 339)

But this recovers a kind of catharsis - of the emotions and without 

ritual - at the expense of being able to relate it to any notion either 

of self-transcendence or of understanding another. Cavell would thus 

appear to concur with Forster's 'Only connect', and with the same dignity

say:
For human intercourse, as soon as we look at it for its own 

sake and not as a social adjunct, is seen to be haunted 

by a spectre. We cannot understand each other, except in a 

rough and ready way; we cannot reveal ourselves, even when we 

want to; what we call intimacy is only makeshift; perfect 

knowledge 1. on illusion. (Aspect. of thp Hovel, P 70)

If thi. i. inadequate. that is not because co.edy is ignored: on the 

contrary C.vell rightly notes that co.edy and tragedy stand together in the 

point of "putting society back in touch with nature" (loo sit). But it

is to say that he takes art, generally, to he the funda.ent.1 dibasic» of
, . . . oa stands, no self-transcendence at man's self-transcendence - which is, as it stands, no

11, and this i. hsosus. the nature he wishes society to rediscover contact 

with is hffi» nature: the necessary, given, facts .shout .an. But the 

tragedy is M i  a ritual in this sense: and that it once was, before Aristotle, 

does not ..an that ■ separateness' is what the dr»a celebrated. While .. 

are indeed in awe, in the course of great dr„a, it is not the aw. of a 

ritual, and it is not the great truth of .«'a condition .. confront. A. 

Cavell ha, insisted upon .acting h i .  starting point, is tM§e pe2Ei£ we

face.
This is not to d « ,  the cathartic role of tragedy, or of any great 

it is only to .«.that the catharsis is of the e.otion. and is not 

to be extended into ritual, which de.snds of us southing different. When



I cannot do and suffer what it is another's to do and suffer,

(and) then I confirm the final fact of our separateness.

And that is the unity of our condition, (p 339)

But this recovers a kind of catharsis - of the emotions and without 

ritual - at the expense of being able to relate it to any notion either 

of self-transcendence or of understanding another. Cavell would thus 

appear to concur with Forster's 'Only connect', and with the same dignity

say:
For human intercourse, as soon as we look at it for its own 

sake and not as a social adjunct, is seen to be haunted 

• by a spectre. We cannot understand each other, except in a 

rough and ready way; we cannot reveal ourselves, even when we 

want to; what we call intimacy is only makeshift; perfect 

knowledge lo on illusion. (Aspects of the Kovel, P 70)

If this is inadequate, that is not because nosed, is ignored: on the 

contrary Oavell rightl, note, that oo.ed, and tragedy stand together in the 

point of -putting society hack in touch with nature" (loo sit). But it 

ie to say that he take, art, g.n.r.lly, to be the fundamental dimension of 

man's self-transcendence - which is, a. it stands, no « 1,-transcendence at 

11, this i. because the nature he wishes society to rediscover contact

with is human nature, the necessary, given, fact. Jbout man. But the

•+• i in this sense: and that it once was, before Aristotle, tragedy is not a ritual in thi
doe. not mean that .separateness' is what the dram, celebrated. While ». 

are indeed in awe, in the course of great drama, it is not the awe of a 

ritual, and it is no. the great truth of man's condition we confront. A. 

Cavell has insisted upon ..king hi. starting point. «  is itoa Kkkte 

face.
,his i. not to dany the cathartic role of tragedy, or of any great 

art, i, i. only to say that the catharsis is of the emotion, and is no, 

be „tended into ritual, which de.ands of u. so.ethi« different, » a n
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Mary Warnock, in her introduction to Satre's Sketch for a theory of the 

Emotions, comments that what Satre has to say best fits disagreeable rather 

than agreeable emotions, then she fails to take account of one of the great 

abilities of existentialist thinkers generally: to find all-pervasive 

(ontological) significance in particular emotions, pointing most acutely beyond 

themselves to man's condition.’ (The same is true of Simone Weil's use of the 

concept of affliction.) When Satre writes that:

emotion arises when the world of the utilizable vanishes 

abruptly and the world of magic appears in its place, (pp 90-1) 

theneven fellowship and joy must be understood in terms of this'world of the 

utilisable' - the static world, the imperfect world. This is why Weil writes: 

Joy is the overfibwing consciousness of reality. But to suffer while 

preserving our consciousness of reality is better...For this to be 

so it must be situated only in the feelings. (Gravity and Grace, ?73 ) 

Perfect joy excludes even the very feeling of joy, for in the sou 

filled by the object no corner is left for saying 'I' (p 27)

Gerhard Ebeling speaks of faith similarly: "And because it drives out the 

liking and misliking of the world, it creates room for pure joy in the world."

(The Nature of Faith, p 161) .. • .........
But this "perfect and infinite joy really exists within God" (p 33), and if 

we attempt to speak of it without God, but in terms of this static world, then

ac Cavell says:
Tfc. tragedy 1. that co.edy ha. it. lilt., fhi. i. P « t  of the eadne.s 

„ithin co.edy, the . « * ! » . «  after a long laugh. doih hand. her. a. 

we .ay, one of the hand. i. » 1 »  ««1 the other i. youra. (Op cit, pp

339-40)
And the point about emotion is not that agreeable emotions are good, disa-

, . that the world is sometimes nice, sometimes nasty, butgreeable ones bad, or that tne woixu
ones can show more clearly the precondition of a search

that the disagreeable ones can
„-r 4-v.o world Art is not a means of overcoming for newness: the imperfection of the world.

thl. imperfection; hut it d... affect the e.otion .hich

'I ,l :t I
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Satre argues is our escape from the coldness of this world, and which for 

Weil is imagination's escape from necessity.

That is to say, it brings us back to an object - by attracting, 

focussing the imagination, and then leading it beyond its own control.

The central notion of form in the work of art is essential precisely because 

it is the way in which the work leads our emotion beyond itself. A work 

of art is not a feast of fantastic moments: the movement from here to there 

must be intentional, and yet not one we make ourselves. For this is the 

meaning of the presence of the artist: not that we as it were find a face 

peering at us through the picture,or hear a voice or footsteps in the 

music - the presence of the artist is not that of his body;. He is present 

because our own imagination is caught and led by someone else, so that we 

cannot exercise it.

Now this means that it is the world we are brought back to, rather 

than the artist's opinion of it. Music transforms our imagined activity, 

from its roots in singing and dancing; the 19th C novel transforms our 

judgements of others and ourselves. But it is not as a collection of movements 

or characters, that the work has its power to make the world present, but 

through the work's form: which is not a structure imposed on a few pieces 

of musical action or sketchy character, but the transformation of whatever 

pieces are used into new ones. The newness of the work is not, of course, 

the new unit, episode, theme or character, but the ability ofthe work 

to transform the one into the other, insisting upon the unity of the 

movement. This unity - which must be the basis of the work - is both the 

object which the work is, and the nesessity we are brought to in another's 

hands. That is to say, we have here a necessity, intrinsic to the work, 

which nonetheless seems to offer objective newness; this is not, however,

necessity in action.
This notion of unity is bound up, in music, with the need for potency
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in a motif or theme: that it can, say, he question and answer, as in Haydn 

or some of Brahms’ chamber music (notably the slow movement of the piano 

quintet), or the Beethoven quartets (most precisely and wittily the last 

movement of Op. 135, where Beethoven as it were caricatures his genius).

But the unity is not solely a function of one idea: it is not the potency 

of the theme which itself matters. As Tovey insisted, against academic rules 

of form which almost flooded out the 19thC, until Debussy and Stravinsky

learned to stop thinking about form:

...of all forms of criticism that is the most dangerous and most 

frequently futile which starts by laying down that a great piece 

of music must have pregnant original themes, and continues by 

comparing the merits of one theme with another on that assumption... 

sonata forms as wholes represent the conception of melody at a 

point at which it has expanded so as to cover the whole emotional 

range of a drama, while at the same time retaining its unity as

melody.

(Sir Donald Tovey, Beethoven, p 84)

The crucial role of transformation in the novel is developed in terms of the 

independence of each character - for the point of Forster’s remark (and 

except that he is writing about the theatre, Cavell’s) is not that in a 

novel the characters understand one another and we do not, but that in 

the novel we can understand the characters. They are there not bo that 

we can come into relation with them, but so that our judgement of them, 

or better our knowledge of them, can be t r a n s f e r .  What is purified in

the novel is our unthinking claim to know others.

Plot, in these terms, is the means of shaping the transformation: 

we know this character as the same, yet different, through the people and 

events he stands among. The more we look at or into the form, 

the more we look at the story, the more we disentangle it

from the finer growths that it supports, the less shall

i;



we find to admire. (Forster, op cit, p 34)

If the actions of the characters are important, that is not because we 

like to know what people do, but because they are meant:

History, with its emphasis on external causes, is dominated 

by the notion of fatality, whereas there is no fatality in 

the novel; there everything is founded on human nature, and the

dominating feeling is of an existence where everything is 

intentional, even passion and crime, even misery.

(Alain, Systems ties Beaux arts, pp 314-5, quoted in Forster, op cit,

P 54)

The 'events' of the plot are not action but happenings; yet they do have 

this quality of being meant simply because they come to us through 

what goes on in each character because of them - change or history are not 

valuable aids to a novel unless they acquire a quite new dimension of unity 

and inevitability through the characters' self-revelation, which they prompt. 

(Above all in War and Peace; the peak which Russian writers successfully scale 

is that in which the character's action itself becomes the event of his 

self-revelation and transformation. This is the peculiar greatness and 

intensity of »nd Punishment, and contributes to that of Karamazov.)

Although it is not essential, in this transformation of our ability 

to know people, to produce wholeness or growth in life at the end of the

process (fairly direct examples would be °r

Venice - but the apparent decline of the character will always be the

world's loss, something which Visconti's film of Death in Venice does not,

\ it is essential that the writer have sufficient mercy unhappily, convey), it is essentia
for hie cheruct.r. «0 j U »  «... the tra.sfom.tio»- that It b. ..possible

for hi. to .ale up hi. » »  ”ta* ° “ ’r “ * 1U“ - ”  “
. wVlon author takes us 'into his confidence' to let 

underlies the disaster when
t >1 thinks Paradoxically, he has no business knowing - or 

us know what he thinks.



else he will begin to confuse the personal presence he creates in his work, 

which in this sense is his presence, with the promotion of his own personality.

We have to do with the presence of the artist in his work only when 

the movement in the work takes us with it, rather than merely surprising us.

The change is necessary, contained in what went before yet nonetheless 

produces something different, which would otherwise be merely additional.

We sing or dance along with music, familiarise ourselves with this or that 

character - agreeing with the work's premises, so to speak - only to find 

that we cannot move or observe as we wish, but are brought to move and to 

think in an alien way, yet one which is not at all arbitrary, but necessary. 

This is the presence of the artist - not as an object of perception but in 

his legacy, his gifts of movement, vision, etc. He is present because, for 

the duration of the work, we are in his tumds, rather than free to act or 

think as we wish or are used to do. And in his hands we are faced with the

necessity of the object he himself shows us.

i, essential to the for. of th. novel 1. that tho narrative he

capable of r eflects and giving ter-a for th. changed aelf-revel.tion of the

character,, although the aheer co.ple.it, of thi, in the grand novel - th.

' unifying of the change, of' a large »«.her of characteri-^e. .till -art. for

i „  groat»,., on the character,- o.n reflection, of the event,.

Painting, eepeoially in th. I9U.C, developed a ei.il« concern to

f • /of knowledge of the world). But if in Turner the overcome our illusions (of knowledge o
. lv to "show what such a sense was like", as he 

conscious concern was simply to snow
• r, »cnot'o Terrace the real subject is sunlight, 

said about S n o w s t o r m , or if in Monet ---------

,hi, concern .1th truth i, »« « « •  « “  (“ e k1“1 “f>
subject-matter. The for. of the painting U  the .reformation of it.

v . back to us represented, and it is this which
subject-matter, to bring it back to f

.11,iain n g i. Turner's greatness is not his 
allows it to 'overcome our il

„ nrp blue not black, but that in his paintings we 
d i s covery that shadows are blue,



do not know what they are, because they are caught up in the massive 

vortices and cross-currents which transform them.

It is, of course, proper to speak of the characters in a picture, 

and of the character in a painted figure: Rembrandt's self-portraits, 

for example. But the figures, and our knowledge of character, do not 

grow independently; the growth and the form lie in the transformation of 

one figure into another. (Character in a figure is only an inducement, the 

imaginative act in which we commit ourselves to the painting - or one such 

act. The power of the painting lies in the 'beauties' of the face or body - 

its symmetries and inter-relations. For example, Leonardo's idealisation'

of ugliness.)
If a painting separates out its figures, not unifying them and making 

one impossible without the other, then it may be a virtuoso piece, but, like 

Manet's M e n t i o n  of the B-meror Maximilian when compared with Goya's 

Third of May (Kenneth Clark, Looking at Pictures, p 129), will remain 

-bourgeois' - a study without point. What Clark has to say about Titian's

two F.ntombments applies to all painting:

Th. (Louvre) Bnto.b.ent is convincing but it «.nine . construction 

of art, in so.e «ays a. artificial as an operatic quintet.. .The fact

that they fit sc perfectly proves «bat the synbolic fibres of an 

opera are .ore co.preh.nsiv, than on, night suppose, and are th. result 

of long experience in amplifying « »  collision of bean ..otic«., ill

tb. a»,...one doe. not thi.lt of a 1«i«t«‘ B “ 0*'*“ *
in Prado, .her. th. figures are swept together by a rush!« -ighty wind 

of „otion; and to that extent it is the greater picture. (Ibid, p 28)

c) Natnrp and presence of creation
We are faced with newness in a work of art because the presence of the

artist in his work brings us to a new object, but one which we cannot make
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our own, one which we must see through the artist's eyes. Nonetheless, 

we c a n  to this extent come to newness through another - and this above all 

seems to be ruled out in the presence of nature, of the world that man

did not create.

In "The Seven Lamps of Architecture", VI i (Ruskin Today, ed Clark) 

John Ruskin describes an hour "marked by more than ordinary fulness of 

joy or clearness of teaching" in the Jura hill forests. The description 

covers a wide range of rock, flower and tree formation, and continues.

I came out presently on the edge of the ravines the solemn 

murmur of its waters rose suddenly from beneath, mixed with

the singing of the thrushes among the pine boughs; and, on the 

opposite side of the valley, walled all along as it was by grey 

cliffs of limestone, there was a hawk sailing slowly off their 

brow, touching them nearly with his wings, and with the shadows 

of the pines flickering upon his plumage from above; but with the 

fall of a hundred fathoms under his breast, and the curlipg pools 

of the green river gliding and glittering dizzily beneath him, 

their foam globes moving with him as he flew. It would be difficult 

to conceive a scene less dependent upon any interest than that of

its own secluded beauty....(p 96)
. +>,0+ in order to understand why it was so But Ruskin goes on to say that, in oraer ™  ui — '

impressive, he supposed it to be . Canadian frontier forest (unexplored

end unpopiloted ot this time), end everything ehri.elledi

...it 3truck me suddenly ho. utterly differ«.! the impression of
u  if it were in a strange land, and in one such a scene would be, if H  were m

.ithout history...! think if th.t pin. forest bed been among the 

Allegheny., or if the sir.» hod been »log.™, I should only have

looked at the. with «tease nelen.bol, -  h°"'

(Pro. Raskin's d«ry, April IS, >846 - PP 94-5)

Although « i s  .ill not be our re.otioato »iagera. .hen it cost, only money

. I
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to leave it behind, and when history is world-wide, the essential point is 

that the impressiveness is rooted in a kind of changelessness - a 

permanence bv contrast with our transience. If it is true, here as with 

a work of art, that we do nothing, that is possible only within the 

environment of our activity, in which we are not afraid, or in any way need to 

act in order to survive:

Those ever springing flowers and ever flowing streams had been 

dyed by the deep colours of human endurance, valour and virtue; 

and the crests of the sable hills that rose against the evening sky 

received a deeper worship because their far shadows fell eastwood over 

the wall of Joux, and the four-square keep of Granson. (p 96)

When we are faced with nature, it is not as an imperfect world. It is a 

world we can do nothing with, nor wish to, and if a work of art takes 

our emotion ond imagination and bring, the. to the n.m.s. of an object, 

the recovery of contact vith nature places ue »here emotion and imagination, 

desire and control have no meaning for ua, -her. it is no longer for u. to

act at all.
This is why, I think, it matters so much for this contact with nature 

that one be t h e r e t h a t  the reproduction of a sunrise is such a poor 

substitute for the real thing (Rh.es, yithout in.jers, P HJ>- and why 
it is not a matter, say, of observing unseen (aith.ugh that might be 

unavoidable, it is not the point of being there). Only by being there can

one see uithout being *. *> -  »** “ * “  “ *
+ . ndg to a work of art. And rather than being

condition under which one a
that has nothing to do with understanding another,

a contact with newness
„ ,hp work 0f art to the artist - to the presence of God 

it points - as does the

in his creation.

i:
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the notion of (artistic) creativity we have been using. For if art bears 

analogy with understanding another sympathetically, then that is art 

considered by its audience. And it differs from being taught in that it 

does not bring us to any necessity which remains ours, rather than being 
dependent on time and the wishes of others. But does this impermanent necessity 

apply to the artist as well? That is, is creativity an avenue to newness - 

a path which, unlike being taught, needs no openness to others?
Without generalising on motives, creativity - in both art and science 

involves producing an object which offers newness, and an object which 
replaces the merely human - the limitation to a particular space and time for 
a certain length of time. The creator is concerned to produce an object in 

which he may be, for others, a source of newness, a recovery of necessity.

He may wish this because he cannot be present to others in his own body - 

for example, Beethoven's reaction to his deafness was to lament his 
isolation from others, and yet to "Take Fate by the throat; it shall not 
humble me" (Heiligenstadt Testament) and compose for them - or because he 

wishes to be known: but if he looks to this latter possibility the works 
he produces will be swamped by their style. That is, the presence of the 
artist in his work does not mean that his audience meet him, or even recognise 
the work as his: the presence depends totally on the necessity of the for.. 
Beethoven's remark, reported by Bettina Brentano to Goethe, that music is

OT,Q +n new generative processes, and I am the "the wine which inspires one to new genera
this glorious wine for mankind and makes them Bacchus who presses out this gioxxu

„  . . n « characteristically avoids speaking of fflr music,spiritually drunken... cn
. • i ottpr half of the 19thC.a tendency which emerged in

.i of the artist's creativity as bringing out the Zizioulas writes oi tne arn

fact that:

„  , peoson 1. <»*•»* * * »  « ”  °f '” 1 W ' “

to tt. to the world. 1» . « - « * •  *
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wants to recognise beings not 'according their own nature', 

i.e. according to their compelling givenness, but as results of 

his own free will - as idia thelemata, to recall Maximus the 

Confessor. (Op cit, p 420)

(Maximus had insisted that God does not know beings in their nature but 

'as the concrete results of his will'.) Yet because man does not have 

this freedom, the artist can transform 'beings as given' - the objects 

within the world - only by creating a presence, the shaping and leading 

of his hand, in which he is absent.

Thus Eliot writes:

The moment in and out of time... 

music heard so deeply

That it is not heard at all, but you are the music 

While the music lasts.

(TVrv Salvages V)

And the irony of the last 1 1 » = «  « » « * « 1  ' “ »  ls " i U  “

.till belo»,» to an «perfect world, on. 1« which »  *°

action and th. na.d for d.olalon. This 1* *»• °f " *

offer a « . „ » I t ,  - W o »  1= “ “  ""

1. preaent, ^  „  a « »  —  ”  -  “  * *  "“ 11' “  n” ,th,le”

absent-. lot« 1. the sense thn. »  «„not “ith “  *W “ 4 “ *
, j in the sense that we are not 'at risk' in having and time of the work, and in the sense

, 0  op time and space to be tans« 0, hi. (al.howdh the a.otion.l

Thi, concept of pr,sence-l»-.bs.»c. 1. introdno.d and ns.d by

i- the tragedy in a world in which man is (taken to 
Zizioulas to illuminate the tragej

be) the only creator. The artist

i s  by n o t ^ J i ^  <“  in c id e n ta l ^  PreS6nCe ° f  ^

„flat next ,0 «. -bile -  «  *  “  *” * “

nothin, to hi. real presence in and throufh his worh, which
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remains a pointer to his absence). (Op cit, p 412)

...the fact that the artist is absent through his personal 

presence in his work is due primarily to the fact that he has 

used pre-existing matter, because this means that his personal 

presence is embodied in something that is already part of the 

space-time structure, (p 417)

and Zizioulas uses the t e r m  'space-time structure' to signify the world 

i n  whi c h  the only creativity is man's: in which the separation Cavell 

records as the basic d a t u m  of our existence is taken to be so: in which 

objects are separated o u t  from one another and placed in terms of 'distance'.

Thus in terms of the transformation of the world the artist, creating 

a newness which is not o u r  own, is unsuccessful. Were we to ask: But is 

it unsuccessful for him? then I think that for Zizioulas the question 

cannot be raised - because the transformation is possible only in communion. 

And in the sense that to speak of another's discovery of newness is possible 

only w h e n  we find newness in him, this is absolutely correct: it is a 

corollary of the fact that newness is not quantitative, that it makes no

sense to speak of an observed growth in newness.

If we are to speak of necessity in this connection, it is solely

that necessity which b e a r ,  »pen newness by being located in our activity.

not a, a particular pheno.enon. Us we »«ted when discussing instinct,
rw ______cirta- t.hfi number of necessary actions, whichit is not a question of increasing « «  --------

is ho. Weil puts it; necessity a. a source of newness is not quantitative,

n o r  particularised.) H e n c e  .. cannot - e - s i t y ,  only newness; and

the w o r t  of art re.ains in the end »  object of necessity, not of newness.

,ut we .ay nonetheless go beyond Zisioulas' discussion turd ask whether

„ to such necessity. For the study and practice that 
creating brings a man to

. _ -i tqelf to understand another, but
an artist or thinker undergo... is «ot itself

, the technique, of others. Clearly enough, an artist or 
simply to master the t

i



scientist will not enter or remain in M s  'field' of activity unless he 

understands others in their involvement in it - why it is worth the 

involvement. Unless, that is, the language they speak, the techniques and 

activities they have in common and whose existence give sense to the 

concept of a field here, are necessary, bringing them to the necessity the 

world has. (This is the sense in which Eliot spoke o f his 'friends' from

earlier and other ages - above all Dante.)
But this does not mean that creating, even within such a discipline, 

is acting upon what another has taught: that is, creativity is not simply 

an extension of practice, of 'tying down' what one has seen from another, 

making it one's own. If it were, the object seen would be something one 

could bring other, to coo for th«s.lve. - not an th. isss thing, but a. >.h.t 
one learned through one's teacher". < &  tight Fit it differently, sho.ing 

u, seething different - indeed it „ould only be .crth.hil. if be did.)

But the point about creativity i. that it is not teaching, and it 

presents others not sc i . h  I t »  •— «■*»« *• ». -astered as 1 t h  seething

puzzling, the creation of a proble. - ,»!.» is -ha. trips, -  » * » »  *»

_______ The understanding an artist .ay have through his predecessors is

not an understanding that i n v o l v e . 'practice - eve. though he .ust -aster 

seething of the technics. they the.,elves invented. Bo.ever - h  he has 

found the world in their work, there is nothing he -  do to -ah. these 

objects his: for 'these objects', bringing the whole world with the., are
, of „r these particular scientific and .etaphysical

these particular works of a ,
+v,pv mav employ are not the practice which ties 

theories. The techniques they m y  P

the object down.
+ - t mav take from another a stylistic advance which is an answer 

An artist may taxe w  , ,
. d it as Mannerism took its style from Michelangelo, 

to the problem which created it, as H
, work, though, the style is hot the object which, b,

In the former artist s wui »
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being such, makes the work important, makes it a work of art; neither is 

it any subject depicted. The style is important because it is necessary: 

because it shows why the work was created. If the later artist masters 

the style, his 'works' may well be a series of studies; but as long as they 

are, they do not help or allow the artist to 'see for himself'. He does 

not become an artist by dint of practice; and he does not bring out in 

stylistic mastery what he may indeed see in his mentor's work.

As we have seen with Matthias, this does not necessarily mean he has 

to evolve his own style: the newness of the style is no guarantee of the 

newness of the object. Rather, while style in art is transferable, xts

objects are not.-------This is not in any way to ignore the requirement of

practice: but it is not the attempt to make one's own what was \seen through 

another's eyes. It is the adoption of techniques which extend, or appear 

to extend, the activity which one's own vision, the object or objects 

already half seen, has demanded.

When Kenneth Clark discusses Raphael's Miraculous Draught of Fishes, - 

and Raphael, more perhaps than any other really great painter, absorbed a 

wide range of stylistic influences over a long period of his life - he

wtites:
The places in his work where he has assimilated the discoveries 

of Masaccio and Michelangelo may fill us with admiration and 

astonishment, but we really warm to him in front of those figures 

which seem to come directly from the mobile of his art...

a flow of movement and a nourishing sense of fulness in every form.

(Op cit, p 70)
. • nr course a let-down - just technique. Yet these And to say that is, of cours ,

, <ntica, are ttemature style - but when Clark goes on tochief characteristics are

try to say why this is special:

«0 «hi. - w  °f ““
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figures has a quality which cannot be learnt, that inner harmony 

which we call grace...(p 72)

This is w h y  the painting was worth painting, why each employment 

of e v e n  one's own style is in this or that case worth making - not because 

we admire the result but because something comes from it which nothing else 

will give: it is both unique (and hence that nothing we, even as artiste, 

can do w i l l  make it ours) and that it brings the world with it. No work 

of art can receive this from another. When we come to see through teaching, 

then the a c t ivity wo undergo - a. practice, a, the eaerifice of our ti.e and 

a p a c e  - b . c a u a e  of «hat ». see in the other does bring «. to ae, for ouraelv.e 

The Object is as it v.r.'drawn fro. the other by the activity. But in art 

the Object denand. its o.n activity, directly, and it i. solely in t e » s  of

the a c t ivity that the srti.t .ay take techniques fro. ethers. Be .ay find 

n o t h i n g  cf value, no object. In their verb » « „ ^  but the technique is 

„„«•ful and relevant to the problems he is facing.

e) The idea of "inspiration” .
. -Thus the difference find. In art is that the technique and practice 

w h i c h  a - a y  take fro. other, are no. related to the object, those others 

reveal, , c  are, in «he notion of creating, brought to face the idea of an

object which, while being necessary to on. .an - the artist or thinker -

-i Tt is an object which the man can give
is not available to anyone else. It is an o o

through the activity which is his creating, 
exp r e s s i o n  to only once - through

a of the work certainly means that it does not function in 
T h i s  uniqueness, of tne wux

. vet the work is a gift of necessity, albeit within 
the development of newness, y

., Por the artist has found it, not through 
the imperfection of the wor •

the uniqueness of its fashioning is a feature of its 
others, b u t  in the world: the uniq

xv. nrld separated out from other objects, 
be i n g  w i t h i n  the world, sep

^  g. „+ of the world, whether a movementthat a particular fragment of the
This means
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of colour, the sketch of a character, a rhythmic image or a theme have 

for the artist become transfigured - he works with it, to bring out its 

necessity. Commenting on the ideas of John Cage - of the form which random 

events 'create' for a piece of music or art - Cavell writes:

- The invocation of chance is like. an.earlier artist's invocation 

of the muse, and serves the same purpose: to indicate that his work 

comes, not from him, but through him - its validity or authotity 

is not a function of its powers or intentions. Speaking for the 

muse, however, was to give voice to what all men share, or all 

would hear; speaking through chance forgoes a voice altogether -

• there is-nothing-to say.. (Op cit, _p_202)----  ---

For Martin Buber, 'what all men share' is the world. And in a sense 

.. can .a, that it i. the B a l l  -hich «..If transfigures an »bject for tbs 

artist, that the vorld is the point at .hich self and object are so

bouM together: »here a change in the .«rid noons ach.ng, in self and object 

together. Thus Buber writes:
This is the eternal crigin of art, that a hunan being confronts

. for. that .ant. to ho.«. « -  “ *• * *  * tle“ nt

of hi. ...1 but sonethin* that appears to the soul and de.and.

the soul's creative p e e r .... The for. that confront, no I cannot

^coribe- I can only actualize it. experience or descriDe, i uau

(t and Thou. PP 60-1)
_ tern or a Platonic Idea which the 

And 'form' does not here mean pattern,
traces out in his material: artist copies down or tra

He does not portray the form, he does not really remould it,, 

h. drives it into its ^ « 0 .  in it- ~ 1

ii w  Knowledge of Man, P
it here, is very much the object of the work: 

'Form' as Buber uses it here,
• rot at all intent (on 'writing up as many traits 

The Onlooker is not a . . . .

possible'). He takes up the position which lets him see the



object freely, and undisturbed awaits what will be presented to 

him...("The interesting is not important", he says.) All great 

artists have been onlookers.

(Between Man and Wan, p 26)

Simone Veil develops her own distinctive notion of creative genius 

with reference to Plato's Timaeus (27d - 28b), where the beauty in a work 

emerges at all only when the artist "keeps his gaze fixed upon what is 

self-consistent" the essence or reality, rather than sensation or mode of 

becoming, of the object (fin Science. Necessity, and the Love of God, p 132).

But the problem created by using an appearance/reality distinction here is 

that it does not do any justice to the role of -appearance- or sensation in 

the artist's "fixed gaze" upon the essence of the object; i.e. the experience, 

in all its transitoriness, of the eternal. It remains necessary for us to 

speak of the experience of the artist, even though Veil here wishes to move 

from gaze to creative action; and hence we must remark that attention 

(gazing) is not itself a moral attribute, the condition man must aim at in

That ia, there is a tendency in Veil to seek for 
order to be creative, lhax i >

. t we are saying here is simply that inspiration comes; 
attentiveness; what we are y

. . muse by storm. Looking is not seeing; and Buber, like
t h e  artist cannot take the mu y

_+ of waiting which the artist can practice, learn how 
Veil, develops a concept of wait ng

. _ot oniy that the artist will see when the world wants 
to do, which suggests not only

„ when he wants to. - This is not to say that 
h i m  to, but that he can see when he w

, t waiting cannot be construed as a moral act, 
waiting is out of place here; but wai ng

1 . the waiter or learner. The moral approach which considers
referred solely to the waiter

- „  it. goal ran. into « W *  « »  difticlti.. which gmetis.
waiting or passiTi „ „ „ n i n g  with oneself
encoonters in pra,er - in tn. end on. 1»

a very definite, if Ter, ob.onre, roc.tion - hence, 
alone. Both require a very

. auieti3. in contemplative prayer, Thomas Kerton 
writing on the dangers of quietism
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The contemplative way is in no sense a deliberate technique 

of self-emptying in order to produce an esoteric experience.

It is the paradoxical response to an almost incomprehensible 

call from God, drawing us into solitude, plunging us into 

darkness and silence, not to withdraw and_protect us from 

peril, but to bring us safely through untold dangers by a 

miracle of love and power.

The contemplative way is, in fact, not a way. Christ alone 

is the way, and he is invisible. (Contemplative Prayer p 1 1 5 )

The call, m l  the voice of another, Chriet, are the ha.le of attention 

and waiting:- alienee 1» the training to which this other ha. b r o u g h t  a «an. 

,e cannot recognise the role of inspiration in creativity unle.s w e  or, 

prepared to do »ore than speak about the being of the artist (i.e. the 

self) and the being of the object (i.e. the world), by speaking a b o u t  a 

. o r e  radical being than juat these two, in which the w o *  of the creative 

artist, i n  creating a work, is understood as the training and p r a ctice he

undergoes at the hands of another per.cn - the Spirit.
, in the 1957 "Afterword” to I and Thou, that 

Mar t i n  Buber remarks, in tne

Nietzsche
circumscribed the process of inspiration by saying that one 

accepts without asking who gives. That may be so - one d o e s

not ask; but one gives thanks, (p 1 7 6 )
_ following Marcel's summation of secularism as

And Ronald Gregor Smith, folio ng

own life' (in B e i £ S _ a n O S 2 i S £ ’ p 151)’ aSkS &S hlS 'I want to run my own lire v
t .„„. .1. ,h. » « . r o l l i n g  power in hu»an life —  *  -  “

guiding question. J-3
a i-v.»« nn+q it another way:

given to them?" 311,1 e , , .
. da noither what are we to dor . • c a t i o n  for theology is neitherThe basic question

to think of things? but Whence do we receive? 
nor How are we to thin*

1 1  ofA
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The r e c e i v i n g  in which an object is presented to us b y  another is 

not simply passive, but serious and strenuous labour in the artist's 

attempt to m a s t e r  the object, in a parallel with the pupil's practising 

in which he c o m e s  to lay hold of an object for himself. It is essential 

to the work's b e i n g  a source of necessity that man and object be caught up 

together - if t h e  transfigured object needs no working out, creativity 

becomes demonic, and the object will only masquerade as a created work, 

lacking the p r e s e n c e  of the artist in and through it. This I take to be 

the submerged but immense point in the long central chapter of Doctor 

F a u s t u s : Mep h i s t o p h e l e s  addresses the composer Leverkuhn, unveiling the 

fruits of the contract he had come to take upon himself:

Let us j u s t  for an instance take the 'idea' - what you call that, 

what f o r  a hundred years or so you have been calling it, sithence 

earlier there was no such category, as little as musical copyright 

and all that. The idea, then, a matter of three, four, bars, no more 

isn't i t ?  All the residue is elaboration, sticking at it. Or isn't 

it? G o o d .  But now we are all experts, all critics: we note that

... that it all too much reminds us of somethingthe i d e a  is nothing new, that it ax
_ . ma vhat is to be done? Y o u  just changein Rimsky-Korsakov or Brahms. What

it. B u t  a changed idea, is that still an idea? Take Beethoven 

n o t ebooks. There is no thematic conception there as God gave it.

„ « » » i d s  it „ d  as*, - K . i U . u r - .  S e t
. , nr it ia expressed in that "Meilleur" - itself not so 

scant respect for it is expxe
• either. A genuine inspiration, immediate, absolute,

very enthusiastic 6
•«hiñe where there is no choice, no tinkering,unquestioned, ravishing, wne

where all is as a sacred mandate, a visita- 
no p o s s i b l e  improvement, whe

• d by the possessed one with faltering and stumbling step, 
tion r e c eived by tne p«

„  of a„. from hood «  foot, with t . T .  of W  
w i t h  shudders of awe

toot i. not possible . i f .  <M, •>» lee’ « 3 « “  “ i e r s t „ d ^eyes: no, that is nu y
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I

T h e  receiving in which an object is presented to us by another is 

not sim p l y  passive, but serious and strenuous labour in the artist's 

attempt to master the object, in a parallel with the pupil's practising 

in w h i c h  he comes to lay hold of an object for himself. It is essential 

to the work's being a source of necessity that man and object be caught up 

together - if the transfigured object needs no working out, creativity 

becomes demonic, and the object will only masquerade as a created work, 

lacking the presence of the artist in and through it. This I take to be 

the submerged but immense point in the long central chapter of Doctor 

F a u s t u s : Mephistopheles addresses the composer Leverkuhn, unveiling the 

fruits of the contract he had come to take upon himself:

Let us just for an instance take the 'idea' - what you call that, 

what for a hundred years or so you have been calling it, sithence 

earlier there was no such category, as little as musical copyright 

and all that. The idea, then, a matter of three, four, bars, no more 

isn't it? All the residue is elaboration, sticking at it. Or isn t 

it? Good. But now we are all experts, all critics: we note that 

• • - - the idea is nothing new, that it all too much reminds us of something _

in Rimsky-Korsakov or Brahms. What is to be done? You just change 

it. But a changed idea, is that still an idea? Take Beethoven's 

»ot.bo.ks, Thor, is H O  the.atic cones,tion tbsr. as Sod gave it.

H .  rsmoulds it and ask. • K s i l l s n f .  Scant confidsnc, in Sod's pro.pting, 

scant respect for it is ..pressed in .bat "»sillsnr- - itself no« so 

v e r y  enthusiastic either. A genuine inspiration, i - . d i a t e ,  absolute, 

unquestioned, ravishing, -her. there is no choice, no tinkering, 

no possible i.prove.ent; .her. all is as * « c r e d  nandate, a visita

tion received b, the possessed on. .ith faltering » a  »»«.bling step, 

, i t h  shudders of ... f r o .  head to foot, « •  tears of icy blinding h i . 

eyes, no, that is not possible with Sod, .ho leave, the understanding

’¿X
T,



too much to do. It comes hut from the devil, the true master 

and giver of such rapture.

(Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, pp 230-1)

If we ask what kind of music results, Mann characterises it by the 

term J  lament*.. toll*, the conception of creativity which Zinionlas ties from 

- that God knows beings solely «cording to his will - at-th. end 

of Leverkuhn* s final and climactic work, the movement -sonnd. like the 

lament of God over the lost state of his world, like the Creator*, rnefnl

•I have not willed it'" (p 471)
The use of serial technique means that the unity of the work does

_ + _ n  . rather the series underlies the cascade ofnot come from the form at all, rather rne
_ tn-imrlv the greatest variety of expression, (pp 468-9) 

forms, which are themselves simply the g
•;= Vtiiirp of Mann's description of 

indeed, the success, which in one sense is huge,
• w  in this fact: that he can say what is new and given to 

genius lies precisely in
no -i-f it were a new discovery or wo wan snecify newness as it i the composer - he can specixjf

technique (which of course it is), 

f) Learning frnn* Nature.

a e ,h.r or not wh.t —  « • *  -  « •  «—  "  “ d
i. opposite to the conditio» of 10,hC mnoic (Gov.ll »onld sey «  « *  «

this overlooks the e,uoU, P»—  — . of Strovinsky -  - n s  y),

, „„ th, ,oy in which inspirotion yield, necessity
it d o ^ a ^ t n «  «  contemplative proper, o wW  to

—  C , . t « — _ ghat i n .

n e „ . . s  throngh »  —  '  “  ^  ^  _  t .  ta lk  ohont

sen se l im it s  our discussion her

d o f the r e a l i t y  of the S p ir it  as H im self c a l l in g  manJL ns o n , . i d .  car i n i t i a l  f r «  -  ~ *

“" “ ' I  Before c o n sid erin g  whether i t  does, the th r n .t  o f t h is  d i.o n .s io »

.» to  the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f lea rn in g  f r o .  
may be taken up in to  the p
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be wrong to take Nature to be the inspirer of creativity; the artist may 

find his idea, his inspiration in any kind of problem: but he is no more 

or less inspired if he paints or writes about Nature than if he paints or 

writes about the King or the plumber or his breakfast-table. If we do learn 

from Nature, then we are not inspired to come to grips with its forms, but 

can in some sense understand its creator. (And to this extent, Gregor Smith's 

question, although its emphasis is right for creativity, does not go far

enough: receiving is only one model for understanding.) •

G H Hartman, discussing Wordsworth's poetry leading up to the Prelude,

comments that for Wordsworth, by this stage of his writing:

The initiative has passed from nature to the poet, but only 

because anything in nature can quicken him.... for the first time 

he looks at nature steadily. It is a power analogous to the mind 

and which the mind cannot subdue to itself. Nature is an other; 

to the natural man the other; its divinity is precisely to

escape a purely human, selfish use. (P 169)
. „ from an unpublished biographical passage, it becomes 

When Hartman quotes from an unpuui
loHn. as r>oet, to nature is his ’subject- clearer that Wordsworth’s own relation, asp

, t because it inspirés him, but because his
matter’ - nature impresses him not because

imagination is unable to overrun it:

He feels that, be his mind however great

In aspiration, the universe in which

He lives is equal to his mind, that each

Is worthy of the other; if the one

B. o*»« *• P 270>
, . . nf creativity correctly brings out the transfigured

While Buber's formulation o
caught up we should be clear . . . +h which the creator is caugn p

presence of the obje
+ -in nature - the sunrise, the stooping, the

ttat such obj.cts sr. M i
• nf nature, is precisely the ’world' man has not Nature, the domain of nature, P



created. That the domain of nature was sometimes, in the 19thC, used as a

< does not mean that the artist works with nature: a confusion which

some remarks by Thoreau do not overcome:

(The poet's) voice will not proceed from (nature's) midst, but 

by breathing on her, will make her the expression, of-his thought 

He then poetizes when he takes a fact out of nature into spirit.

Each publishes the other's truth 

pp 169-7 )

It is hard to see the sense in saying nature publishes the poet's truth, 

unless it means 'nature as set out in the poem'. But then it is not nature: 

it lacks the whole character of nature which relies, as both Rhees and Ruskin

(Diaries, quoted in Hartman

•4-v, OT.+ a form of understanding anot-uet., — ---audience's contact with art, a lorm ui ui
s n e a k i n g  f o r  W o r d s w o r t h ,  m u s t  be Yes. as f a r  as Hartman i s  c o n e r n e d ,  s p e a k i n g

. nroiecting ourselves onto nature; we are not This is not a case of projecting
i We take in nature because it does move in acreating or controlling* we . . . .  .

, own- when, most magically, nature is still, that is atdifferent way from our own, wne ,
x. of life. To speak of a creator here

pause, not inertia or the absence of life. P
the re-introduction of God without further ado - it is 

is not to purpose the re ini
, ,opg have sufficient in common with art for us to 

not a proof; but nature
if he really created all this, will not be a 

note that God's presence, if
t if «spiritual' body or the pattern of a father's face, 

confrontation, an extra 3 P
n f  hPing in another's hands, even tnough

It will be, rather, the experience

.  aro not -  —  *  -  « — *“  °f ““  "  “  
o b „ .  n  to not a ^ t t o . t t o .  ot -otto». «  tt. — , - ..

brought hath to »—  "  “  ^  “ * “  “  ” ”
t0 treathe more slowly and listen more

lives' in the secular way - 3
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It cannot last, any more than the work of art can. Yet for a time 

we are in another's hands, without perhaps being able to say even that.

This is not, vis-a-vis our learning from Nature, an unusual form of 

contact w i t h  God: when Thomas Merton writes:

- O u r  kno w l e d g e  of God is paradoxically a knowledge not of him as 

the object of our scrutiny, but of ourselves as utterly dependent 

on his sa ving and merciful knowledge of us.

(fiontemnlative P r a y e r , pp 103-4) 
or w h e n  the rule of the Brakkenstein Community comments:

To seek God 

means first of all

to let yourself be found b y  H i m ----

But even if you receive no sign, no word from Him,

you Will Still recognise Him.

His v e r y  absence

is full of the mystery of His greatness.

(Bnle for a new Brother, pp 1>3)
„  7-i vi oulas' concept of presence-in-absence,then this simply prefigures Zisioulas con P ..............

or Simone Wei l ' s  "He whom we must love is absent :

God can only be present in creation under the form of absence.

(Gravity and Grace p 99)
Nature is not in any way a proof of G o d ’s existence; yet as with art 

ve „  to reckon —  —  ^  b‘“ “ *
. it is through another’s eyes and in another

we are faced with the abesnce - it is
 ̂ i world's newness. (24)hands that we are brought back to the =

. . Qf ........ . , n---- , reference to Buber.
The nature o r  pprsonax ---------
-----  4ri whinh the transformation

The point .. kev. «■» reached re one i» -kioh
of its presence, is given with reference to

of the world, the recovery
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somethin« still -ore fundamental - understand!»« »other. It is through 

this, and not prior to it, that there co.e to be objects - not, that is,

■ „ ■ 1, as a matter of the experience in learning - »  a comment on the 

m  „  do learn - Vut because it is only possible to raise the question 

*  -the-nature -of ’persons' to the context of learning fro. them. » •  

fundamental notion is not person rather than object - the difficulties that 

the individuation of persons brings are at least a. great a. those concerning

objects - but learning: learning a. understsnding »other.

,o those .ho resist „ y  suggestion that men are not clear* separated

and independent individuals, free to lesd their o „  live. ‘

to others except through limitations of capacity -  opportunity ( »
nl this will seem merely to be calling a 

in Marcel-s sense secular men), this
- basic -hen in fact it c„»ot be (because it i. not simple).

. -j • . i f  + Y ip r©  Sir©  "^0 ^ 6  «m y
The 'simp es , ^ » t e n d i n g  another unless you
teacher - it makes no sense to talk

haVe T T o X  ~ t .  again that th, .hole ' °f “ “

— — —  : : : r r r r ^  .
k- — " : : ^ : : i d . e c »  have any —

7  I  7  " l e a r n i n g  as a relation is to cons,™, it fro- the
h en the value of Meno's paradox that it can 

<»“ * of teaching: and ^  .or, seriously

liberate ua fro. this assump follo.ing this one .. can attempt

t n »  in Socrates' manner, and i«
.. ar,qWer we have developed.

to sum up the ans her over the learning
• „ the primacy of learner and teach 

In denying the P . ic. To talk in this
+Ke relation itself which is basic.

i t  is not, however, relate s  two separated
v the assumption that i t  rei

way is s t i l l  to spe Mar t in  Buber-s w riting:

objects. This *  -  - - 
y.
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his emphasis on the 'between', the ‘ interhuman', is an attempt to establish the 

primacy of relationship, but in doing so he must presuppose the separation 

of the individuals related. The problem is put most acutely in his 

'philosophical anthropology':

Man, as man, sets man at a distance and makes him independent: 

he lets the life of men like himself go on round about him, and 

so he, and he alone, is able to enter into relation, in his own 

individual status, with those like himself.

("Distance and Relation", Our Knowledge of Man, p 67)

For although Bub.r la oonatantly and explicitly concerned to eatahlish 

an •ontology of the bet.een’, he tehee thie to involve .»•= action, the 

'primal movements' in man are both things he does: 'setting 

end • entering into relation' (p 64) «ha. he tehee to he peeuli.r to hu.»

life is that:
here «hi her. »10«. a being he. aria.n fro. the -hole, e n d e d

and entitled to detach the world as a whole from himse

make it an opposite to himself, (p 63)
ewv,i+ex1v' How is someone in the worldThia only aete out the proble. .ore acutely.

■ V i - w  of error in the world he makes an opposite to 
not open to the possibili y

himself? . . . . ,
„ . T think be called an Ansto telean

Buber presupposes wha m
v he discusses conversation and meeting it is to say. 

idea of entelechy: when he d
, det)th of human individuation, the elemental 

the strictness and dep

otherneaa of the other...ia ~  *  h<

other* The de.ira to inf—  -  *“  4" ‘ “ * “  * *

th6 effort to let that ahich ia r.oogni.od aa 
hi.; but it ^  ^  ^  {sn4 f„  ,hst very reaaon .»at also

rlg1“ ' “  7 d ’there in the .«batano. of the other) through -  
be established there,

take seed and grow in the form suited to individuation, 
influence take seea

(p 69)
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That is, each man is set out as a substance, guided by the recognition 

of 'his own' rightness or principle of growth. Truth is that "which 

the soul gains by its struggle", and which is the same truth from man 

to man, yet "different in accordance with his individuation, and destined

to take seed and grow differently" (loc sit.)

This allows Buber to offer the "principle of life' for man - but at is 

not an ontology of the between. The purpose of the scheme is to allow

Buber to say:
the inmost growth of the self is not accomplished, as people like 

to suppose today, in man's relation to himself, but in the relation

between the one and the other (p 71)

The means of self-realisation is this realm of the between: man becomes

m0st fully human in * .  relation in which he » O n  -  ^

for confirmation of himself. Iconfirmation, a central idea on Buoer's later 

„itiu«. is hot . » 1 .  accept««., accept!« »otter ae he is, .art. « a  all;
. Parl £0^ ^ '  conception of therapy as acceptance,

thus Buber goes beyona Carl itoge-

to insist that if a man wants help:
, ,E iE a feeing not only whom he can trust as a man trusts

what he wants is a
' gives him now the certitude'that......

another, but a being tha- gives m m

'there is a soil, there is an
existence'. And if this is reached

„  1 »  w ,  thi. -  —  »  -  — - 1*

^  thi. ! -  do 11 1 W M  *»“ *“  -

confirming, (p 1B^)

Confirmation, that is, brings a man
BOre firmly in touch with his own

truth, hi. m m  riehtu... «  p r i « « 1« “f

Or«or Smith c— « “>' * * * * ' ■

if„ ,  _  hi. ’ -  " "  -  *  “

describe the » » 1 ®  “»  “  ” ‘U jattempting to

doing more than describing the act of meeting in terms of the f ’ !

of Sod, P 133)

r ‘ ,

^
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That is, each man is set out as a substance, guided by the recognition 

of 'his own1 rightness or principle of growth. Truth is that "which 

the soul gains by its struggle", and which is the same truth from man 

to man, yet "different in accordance with his individuation, and destined 

to take seed and grow differently" (loc sit.)

This allows Buber to offer the "principle of life' for man - but it is 

not an ontology of the between. The purpose of the scheme is to allow 

Buber to say:

the inmost growth of the self is not accomplished, as people like 

to suppose today, in man's relation to himself, but in the relation

between the one and the other (p 71)

The means, of self-realisation is this realm of the between: man becomes 

most fully human in the relation in which he confirms the other and wishes 

for confirmation of himself. Confirmation, a central idea in Buber's later 

writing, is not simple acceptance, accepting another as he is, warts and all; 

thus Buber goes beyond Carl Rogers' conception of therapy as acceptance,

to insist that if a man wants help:

„hat he wants is . being not only who. he 0 «  trust ss a -an trust.

anotherf hut a being that gives hi. now the certitude that 

■there is a soil, there is an existence', «nd if this is reached 

no. I can help this .an even in his struggle against hl».lf. 

ind this I 0 «  only do if I distinguish between accepting and

confirming, (p 183)
___ ■p-i-rm'iv in touch with his ownConfirmation, that is, brings a man more fxrmly

truth, his own rightness or principle of growth.

Gregor Snith consents that Buberi *

in effect never leave, his subiectivi.y behind, and even when he is
atte.pting to describe the ontology of •between, he is not really

gban ascribing the act of meeting in terms of the doing more than aescriuiuo

I .  ( The Doctf in e  o f  God, p 133)
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But I think the stress should be placed not on the 'I', but on 'acts'.

The relevance of subjectivity here is that the subject is the willing 

subject, the subject Wittgenstein could not, in the Tractatus, do away

with.------- For Buber, the 'I' takes up attitudes: Maurice Friedman, although

staunchly advocating Buber's conception, unwittingly summarises it as:

The real determinant of the primary word (i-Thou or I-it) in which 

a man takes his stand is not the object over against him, but 

the way in which he relates to that subject, (introduction to 

The Knowledge of Man, p 12)

And in criticism of Buber, Bernard Casper notes:

The I utters the primary word I-Thou as well as the primary

word I-it. This goes so far that in I and Thou meeting is described

as a 'working on the one who confronts us'.... it is the intention

of T anri Thou to overcome the scheme of intentionality. But the 

phenomenon which is described is basically not the event of 

reciprocal speech, but the attitude of meeting.

m -  Ps-fcm  p 501. “  Gr« o r 3“ ,h> op o lt>  p 155 >

The subjectivity ih Buber i. u=t U — » —  •*» 1 *° " V

against hi. is not that he goes too far into aubjeotirtty, but that he 

does not go far enough. He seehe to preserve an objectivity in ter» he

V r T or a Thou, so that they can be interchanged: that can use to speak of an I or a »
V. that the individuation of the one and of the other are bothis, he supposes that tne iw*

• +hat thev are both in the world, andpossible. But this means in effect that they —
, . . , organisms seeking confirmation and confirming,

thus both a kind of object, o g
+ n  t a k e  t h e  s t e p  w h i c h  W i t t g e n s t e i n  m a d e  -  from 

Buber has n o t  been able to
V 4- Willing subject Without bringing it into 

attempting to speak about
. t h e  l i m i t s  o f  t h e  w o r l d  a s  t h e y  a p p e a r  i n  t h e  

the w o r l d ,  t o  speaking a b o u t  the n

allowa s o m e  a c t i o n  t o  be necessary. Instead,
world; what, that is» w*11

. -t-n in« and I am present to 'him': the Thou is present to me and i
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the Thou is present as some kind of it, 

which, because I know it is like me, I determine to treat as a Thou. There 

is no concept of absence, because there is no grasp of the separate being 

of personal presence from the being of objects in the world - that is,

no grasp of absence as the lack-of- personal ..presence which objects here..
have, precisely because it is in this personal presence alone that objects

are themselves present. (25)
The point is not, therefore, that Buber atte.pt., to spook fro. ■within' 

th. subjectivity of the - this is precisely -hot Oreg.r S.ith is hi.s.if 

concerned to do, ond what .. hove been doing. It is rather that, although 

he insists thit .. only corn to too. on. another in relationship;

The essence of .«» which «  special to hi. can be directly tooto 

only in a living relationship. (B.t.e.0  Han and fen, p 246) 

nonetheless he will write:
When .« walk our .ay and encounter a .an .ho ooto. to.ards us, 

walking his .ay, .. too. our .ay only and not his; for his co.es 

to life for us only in the encounter.

Of the perfect relational process we too. in the -anner of having

lived through it our o »  going forth, our ,ay. The other part

„ +o us we do not know it. It happens to us, xn merely happens to us, we

the encounter. (I and,Jhou, P 124)
.. only ,way. i know, why and how is it a way, which others 

And if mine is the only way
,, • own way9 To speak of ways here is to be able o

can and do have in their own way.
. ,.hin the world; and it means that an element of wilful 

make judgements within
; + y. mv 'letting things happen' in the meeting, my allowing

decision must enter my
or, act which the other must 

the meeting to take plae. «  “
, a Cid. that the other who co.es to -e isaThou and free (Itod 

reciprocate. I decide than vne
TtoH. PP 126-7) i. order to —  „  c°— on of genuine relatienehip, 

Eolation is fulfilled in-a full «*“  1
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of the other not merely as this very one, but experience, in 

the particular approximation of the given moment, the experience 

belonging to himas this very one. (The Knowledge of Man, P 71)

In these terms, we cannot intelligibly do more than decide to treat

this presence as a Thou - and thus the problem of how we come to know

what a Thou, or even a man, is like, is once again raised and not answered.

By ignoring epistemology, and notably the problem of other minds, Buber has 

not produced an ontology at all. He writes as a moralist, because he addresses 

our ability to act within the world. There is no notion of learning from 

others, or of the authority others have as teachers beyond the concept of 

confirming; and he thus takes for granted that we know the world. For the 

notion of the 'inmost growth of the self which Buber advocates, and which 

has parallels with the Jungian concept of individuation which Buber himself 

employs, this perhpas does not matter; but this means that Buber is unable 

to raise the question of the nature of our concept of other, in it. 

reiation to there being a .arid; whether our oonoept o£ other, doe. [emit 

the notion of the transformation of the world.

When Gregor S.ith to set out hi. conviction that -the reality of God

and the reality of nystery- oan ¿ ¿ x  be appro.eh.d through the ^ e r . t ^ i h g  

of ... h. concentrates on the ter., of -the e.p.rienoe of the pre.ence of the 

other- w t r i n ■ of God_, p 128). Within this erperienc. of presence

a division into I a ^  other is too si.ple: at the very least we .net say

it is "I-with-the-other-in-a-world". (Ibid.) Thu. it is:

not sinply the coning about of a relationship tet.ee» two 

subjects, whether in causal and te.porar, or .or. peman.nt 

connection. Bather, it is to be .0.« -  the disclo.ure of a

reality in which I and the other share, (p 129)
__ rather as "community in communion" „, . , „„„u. nf ns communion, or ramei “  ^ JThis reality he speaks oi as ouuwi
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which simply stresses that it is myself and others in communion. And 

this, again, he speaks of as Spirit: and Spirit

is our world: it is the bond and strength of human existence.

Spirit is the total reality of our humanity, (p 130)

And Spirit is thus the framework or context of transcendence, the "experience 

of the other as presence".

It comes to me as a call: a call to respond and to be responsible 

in face of the other, (ibid.)

Although this clearly runs together too much too quickly, I would 

say that Gregor Smith offers a much more convincing approach to the presence 

of others than Buber has done, by avoiding any treatment of the concept 

in which others are taken to be 'like us'. For rather than this being 

a barrier to communion, so that others must be like us before there can 

be any such thing as communion (the assumption which leads Buber to say: 

one can enter into relation only with being which has been set 

at a distance, more precisely, has become an independent opposite.

(The Knowledge of Man, p 60) 

and to make this the starting-point of his 'anthropology') a return to the 

experience of presence is what makes communion possible. The argument of 

this essay has been that, if we are to approach this experience of presence, it i 

must be in terms of the concept of understanding another: not as experience 

(of an object), nor as an action, but the fusion of the two in necessity.

And it is possible for us to speak of necessity only in as much as the other 

brings the world to us, even though the activity in which the world becomes 

our own singles it out as an object within the world.

In answer to our initial question, however, the quest for newness must 

rest on this. Newness comes from others, in understanding them; and the 

newness which comes from art and nature are to be set out in these terms.

But we cannot then ask, Where do others come from? or indeed, where do we

find others?,
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unless we also move onto a theological plane; the creation of man is 

not to be understood solely in terms of the world he creates.

This question - of the basis on which there are others, the basis 

on which others are given in order to give expression to the world in 

response - brings us to ask whether the transformation of the world, in 

terms of understanding another, is intelligible with reference solely to 

man's searching (that he seeks this transformation); or whether it can only 

be referred to God's activity. By implication, then, it is a question 

about the relation of this 'philosophical' account of person and world, in 

terms of searching, to a theological conception in which God wills to 

draw men to him, a will disclosed in the Incarnation of his Son.

h) The intelligibility of seeking nersonal presence, and the nature of 

faith

This is to raise our understanding of faith, and to ask whether faith 

is in any sense necessary as a precondition of the transformation of the 

world. That is, if faith is taken to be an attribute of individuals, then 

it will appear that we have no choice but to insist one way or the other:- 

if an individual succeeds in transforming the world (even with limited 

success) that must be either through faith, or without it, in which case 

faith is not necessary and God, if there is a God and if he has anything to 

do with the change (perhaps rewarding the endeavour), need not be known or

acknowledged.

Yet in the terms we have arrived at, the basis of the concept of the 

person is his role in the transformation of the world; we cannot separate 

out there being a person from the world's newness. Faith in God's redemptive 

activity is not, therefore, an expectation that he will act regardless of 

man, but that he has, is and will bring about this transformation through 

and in relation to man: the extent to which another is present to .us is



the extent to which the world, is transformed. Faith in God's activity is

necessarily faith in the presence of others - to trust in the promise of

change is to trust in the existence of other people, not in terms of what
7

they may do but in terms of what they already and do offer.

When Zizioulas writes:

The fact that...absence remains unacceptable to man is due to 

his personhood which drives him towards communion, and this is 

what makes faith a possibility for him: he is confident in 

presence in spite of absence, (p 422)

then this means that faith is trust in the presence which is already given: 

it is not the expectation that, without reference to (personal) presence, 

the objects in the world can be made present and new. The presence which 

new, rather, is not that of the world alone, but the world only as it is 

given in others.

That is, there is an essential complexity in our searching for newness - 

that we must seek it in the presence of others, who nonetheless can v-ithhold 

their own presence. In terms of the notion of understanding another which 

We arrived at in Chapter 3, there is a complexity in which we can speak of . 

understanding as dependence on what we see through another's eyes, even though 

this understanding may never be our own (and consequently even though we may 

never be understood by others in its light). This complexity rests on the 

fact that understanding another is not to be predicated solely of an individual, 

the learner, but is itself the fundamental relationship in which we come to 

our awareness of individuals and predicates: that is, it is a relationship 

of shared objectivity in which an individual person may find objective 

newness for himself. The individual thus seeks to enter into this 

relationship of sharing, and yet is immediately at the mercy of the other 

person's readiness to share.

This is not be say that the learner mistakes the presence of the other
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if this happens - on the contrary, the presence is both real and familiar.

It is the experience of entering into the understanding of another person: 

to find reality or objectivity being expressed in their own understanding. 

This experience I take to be a fact and to be common. But to be led by the 

other along the steps that allow one to give expression to the new object 

for oneself - this rests with the other's willingness to guide and teach.

To seek the presence of others — to seek the newness of this shared 

and presented objectivity - thus runs up against the freedom of others. It 

is in this freedom that we may speak of necessity: others present us with 

necessity, in their own understanding of the world, and yet this presence is 

not one which brings us to newness, but as it stands appears intimidating and 

burdensome, in precisely the way that by ourselves we cannot indefinitely 

sympathise with or support another's grief or pain. This is one part of the 

experience of necessity which Weil constantly draws our attention to: the 

problem with such a one-sided approach is that, if this is the only form of 

presence others have - namely as threatening our freedom, then faith remains 

unintelligible as "confidence in presence". This means that only the 

necessity in presence can allow us to overcome the apparent antithesis 

between 'my' freedom and the freedom of others.

This discovery of necessity is in one sense inimical to theology, for

which:

if necessity in any way was master of the life of man, the image 

(of God) would have been falsified in that particular part.

(Gregory of Nyssa, quoted in Zizioulas, p 428)

It is freedom which characterises man's life in God, not necessity.

And this is a freedom which appears to present man with:

'two' ultimate possibilités: either to annihilate the 'given' 

or to accept it as idion thelema. (p 433)

For, in acting according to his will, he will either destroy the created

world - which, leaving art aside, was not created according to his will
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and will not accord with it:- or else:

because in fact the world is not man's thelema, if he is still 

to maintain his freedom in accepting the world he can do this only 

by identifying his own will with that of God (ibid.)

And this second possibility is in fact therefore the only one in which 

freedom is not frustrated: to accept what is 'given', to freely embrace 

necessity:

The mystery of freedom (is) the capacity of man to embrace fully 

his incapacity i.e. as his ability to turn weakness into strength 

or rather to realise his power in weakness. This paradox is nothing 

else but what Paul when he writes in 2 Cor. 12.10 after 

mentioning his full acceptance of suffering:'for when I am weak,

I am strong', (p 4 3 0)

And this is the basis upon which we can answer the question whether 

coming to newness in understanding another is 'redemption without needing

God'. To understand another is to be at risk in his hands, to see through 

his eyes and be brought, through the giving up of our control and will over 

place and time, to newness in embracing necessity. The other, as teacher, 

brings us to the newness of the world, and in learning from him the world 

comes to exist in necessity - the response we find emerging in ourselves is 

a real necessity even though it remains possible (and most likely) that 

we will begin to control it by suppressing it. But we are not able to do 

more than submit to others» in view of the newness we find in them, they 

show newness, yet we can only ask them to bring us to it. We act because of 

the presence of the other, we place ourselves in his hands.

Presence, that is, that is formed as a concept and as a possibility 

by this experience in which man is not present in spite of the world, 

but brings the world to us. To speak of pure presence, as Zizioulas wishes to,

may then seem something different:



If there is ultimately no personal presence without absence, then 

there is no personal presence at all....For whence have we got the 

category of presence from, when we apply it to personhood? Is it 

an extrapolation or an analogy from the experience of the presence 

of objects as they are observed and -recognised through our sense or 

minds? But the presence of which we are talking in the case of 

personhood is the very opposite of this experience: in terms of 

this experience presence in this case is, as we have seen, absence.

(pp 420-1)

Presence without absence, pure presence, is not then a confrontation 

or encounter with the other, which would be presence after the fashion of 

objects within the world, as we have seen with Buber. Pure presence is not

not the frustrated presence in which wethe possibility of presence 

retain our freedom to refuse it. And yet, as we have noted, this frustrated 

presence is not an illusion or a mistake; it is real presence, yet inhibited 

by the fact that presence is not simply the experience of an individual, 

but the relationship of sharing between individuals. Thus if we try to 

speak of presence with reference to, or as structured in terms of, individuals, 

we are able to speak of it only as the tension between our experience of 

another, and that other's freedom to withhold his presence - i.e. presence 

as a phenomenon in the world, remains ambiguously between our own individual

experience and the freedom of the other to be present.

Up to this point, Zizioulas distinguishes person and object, and takes 

this freedom of the other to be the basis of the distinction. This is not, 

we must emphasise, a freedom of arbitrariness or chance; it is really 

presence, yet presence which remains on the level of possibility. Zizioulas

quotes Pannenberg in order to illustrate this:

Human beings are persons by the fact that they are not wholly

and completely existent for us in their reality, but are characterised
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by freedom and as a result remain concealed and beyond control in

the totality of their existence.... Their being as persons takes

shape in their present reality, and yet it remains invisible to 

one whose vision - unlike the vision of love or even that of 

hatred - looks at what is existent in man. (Basic Questions 

in Theology, vol 3, p 112; Zizioulas p 413)
'V*\. _ , .

But what this does not sees to me to take account of is the transcending 

of this hiddenness of the other, in the notion of learning from another 

and coming to see for oneself. Here we are not working simply with 

presence as the frustrated presence which distinguishes person and object, 

but with further phenomenon of person as the sharing of an object; with 

reference to experience this is not the experience of another at all, 

but the experience of newness, of new objectivity. For Zizioulas, the 

human person can only be present in absence - this is the fact of man's 

fallenness:

The fact that presence in and through personhood is revealed to man 

in the form of absence constitutes the sign par excellence of the 

creaturely limitation of humanity, (p 416)

But the basis on which Zizioulas restricts man's presence to this is a 

use of the ex nihilo doctrine which presupposes that, while God

alone creates ex nihilo. man's creativity is restricted to creation out 

of pre-existing matter, and that on this basis God's presence is not a 

presence in creation; if it were, Zizioulas supposes, God could not be 

present without absence (pp 417-8). This seems to me to lean too heavily 

on an interpretation of personhood in terms of creativity, for man is not 

restricted to creating, as an artist, out of pre-existing matter, but also 

presents new matter, in the relationship of understanding. Whether or not 

this presenting, this 'being understood', may itself be spoken of as 

creation, and whether or not it is to be preferred to man's artistic creation

as an analogical model for speaking of God's creating, is a question we
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cannot hope to answer, and can only point to. (26)

What we can perhaps observe is that such a model of creating 

would locate God's presence and his creation in a high degree of intimacy, 

which would then call into question the radical dichotomy Zizioulas draws 

-be-tween world -and personal presence:

Personal presence qua presence is something that cannot Jae 

extrapolated from created existence. It is a presence that seems 

to come to us from outside the world - which makes the notion 

of Person, if properly understood, perhaps the only notion that 

can be applied to God without the danger of anthropomorphism.

(pp 419-2C
But from the fact that created existence does not enable us to discover 

presence - i.e. that absence is not our basis for speaking of presence - 

we should not conclude that presence is 'outside' the world. If, in under

standing another, the other presents us with a new object, then his presence 

and the world itself are inextricably linked, and we must hold personal presence 

and the being of objects together as one ontological entity: with reference 

to their being at all, they are one. Absence, and the frustrated presence of 

others which keeps them distinct from objects yet within the world, are 

both secondary to this.

Presence, then, is not outside the world, but the being of the 

world. While Zizioulas is right to say that we do not reach presence from 

the absence in which objects stand opposed to us, inanimate and meaningless 

because apparently not 'spoken' by other people (see note 27), we must 

point this to presence and objects together rather than in distinction.

The point to be made is that we have, as a fact about human personhood, an 

interrelation of person and world in learning and teaching which requires us 

to take seriously man's ability to serve as a source for newness, and that

Consequently, our final question must be about the possibil

this is a feature of personhood Zizioulas does not take ac< *
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seeking this newness in or from man, and the relation this has to any 

question of redemption without reference to God.

The concept of absence may be fully applied to what man can do 

about presence: that is, he is not freed in his own searching from the 

need to submit himself to absence - the control of others, his own bodily 

limitations, etc. Neither is he freed from the mere hope of presence, the 

hope that presence will sometimes happen or come to him, as if by miracle.

Man, considered in terms of his own individuality, and thereby of what 

he can do, can only act in terms of absence: by himself his search will 

always be a confrontation with absence. And thus Zizioulas is right to 

insist that the basis for our having a category of presence is not absence

at all, but presence without absence.

But if pure presence is not to be related to absence as a possibility 

created by it, and hence not to be sought with reference to absence, this 

does not mean, as Zizioulas' radical distinction between presence and 

absence involves, that it bears no relation to anything. The further 

•unpacking' of the concept, and the kind of relations it has, require us to 

go beyond a simple distinction between prenence and absence, to a distinction 

between the possibility of understanding another, a possibility created out 

of his presence; and the factuality or being of understanding another, 

which is his presence. That is, the distinction between an understanding 

which is always dependent on the other in order for us to see through his 

eyes; and an understanding in which we lay hold of newness for ourselves.

For these are both understanding, and both the presence of newness in the 

presence of another: but the former, as in art appreciation or compassion, 

involves the creation of the possibility of understanding another, which 

is a genuine possibility nonetheless frustrated by his inability to teach 

us,»to understand what he sees'for ourselves; whereas in the latter we do 

receive and share what is made present.



This complexity in presence, which we have sought to express in 

terms of the nature of learning, is a complexity which points us towards 

the complexity in the nature of faith itself. What distinguishes faith 

is not a hope for presence - a hope born out of the possibility of presence 

-̂..but the fact of presence. This .is not a fact of possibility becoming 

actual, of a frustrated presence which is suddenly released as the other 

'decides' -to teach us: it is presence in its actuality regardless of what 

others do, and also of what we do in seeking it. Absence is not itself a fact: 

the experience of absence has as its basis the personal presence through 

which we came to even this much of a conception of the world (ie that there 

are objects).

This is the presupposition from which Zizioulas argues that the 

suggestion that non-being might be ultimate is absurd, because there can 

only be an ontology if it begins from presence:

A dying being is still a being, for it is there, (p 424)

And indeed that there are objects, in their dimension of absence and of 

standing opposed to us, is possible only in and through pure presence, the 

presence which has presented, them to us. Yet they have come to be 

experienced as absent, and if they are to be present in experience then 

this requires something more than a proof that they have been presented: it 

requires the experience of personal presence which brings newness with it. (27)

We cannot simply decide to be present to another — this is the 

attitudinising we find with Buber, which confuses the appearance of our 

presence to him (and hence his experience of a presence) with the fact of 

presence. The most we can do, as individuals, is to hold together, in 

balance, frustrated presence which has the possibility of another's bringing 

us to newness, and our own search for newness. Our search for newness can, 

as long as it remains in our hands, proceed only as far as the frustation of 

the other's freedom to be absent. If we are to find newness, it is not



enough to  come up a g a in st th e p o s s i b i l i t y  o f newness; we w i l l  fin d  i t  only  

where we f in d  p resen ce.

This i s  th e  answer we are f i n a l l y  to make to  Meno’ s paradox. S o cra tes, 

by tak in g a q u e stio n  about presence and i t s  o b j e c t iv it y  to  be a q u estio n  

about knowledge as th e a b i l i t y  to  judge, overlooked th e depths o f Meno's 

p u z z le . But th a t th ese  depths concern the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  coming up again st  

what i s  new d oes not mean th a t we can s p e c ify  under what form or a t which 

p la c e  we may lo o k  fo r  i t .  The p oin t i s  th a t n e ith e r  are we to  conclude, 

beyond t h i s ,  th a t the search  fo r  newness i s  th e r e fo r e  ruled ou t, and th a t  

newness may or may not sim ply come, by chance or God-s c a p r ic e . To fin d  

newness i s  not to  take hold  of other people and use them to surrender what 

th ey  have to  g iv e ;  and conseq u en tly  to  seek newness, even though i t  may w e ll  

b e g in  w ith  such im p lic it  assum ptions, cannot in  the end attempt t h i s .

To f in d  newness i s  n e ith e r  a c tiv e  nor p a s s iv e , fo r  i t  i s  n e ith e r  

th e a c t i v i t y ,  nor the exp erien ce, of an in d iv id u a l con fron tin g  th e world 

and o th e r s . In stea d  i t  i s  the f a c t  o f  p resen ce, o f communion - th e  f a c t

th a t we are i n  conununion w ith  oth ers and at th e same time can i n t e l l i g i b l y  

seek to  be. T his com plexity, in  which we seek  th a t which we alread y enjoy, 

i s  the com p lexity  o f f a i t h ,  in  which the ex p erien ce o f  presence i s  sought on

_ -it i s  as Z iz io u la s  w r ite s , con fid en ce in
the b a s is  o f  the f a c t  o f  presence; i t  i s ,  as

p resen ce, n ot in  absence.

T hi,  i s  .h y  . e  = « * » t  tr e a t  f a i t h  -  .  «*■ »”  ° r 0 f

o u r se lv e s  -  be i .  the - »  .h o se gase i .  in  «he shy, or .h o  . . i t .  upon the  

ro o fto p , or .h o  has .  a t t itu d e  o f openness to  o th e r s . There i s  nothing

t o d is t in g u is h  a f . i « h  f o .  hope. f r o .  a pious —  -  *

s  t ia c h  o f r e a l ! . - ,  u a l . s .  *  —  a t h i . ,  are . .a r e  o f h i .  «  —  

.  o ,  .h a t  he p r e se n t, to  u s . »  are .oon fron ted . b ,  f a i t h  only in  the 

lea rn in g  and te .o h in g  . .  en ter  in to , - *  th en  f a i t h  b e o o „ s .  n o , .  o b l.o t
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to hecesaity in «other - it in no, h.roia., or foolh^ine... or i.osin.tio»

or power, or the self's response to anything.

To find faith is to hoop faith, .hioh an individuai cannot hi.a.lf

40 for it arises along 1 t h  the faithfnln.s. of others. That is, «  «

faith in co„»»ity: the fact of shared presence. The th..loSic.l « U *

oot of this faith is a further, and .ore demanding pursuit, a. hare it here,

faith has been referred end, to the fact of presence, not to the Cod .ho .ion.

u  purely present. To underst«d Cod's own personhood in t.r.s of the nature

• something which Bonhoeffer has (almost alone) attempted, of his presence is something wmeu ^
,,„1, "flith understood as the fact of 

in his Christolgffl; the way in which .aith, unde
attitude to its possibility, is to be grounded much 

presence rather than our attitude
pv,rist is a problem whose cBntrality we 

more radically in the person of Christ P

can only record. (28)
at in the end be found within faith, and hence in the 

That newness must in the

fact of community, see« to .. to be inescapable, »««..a -  —  

presence go ha.d in hand, the proble. of the nature of ...b.rship, ̂ o

participation in the life of a « . « » y  -  -  — —  *  “  ’ 

individuality, is. ho.ever central, a problem s» have only succeeded
r  i-r.tr It is the problem of baptism, of coming to be 

pointing to, ^  tta cnristological ground on which ,e .ay say that

T r e T .  p l a n e .  • * » *  —  “  “  *  “  * “ “
I ^  S S I. aBt t0 develop the concepts of faith and community

Since the attempt to aevei P
4. • in order to understand more fully wha 

reference to Christian doctrine, in order
, ana is really the aubyec. of a further e.say. it -ay prove 

.person' .ean. re.cn„d . Thia position

nelpful her. ai.ply to -  -  -  —  „  _  aay is that
1 inn having no finality to it - tne ia not a conclusion, navi b

j - 1  0f personhood in such a way 
. W n  working towards a model oi pers 

we have been wording in weli aware that
. .. d0tail of the model has emerge , 

something o other parts
-  , . different and perhaps finer tool s tor

theology has developed different

of the construction.

'to a tta a d w
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The central feature of this .odel la the fact that we cannot .peat, 

on any fundamental level, of a peraon aa an Individual; a pereon la not 

any kind of object in the world, but preaenta the world's objects to us.

This .«ana, further, that this peraon la not 'foreseeable' - we cannot 

ignore hi. or choose to leave hi. al one as an individual, f or be 1= a person 

in hi. presenting the world tins. In other word., that there are other 

people already involves us.------- Of course, .. do choose to ignore other.,

nd this -prima .in' of distance, of separating ourselve. our fro. others,

.a not one I wish to .infise. But I have not discussed the .ove.ent or 

lev.lop.ent by which a learner, sharing in the newness presented by another.

Loses th, necessity it evokes and at the .... ti.e the presence of both, 

this would certainly not be a question for e.pirical observation of, say, 

what a young child does in his spare ti.e, but much .ore of th. extent and 

sanner in which such a child does in fact live in co-unity. In other worts, 

it is not an e.pirical question; and neither is it -..erri by our own 

discussion, which can only point us back to th. other person, without 

asking about the cause of our separation. Such a que.tion belongs with th. 

theological discussion of co-unity, in the idea of the Fall.

Part of the reason for this is that .. cannot begin fro. th, ss.«.ption 

that the F a i  is what -  individua 'doe. in his spar. tUe- - any study

proceeding on th.s, line, begin, fro. fallen pre.i«s- *"

this any idea .. have of ieiaionship as th. objectifi.ble and p.rticul.riaable 

essence of -person' runs foul, a. ». have seen with Buber, of th. central 

mystery of what -person- ..an. - that a person is not JBltjS *»e »«rW 

at all, and is yet inti.at.ly related to it, by presenting it to us. The 

categories of per.on and world go together, and we will not — —  «  

a person is until -a find the world along with hi., 1« other words, until

,e understand hi. - until .. lea™ ft»- *•- " V m *1 °f
an, attempt to observe his own -decline- in understanding, or seek to observe
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The central feature of this model is the fact that we cannot speak, 

on any fundamental level, of a person as an individual: a person is not 

any kind of object in the world, but presents the world's objects to us.

This means, further, that this person is not 'foresakeable' - we cannot 

ignore him or choose to leave him alone as an individual, for he is a person 

in his presenting the world to us. In other words, that there are other

people already involves us.------- Of course, we do choose to ignore others,

and this 'primal sin' of distance, of separating ourselves our from others, 

is not one I wish to minimise. But I have not discussed the movement or 

development by which a learner, sharing in the newness presented by another, 

loses the necessity it evokes and at the same time the presence of both: 

this would certainly not be a question for empirical observation of, say, 

what a young child does in his spare time, but much more of the extent and 

manner in which such a child does in fact live in community. In other words, 

it is not an empirical question; and neither is it answered by our own 

discussion, which can only point us ba°£ to the other person, without 

asking about the cause of our separation. Such a question belongs with the

theological discussion of community,, in.the idea of the Fall.

Part of the reason for this is that we cannot begin from the assumption

that the Fall is what an individual 'does in his spare time any study 

proceeding on these lines begins from fallen premises. And, further to 

this, any idea we have of r.lationsh^ as the objectifiable and particularisable 

essence of 'person' runs foul, as we have seen with Buber, of the central 

mystery of what 'person' means - that a person is not j>art_of the world 

at all, and is yet intimately related to it, by presenting it to us. The 

categories of person and world go together, and we will not understand what 

a person is until we find the world along with him. In other words, until 

we understand him - until we learn from him, which is the very 

w  .tto.pt to o b » . ™  bio o „  ■d.cli«' i. or ...* to obo.rv.
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how his understanding 'becomes« fallen. We cannot look at man in order 

to understand why he falls, for if we come to man himself we overcome his 

fallenness anyway. We can speak about man's fallenness only when we speak

about God.
Consequently, in our own discussion we have not approached man's 

fallenness, either in his being an individual or his being «something - in 

-relationship'. Instead, he is that which we understand - through whom

we come to see something new.------- We should not then baulk at the

resulting tension or paradox, in which a person is that which inseperably 

incorporates ourselves, not only as Gregor Smith's "I-with-the-other-in-a 

world" but as I and the other sharing a world and defined by this sharing; 

and yet is also isolable and particular, both like me and unlike me, but 

not necessary to my being. This paradox is the situation we find ourselves in, 

and, as we have noted, is the root of the complexity in the notion of presence: 

it remains possible for us to say no to presence - to experience it and yet 

refuse to submit to it. That this differs from pure presence does not mean 

that the latter is simply our saying yes to presence, our accepting the yoke 

of necessity in fear and trembling - on the contrary in pure presence we 

accept necessity in confidence because we are already in the hands of the 

other person, and the necessity is one we find in ourselves.

Were this to be set out as a moral dimension - a matter of my own 

courage to say yes - then such a difference will appear incomprehensible.

How, in my own experience, c ^  I know the other is present that we may 

share what is new; and if in some way I were to know this, how could I 

refuse hi,?------- Over ag.in.t «hi», the oo.ple.it, of fre.ence, .hioh

poiut. to the heert of whet - -  « »  “ * “ * °f

i. not decided .ith reference to .. end „  own experience. Rather, h, i s i M

the eituation I a. in, it est.hlishe. the conditio, in .hioh own 

individual«, -a, in fact inei.t on it. freed., to a t  ,e» or no to other..



This is not to say that the moral dimension is irrelevant, or that it 

does not matter whether I say yes or no. We do have this (moral) level 

of experience, and on it we can only act in its terms. But the basis on 

which we say yes to the necessity (qua obligation and discipline) which 

others demand of us, in such experience of frustrated presence, is not 

simply our own hope that newness will come to us. It is that, while 

experiencing as an individual, we act as a person, ie through the presence 

of the other. Both of us act - he through me in bringing me to say yes 

despite my experience (which is of sep^ati'-'i, I through him in placing 

myself in his hands; but this is one act, i U h  we perform together.

This indicate'.; • e heart of communion - we do not act in our own 

individuality. In comr tf'i, itself, our experience is further reconciled to 

our action, by allowing us not to experience the other at all, but rather 

to act with him in response to what he shares with me. Throughout this 

essay we have approached this conception through the notion of learning - 

through a privacy of experience in which I cannot myself give any expression 

to what I 'experience*, since only the two of us together, learner and 

teacher, can express it. This is not, of course, to say that communion is 

a one-way relation, learning from the other, which the other does not 

himself undergo. Communion is not an experience, but a way of acting - acting 

in shared necessity - and the teacher acts as the pupil does. As we noted 

when discussing the teacher's ability to 'assess' his pupil, his concern is 

always and already to understand the pupil, to share in the newness the pupil

comes to.
Our p r o v is io n a l co n c lu sio n , then, » i l l  be th a t » .  cannot understand  

»bat a parson i s  ex cep t in  u n d erstan d !«, a parson. The concern to understand 

j h s t  s e e t h i n g  i s  .ay s e e .  1 W  to  he a q u estio n  o f  »hat c o n te .p o r a ^  

p h ilosophy c a l l s  -granner' -  th e  in te r n a l n e c e s s ity  in  the use o f  the concept
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in question; and hence our concern in philosophy may appear always to he 

to reach necessity, to take hold of it. Certainly a short-term question, 

about the kiSi of necessity involved in a particular concept, may be answered 

in this way: presenting it as an objective strucv^e, even though one unique 

to the concept. But this is not to take hold of the necessity, merely to 

highlight it with respect to our own question. To the terms arrived at in this 

essay, we cannot take hold of necessity, we cannot gasp, absolutely and 

unshakeably, the order of things - for necessity is unshakeable only when it 

is tV* response to existence, to an object, and not the object itself. 

Consequently we are left with the need to root necessity in the existence of 

objects, not what we say about them - and this requires us to come to their 

existence, which is to come to a person (who presents them). To come not to 

the question of what a person is, but to the person himself.

While this applies to all necessity, it is of course acutely paradoxical 

in the case of the concept of a person. How are we to come to a person in 

order to find out what a person is? - This question, which is at the core 

of the problems of presence expressed in Meno«s paradox, is answered only 

by allowing' us to be already incorporated’in what the person'is'. And this 

is a rpnmrement rather than anything we can first point to in experience - 

we do not understand what learning is by being shown examples of learning.

Finally, we may indicate that this is not therefore a natural theology, 

even one prefacing Christology. It is not a theology at all, but claims 

only that the approach to newness, and to the resultant taking hold of 

necessity, is conmnmion and our participation in it. Participation is not 

the act of an individual, and hence in one sense there is nothing we can do 

to answer Meno, except act in communion and corporately, which we cannot 

learn how to do. It is therefore a requirement of our coming to newness 

that we already be in communion - and it is at this point, on the fact of 

our being in communion, that we must speak of God and of Christ. But this
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requirement deem not in any »ay limit Odd to our o m  humanity and fallen 

limitations - it serves simply to say that if .. are to go beyond this

limitation, it must be towards God in Christ.

,o say that „  an* in oommunion is not itself to say anything about 
Qod - it is God »ho say. .e are in eommunion. There is here an identity 

between God's .ord that ». are in communion - « communion »hich, because 

it doe. not begin in separation, has no dimension of restriction or 

exclusion - and our being in coa-union „ith God. This is the nature of 

Christ's being as God's »ord - that the appro.oh to God is not through man's 

own speech about God but by being in communion with God; and thxs is to 

rest and live in his life-giving »ord, that ». are in communion. It is 

theology's taskto s„>ak about God a. God's o»n »ord does; the more 

-h,, oenohical t.sh we have been concerned with in this essay is that of 

sharing in God's »ord about man in the »arid. If metaphysics is therefore

not theology, it is not also secular.

£



footnotes 

Chanter 1
This conception of recollection is fully vulnerable to a remark

Wittgenstein makes in the Tractatus:

6.4312 Not only Is th.ro no guarantee of th. temporal immortality 

o, th. human soul, that 1= to sa, of Its sternal survival 

after death, but In any ease this assumption oo.plet.ly 

tails to accomplish the purpose for which it has always 

been intended. Or is some riddle solved by my surviving for 

aver? Is not this eternal life itself -  »r * rld41e “

our present life?

m  the same way, recollection, thus formulated, doe, not show ho, ..

learned in any prior 1 « -  »• <=“  S0'” 4*’ “  “, i U  S“““
n e «  to be thinking in terms of • » .  unduestioned and presupposed

category of immortality aithin which to - P  out and define learning.

„  w. ar. to move in a different direction, as will become increasingly 

necessary, .« « 1  also see ho. « o h  concepts like immortality need 

to be understood in terms of- learning, rather than the othe 

2 It is hard to say whether Bh... has ewp»»d.d, or rather criticised,

' Wittgenstein., thoughtl neither do I think that it matters. This is 

surely a feature of, and direct result of, Wittgenstein., style of 

writing: he once wrote that a philosophy book ought to be good enough 

to make you want to thro, it across the room and think for yourself. 

Nonetheless, Bh.e. strike, distinctions which Wittgenstein doe. no.

very clearly touch.

Chanter 2
* . „nmp later on to connect this understanding of Wittgenstein came later

. nf the symbols used in rituals symbols with the power of the sym
■in (the story of the forest-king of Nemi) as What strikes us in (.the stoxy
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terrible, impressive, horrible, tragic etc., anything but trivial 

and insignificant; that is what gave birth to them...

(Remarks on Teaser's "The Golden Bough", pp 314, 16, quoted in Rhees,

Without Answers, p 152.)

Chanter 5

From Wittgenstein's other remarks, this notion includes religion, 

ethics and art, although no specific definition is offered because it 

was Wittgenstein's fundamental belief at this time that nothing could 

be said about this area at all, beyond the fact that it is "other than", 

or "higher" than speech.

J F M Hunter, "Forms of life' in Wittgenstein's Philosophical 

Investigations"; Hugh Petrie, "Science and Metaphysics: a Wittgenstein!an 

interpretation", Farhang Zabeeh, "On language-games and forms of life";

in Essays on Wittgenstein, ed Klemke.

5. It seems to me that this bears strong comparison with Heidegger's

approach to Being as suspension in Nothingness - but to carry out such 

a comparison would take me beyond my resources.

7. Nonetheless it is a real link, as the discussion of pain and 

expression, below, serves to point out.

8. Thus Rhees observes:

Perhaps the point would be that what you have learned must be your 

own in some senre: that it cannot simply mean that you have learned 

what to do when the officer gives the orders. For in this case what 

hardly even your own action. I suppose this goes with the 

when you have learned something you ought to be wiser than 

before; it should have made a difference to you; or; you

ought to have grown.

(without Answers, p 167)

9 . i point .hich D W Hsmlyn labour. 1» hi. oon.rlbutiou to Th,

of Rduoationi "Th. logical aud psychological aspect, of learning-,
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especially pp 30 ff.

10. The condition of philosophical inquiry in which, like Descartes, 

one looks around at a familiar scene and attempts to ask what it is 

(is this real, a projection, certain, uncertain?) is not any kind of 

experience. It is more an attempt to understand the world as if it 

were itself capable of speaking. We treat it as a picture, searching 

for meaning. And this is not to say that it is a foolish or misguided 

activity; it is rather the activity we engage in when we do not know hc>; 

to read its meaning - a condition we remarked on in discussing the Phaedc

------- The mistake in such a search for presence is that it assumes the

world will speak, without reference to other people and without supposing 

that the world can only, speak through others.

11. An interesting expression of this occurs in Eugen Herrigel-s

Method of Zen, in discussing the art of compassion of a Zen priest:

(The priest) will help the sufferer to see that great suffering 

is not overcome by refusing to face it or by surrendering to it 

in despair. He will warn him of the danger of allowing himself 

to be solaced, and of waiting" for time to heal. Salvation'libs 

in giving full assent to his fate, serenely accepting what is 

laid upon him without asking why he should be singled out for so

much suffering*••
If the sufferer's ears and eyes are opened by this clarification 

of his state of mind, he will mark that neither flight from reality 

nor denial of suffering can bring him detachment. And if, thrown 

back on himself, he shows that he is trying to become one with his 

fate, to assent to it so that it can fulfil its own law, then the 

priest will go on helping him. He will answer his questions, without 

offering anything more than suggestions and, of course, without

preaching.



For it seems to him that there is something much more important 

than words. Gradually he will fall silent, and in the end will 

sit there wordless....(but) this silence is not felt by the other 

person as indifference....It is as though he were being drawn into 

a field of force from which fresh strength flows into him. (PP 100-2)

Chapter 4
12 On the notion of agreement in judgement, see above, P 109-

13‘ It is, I think, notably a problem of our own time that we find it

difficult to believe in the sincerity or integrity of others precisely 

because we wish the reassurance of a criterion for such integrity 

others themselves, before we can entrust ourselves to them. 

u . As both Norman Malcolm and John Cook, keen enthusiasts of

Wittgenstein-s thought, have argued: Malcolm in "The Privacy of

Experience", Fpi kernel ogy: N e w _ j ^ ^ J >  ° *  Knowle- ^ ’
ed. Stroll; and Cook in "Wittgenstein on Privacy", xn Wittgenstein.

„n Pitcher; as well as in other 
mw, pvitlnsonhica1 tinvestigations, ed. Pxtche

, nnors are criticised by Stanley Cavell in 
articles. These two papers

i fl̂ ine" (in Tti"4- mp;:Lri- what we Sa^~ ’ ° W"Knowing and Acknowledging v

I am indebted.

15 f, is seriously — —  *
l0 L a m i n g  ho. to spool, ‘hat this is .hat ho »ould say no is

“  „  ooaid.: i‘ U  precisely hocaus. ho cannot that .. should

V  nee reading th, structure. of teaching into leaning 
not invent such licence, ream g .

As we have n o t e d  in E h e e s -  " W i t t g e n s t e i n - s B u i l d e r s " ,  a n g u a g e

J L  norite an ailo.ance or »  appoint.ent h.oan.e of the „ o .
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of his new ideas, unless we already u n d erstand something of them even 

t h o u g h  we cannot say what they are. The point is that we do do this, 

as M a y n a r d  Keynes was able to do for Wittgenstein at the University 

of Cambridge in 1929; and it is a private understanding, a private 

c e r t a i n t y  which brings with it the notions of authority and seniority, 

and i n  essence creates the possibility of these concepts.

T o  this extent I would thus concur w i t h  R  S Peters' thesis that 

we m a y  view education in terms of -initiation'. ("What is an Educational 

Process?", ^  Th« Concent of E d u c a t i o n , ed. Peters; and "Education as 

Initiation", ^  P h i l o s o p h i c ^  Education, ed. A r c h a m b a u l t .)

W i t h o u t  discussing his models in detail, Peters has i n  mind that 

e d u c a t i o n  is something other than conditioning or indoctrination (i.e.

any process of establishing responses in other people without their 

kn o w l e d g e  or consent), and therefore that it cannot involve abusing the

hiddenness or newness - relative to the pupil - of what is learned;

e d u c a t i o n  commits us to -morally legitimate procedures- u p o n  „ h i c h  a

pu p i l  may freely and knowingly embark.

The particular question this raises in connexion with our present 

thesis i. that Peters- concern w i t h  the h i n d  of l.giti.acj that authority 

ean have in teaching is a concern „ h i c h  the proph.t. of th. -no. education- 

- n o t a b l y  Ivan U l l c h  and Paulo Frei r e  - »««Id do „ e l l  to attend to.

Pet e r s  does not „or* » t h  th. concept of privacy „. have introduced, but 

lt s e e «  to .. to be a useful „ay of c r i t i c i s m *  th. assumption, midl
and Freire ..he, as „ell as providin* a base on „ h i c h  Peters- the.es

can be viewed more clearly.

Illich sets out what he considers the central error in all state 

education as:
the fundamental approach co« m o n  to » 1  school. - the idea that 

' ______'.udgement should determine what and when another



person must learn. (Deschooling Society, p 42)

And I would agree with Illich that a great deal of Western education 

has indeed served to: 'initiate the citizen to the myth that bureau- 

cracies guided by scientific tno.ledge an. effective and benevolent...that 

increased production will provide a better life, (p 74)

„d, b, talcing over what Illich see, as previously the «11*10«= r»1*

>f determining people's denands and rights, to turn these into de.ands and 

rights to sucoeed institutionally - i.e. to pro.ote and preserve sooiety's 

institutions. In these ter«, the people b.co.e .anipulated by the 

institutions (ibid, p 52 ff).
Agreeing with Ulioh's negative critique of «.=tem education. ..

,, with the understanding of learning <*e place which has marked parallels with tne un
, . .hlg essay _ in particular the theme of education

have been working out in this essay
vr-.v, the teacher is viewed simply as another learner who as dialogue, in which the teacner i

• thP dialogue, yet can learn as much from his pupils as nonetheless begins the dialogue, y
they fro. hi.. (Preire uses the dictation 'teacher-student' and .'student-

toaoher' to indicate this - ■* « »
such dialogue does not involve the S e c t i o n  of training (i.e. the

acquisition of shills)! rather, they are to beco.e l i a b l e  as the .  .
. fillich, op. cit., pp 14f

: : : :  » — -  — - *  * ° *  c°“ ,ree4 r iy wi*
, enable and pro.ot. free discovering and probing 

providing resource f 4 as both the learner's
Ullich, pp 60 f.). i= ‘his presupposition of

■ at (ibid p 31) to seeh « d  erplore, a n d  as his intrinsic 
inalienable right (ibi • P

. . ...........................  n i l  rri— 1 ^»risciousness, PP 55 f),
ability to do so (Preire, -----------------
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a tenable basis for a new approach to education?
Illich and Preire .rite ««1 «1 th. Third ..rid and it. pr.bl...,

working primarily with adult. .h. haw. already developed some —  “ 4 

political conception of themselves. - e h  a developed vie., even

literate self-expression as yet, self-education is though it provides no literate se y

intelligible* bnt . 0  use re.onrce. in thi. «  m h i r e .  e conception of 

the world in the firet place, in which the learner c m  orientate hinnelf 

towards resonrcee. PreirCs 'pcpil- - e  — I - e l o p e d  their basic

f„ .  institutions and hierarchie. which have f l a *  —

and relationship with other cnlture-bound human beings.
,.nr|1 is that it is not viewed simply as an 

The problem of the ‘new education« is that
. - D however, but taken to be an improve- •_ Third world countries, however, aid programme in Third w

, + * on• in fact Illich would wish to dispose of the
, r\r\ nil Western education, imeat on all Wests made her. ebont the

category of .childhood, altogether. That is,
, . , j. 3.e„ a. a self-motivated activity! ye

nature of learning, in w ic world, and the
self-m otiva tion  re,hire, a well-developed concept«

. . se . . . . .  . . ¿as „hen discussing the
self within the world, a conception which, a o | P

,t of .„lay' and following throng the remark, of . f heard«, a 

T  e of f i r s ,  re,dire, the guidance and anthorit, of others who do
C° eaSU . t they are asked by their pupils to teach,
rather more than simply teach wharatner moxe ^ 9 .  , +n +pach. on the basis of the

h»t they find themselves obliged to teac 
hat firstly what they l0gioal of '-hat
necessity (both in Veil"a sense “ d “

l0 ,ay") which they find «  «heir 0«  lives, 
it makes sense to say )

, „  Ulioh insists, the notion of obligation ha. led

C'rt> ”  ■ titutionaliaed education in which curricuia suppress
the development of an ^  ^  ^  _ „ ltj involved is

teachers as much as pupils, “  * alternative to this is not an
and imposed. But the ai

almost totally



V e r n a l '  necessity, one sooted in the individual's apparent freed» to 

be es he wishes to be, as .e noted in Chapter One. this suffers in the 

same .ay as W  atte.pt (including that of enrricnia) to ioc.te necessity 

^  the ..rid, by her. l o c a t e  it in the seif. —  “  «  “

the world. .
The alternative da, instead, to find the necessary, the given,

the relation bet.een self -  .orld, the proble. this then poses U  tha ,

i f  one is to seek s u c h  n e c e s s i t y ,  i t  cannot b e  f o u n d

• this essay is that other people
nrld T h e  solution we are considering m  thxs essay 

world. T h e  soxu w o r ld _ not
i + ... "other minds") are not parts::rrrr™r::rr:— rr

; “ ^ T , r r „ — « — -  -
"• , . . naner, "Knowing and_ u  (n his above-mentioned p P

detail b y  Stanley Cave l l
. u „ q t  we m e a n  w h ”'1- Me say.«

-  -  -eli criticised

■ hl3 Presidential Address to the Aristotelian Socie y
b y  d  a  done, i »  h i  ^ . . e n t a r ,  V o i c e  m  0 9 « )

i " H  |ip a nf *  Separate out the gram.r of the

- - ’8 ) ' do not thi, that denes realises
,erd '!■ f r »  that ^  r „flect, hash on our understanding

** .ay i n  .hie» «»a ^  ^  t M u .t ,f our d i s cussion of the
rf w h a t  'person' means,

idea of a fir.t-p.r-on ">nte,t- . pain, but having a

— “ of .»soohis.it . a y - -

pain .ay .ell include « *  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  „  40s8 not feel it, this

to say that a man has a P ^  ^  being in pain.

is not quite like being wounded ainat the mass media,
iv the gravest criticism to be

i. It is surely ____ hear mugic,* . not allow this. We hear music,, nn that they do not al



natural history - and have no-one
watch a programme on scientific discovery or 

to turn to for help!
. notpd has its professional aspect, of course, and . 

Teaching, as we have noted, has P

21> so for the career-minded, does learning. What we have tried to consider are 

lelrnin« -  teaching .it, reference to to. .... P i t . «  -

understanding another. . T Aver
Thi, i. 1» toot part of the a u c t i o n  Bhees •«*•=

.hen the latter atte.pta t. develop -  * « “ « “ • - " *  *  ^
language ("Can there he a Private Language? “

• of Aver is in terms both of the heed for .hat

*  — '• m i  to the .orld, if a ,  -  —

* “  ~  “  °°r”  I  :„tioipatioo ih .attars that arise ^

-  lha‘ — : ; L i , .  others (Bhees. PP 1 »  ff.>. - t  .e have

T f T t h i s  is the interrelation of the oono.pt. of ohleotivit, an. of 
developed from this

other people.

that in -hat folio.» I have ondertahen no
23. 1 am acutely ».are {„ .  „„„tlfic creativity, beyond

•■Vvil-itv of learning from sciem,---
disonssion of the poss ^  ^  ^  M o m s. I wuld take art

the comments in the first <*■*• ‘ ^  ^  ^  up . erp.ri.ent, 

to be more creative than »=“  w  see somethin* »..

tot .one theoretical ~  ~  *  c„.ti,e science-

-  “ “  1  “  ^ r e f l e c t .  a  p r o h l e .  in s p e a k i n *  o f  t h e  -

W h e t h e r  or n o t  this i n  i f l  a  q u e s t i o n  I c a n  o n l y
• S O n  w i t h  t h a t  o f  a n  a r t i s t ,  i s  1

a  s c i e n t i s t ,  i n  c o m p a r i s o n  o r  H e i d e g g e r ,

. . take it that N e w t o n  or Einstein, Uhe 
l e a v e  a s i d e ;  a n d  I t a K e  gee something news

which c a n  bring a t  l e a s t  some o f
offer ns a oorpns .hrch ^  ^  „  metaphysics,
tp come into contact »ith o je transformation of

. .  P a ™ « !  e x n r e s s i o n  t o  x n e



both ourselves and that objectivity.

Nonetheless, .hile it resins intelligible for us to speek stout 

learning fro. art and »«tare, «e .»st also insist on the distinction 

between the „nreoi.ti.nof art and ».tare, („si the erperienoe of presence 

they provide), and « creativity which actually place, itself at the disposal 

of the Spirit and is led to bring forth its object. In appreciation, w. 

have an understanding of another which is erpressed in silence tad wonder,

stillness and tears, and I have no wish to W  ^  “ “  “ 4>r'

sttading. But, as I have suggestei, it is understtading on a parallel

with the understanding w. both have end give 1« sy-pathy 1 «
gainful situation through their eyes, but it does 

suffering: we can see the painiui sivu
own and we do not become able to express it for ourselves, not become our own, and we au

t think to develop Zizioulas' concept of presence- 25, It is necessary, I think, to aevei f
,. . Although Zizioulas does not introduce any 

in-absenco in such a way as thi .
o-p god's creation, he is profoundly 

concept of Nature as the experience of God
nt an escape from creation, but the presence of 

aware that redemption is not an escap

tab .hois of creabiou *  —  —  "  -  -  “  “ * 7 7

" doctrine of —  P—  —  ~  “ “  ' '
thP shared object of man's personal communion and 

of creation becomes the sha.e J

understanding.
“  bio «  »ihilo doctrine, as Zioioulta use. it here,, assu.es
What the nraatio ex■ ncLb blic ----- —  *—

5* . hp present in creation because he is in no way
is that God is not tad canno m  understand, presence

restricted by its the work .«pres,.,, or brings
on the ..del of the ar.r.t s P distinct fro.
rtthlt. It therefore supposes ‘hat person

any reference to objects. „p.ri.nce of ».tar.
If »ith creation God is present,
”  ’,1‘h "  t lh. isvel of artistic appreciation (which

only point to presence at B ,Ota only Point to P ~ —  ^  restricted to hi.
_ « )  God's presence neeais not to decry it), uoa s *

I . l i t  *



presence a  creation! „is r a t i o n  to M e  creation ie that he himself 

present, creation. This i, still admitted* enthrcpo.ortf.ie., tut tt.n ,c i,

a conception of creation out of n . t «  .tint, *

„itnont materials, still assume, the separation of «.1st a ^  „or*, God 

and creation, in „hich the « 1  of the c r e a t e  is separateness and the 

establishing of .another., e„en thou«* this is « o n  ,0 he the nec.ssar* 

means to co-union. Certain*, as C i s i d a .  notes, the artist fails m

t e s t i n g  toeards —  -  « *  “  ~ ~  ’ ‘ .
does not create presence *  ahsence, tut rather presence and absence —

t this still assumes the creation of o t h e r s ,  are. W ,  God., creation

f  1 teles or final tain* in a « — . -  —  **• —  has its essential telos or

tieS of movement and growth into communion.
nualified rather than replaced -

What this needs to he qualified y
. . . . in terms of learning and inspiration, as

is an understanding of crea iv y
. for which creativity follows out of communion.

we have outlined a ove, outflowing of God's
,w ,  the „„rid oo.es into being as a o.ns.,«.nce and cutflo.in«

’ ■ th man If «  seems that God « 1  have created -an over « . m a t
communion with man, - u  does 0n the model
.. before he could have communion with him
himself tie ^  ^  and
of the artist’s creation, which is very

tion of 'distance and relation n w  nt?es in his conception oi
communion ^  ^  ^  that this still i-Plic«*

0 ^ 1 -  iudividualohlec, in the

assumes a person ^  communi0n is between people
calling into question, as well as ass

— -  c“ stitutiw ~  core°“ t
^  " L ,  „hich hefore creation God establishes in his Goa. „ho

man, the ccnve ^  8

therefore pre-exi. ot th. doctrine of n.ction (in Church

“ I  ,w  that man's porsonhood is contained 
Ooemoti cs It/S) • »  red“1” ' "S

248
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ln Christ'3 : that God's inspirational creation arises out oi, and is the 

outflowing of, his . » u n i o n  with -an in the Person of his Son. hut this 

is again a further and theological refocussing of the oono.pt of person we

can only point towards. (See also note 28).
ds we observed with reference to so.ptiois., and the sceptic's

.. that there is no presence, which presence he then attempts 
initial assumption that there i

r+n m  ) This well indicates the extent 
to find in and fro. objects. .See note 10.) This.

1 1onQ+ as Zizioulas expounds it, and
of the divide between ontology, a

_ nB the West has developed it since Descartes, epistemology as the we
Heidegger, of course, has atte.pted to begin an.» -  -  P - l .

presence, but 1 -  not in a position, discuss this adequately. ,e

t one striking alternative to Western empiricism, however, i> 
may note one striKing a , . . . ,.„+her

. . «, the way in which man presents oojec.. ,
Rilke's sensitive treatment o. the w y

t - presence fro. the.. eve» ‘hough this presenting is m m .  than seeking presence n o w
«dated to other people or eve« to inspiration'

Praise the world to the « a ,  »•* " "  ’

y0u cannot astonish hi. with your glorious feelings'
v, v-n. >ip feels more sensitively, in the universe, where he teeis

• p. Therefore show him the simpleyou're just a beginner. Thereto

thing that is shaped in passing from father

iha. live, near our hands -  « -  -  -  —
He'll 3tand more amazed, as you Poll hi. about the Things- B e l l .

v of Rome or the potter on the Nile.
beside the rope-maker

v,ra how blameless and ours,
Show him how happy a thing can ,

h0w even the lamentation of sorrow purely decides 

to take form, serves as a thing, or di.s 

in a thing and blissfully in the beyond

slipping away, understand that you praise them,

stood

-
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transitory themselves , they trust us for rescue, 

us, the most transient of all. They wish us to transmute them

in our i n v isible heart - oh, infinitely into usl 

W h o e v e r  we are.

Earth, isn't this what you want: invisibly, 

to arise in us? Is it not your dream

to be some d a y  invisible? Earth! Invisible!

(from the n i n t h  Puino Elegy, trans. MacIntyre, p 71)

G r e e k  thinkers, in the Orthodox Churches,appear to be almost alone 

’in their d e v e l o p m e n t  of this approach to theology. Apart from Zisioulas, the 

k e y  figure is Lossky, who in his papers »Redemption and Deification

"The T h e o l o g i c a l  not i o n  of the H u . »  Person- (in I -  the I.age and

of 0od> sets out precisely the theological notion of per.onhooi 

t ^ T ^ i n g  ont on a —  - 1  in this essay. »  is a natron 

. Persons of the Trinity, where:Which begins from the per he has nothing

a per s o n  c a n  be fully personal only xn so far

v  to possess for himself, to the exclusion of others 
that he seeks to possess

i.e. . h e n  he has a s c a n  nature e i t h  others. It is then alone 

that the distinction between persons and nature exists

its p u r i t y . . ••

(thus a h u . a n  heing) i «  « “  « “  '

L  not li.ited h y  -  —  — • *  “  “ * ^, »..i0 having in himself, . includes the wnole, navJ- &the whole, but potentially include
uviich he is the hypostasis.

the - h o l e  of the earthly c o - o s ,

(Op. cit., PP ,06-7 > of c o ss o e nature has
The interrelation of nature and person »ared

at the le— t teen a helpful fag. in — ‘ ^
as (human) persons. That mai y

ohj.ct in understanding on. »other ^  cf this

such idea, i.co.prehen.it.10 ha. only encouraged
St », other idea of .ha* people

essay, and set out the inadequacy
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